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In 1926 Newfoundland enacted legislation to restrict 
immigration in spite of the fact that the island had received 
very few immigrants in the previous seventy years. The 
antecedents of the 1926 Immigration Act can be found in the 
colony's own immigration experience, the shift in 
international immigration policies after the First World War, 
and its relations with Canada and the United States. 
After the First World War, Canada and the United 
States effectively restricted immigration to Mainland North 
America. This shift in immigration policy left Newfoundland 
with the most liberal regulations in North America and caused 
increasing difficulties for the colony's migrating labour 
force. Unlike its neighbours, Newfoundland did not experience 
mass immigration in the early part of the twentieth century. 
As a result, immigration policy was not a high priority. The 
colony did not have in place the administrative or legislative 
framework to respond to the development of international or 
North American restrictions. 
Canadian and American immigration officials 
pressured the Newfoundland Government to restrict immigration 
in the wake of two organized immigrant smuggling schemes in 
1925-26. The arrival of two small groups of eastern Europeans 
in St. John's enroute to the United States, and the subsequent 
investigations launched by the American consulate and local 
iii 
investigations launched by the American consulate and local 
officials, warned legislators that the colony could be the 
recipient of redirected immigrants. With an uncertain economy 
and a dependence on the goodwill of its neighbours to relieve 
its excess labour, Newfoundland reacted to concerns over 
immigrant smuggling by passing a new immigration act in 1926. 
This act emulated Canadian style restrictions and 
ended a tradition stemming from 1906 of judging prospective 
immigrants, with the exception of the Chinese, by individual 
merit. This was significant as individual merit was replaced 
by blanket restrictions as a way of screening potential 
immigrants. The 1926 Newfoundland Immigration Act was the last 
stage in a trend to create uniform immigration standards for 
North America after the war. 
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Pre race 
In existing studies of early twentieth century migration 
history, the Newfoundland experience has been for the most 
part ignored on the international level. Studies of the impact 
of immigrants on "white" settler colonies of the British 
Empire contain few Newfoundland references. Even the most 
"thorough" inclusion of Newfoundland in such discussions 
merely states that the colony had so few attractions that 
immigration was not a problem. 1 The reasons for this neglect 
are twofold: Newfoundland was not known as a receiving country 
for immigrants, and the topic of immigration has only recently 
been investigated on the local level. However, this neglect is 
not warranted when investigating immigration policies. 
Unfortunately, the lack of immigration into the island has 
overshadowed the extensive body of legislation enacted during 
the early decades of the twentieth century. Most people are 
either surprised that Newfoundland had such legislation or 
fall into the trap of merely stating that the topic is 
irrelevant because there was so little immigration after the 
waves of English, Irish, and Scottish settlers in the early 
nineteenth century. By 1926, there was a comprehensive body of 
1 Arthur Berriedale Keith, The Dominions as Sovereign States: 
Their Constitutions and Governments (London: Macmillan, 1938). Also 
see Stephen Constantine, ed., Emigrants and Empire: British 
Settlement in the Dominions Between the Wars (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1990), and Robert A. Huttenback, 
Racism and Empire: White Settlers and Coloured Immigrants in the 
British Self-Governing Colonies 1830-1910 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1976). 
2 
legislation in place to deter unwanted immigrants and to 
deport those who may have found their way to the island. It is 
necessary to see Newfoundland within a North American and 
international ·context of migration in order to understand the 
pressures to enact, and the reasoning behind, Newfoundland's 
immigration legislation in the years leading up to the 
Depression. The colony's position as a source country of 
emigrants also needs to be addressed when discussing external 
pressure on Newfoundland's policy makers to conform to North 
American standards while formulating their "own" policies. 
The historiography of immigration within the 
Newfoundland context is limited, but does provide some 
necessary ground work for future studies. Much of the work on 
immigration to Newfoundland concerns the patterns of 
settlement of the first permanent European settlers. In much 
the same way that Newfoundland remained outside the large 
waves of European immigrants heading to North America from the 
1850s onward, the literature has also remained largely 
confined to the "free entry" period. 2 
The growth of Canadian ethnic and immigration history 
2 The most notable work on this period is John Mannion, ed., 
The Peopling of Newfoundland: Essays in Historical Geography (St. 
John's: Institute of Social and Economic Research, Memorial 
University of Newfoundland, 1977). See also Gillian Cell, English 
Enterprise in Newfoundland, 1577-1660 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1969), c. Grant Head, Eighteenth Century 
Newfoundland: A Geographer's Perspective (Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart, 1976) and W.Gordon Handcock, See longe as there comes noe 
women: Origins of English Settlement in Newfoundland (St. John's: 
Breakwater,1989). 
3 
from the late 1970s, largely attributable to Canada's 
multiculturalism policy, encouraged similar developments on 
the local level. Yet, there are only a few studies which have 
focused exclusively on pre-confederation immigrants and 
legislation. Alison Kahn • s study of the Jewish community 
provides a number of insights on the experiences of Jewish 
immigrants and how they perceived their treatment by the host 
society. 3 Kahn's extensive oral interviews are a good source 
of information, but the personal narratives, which 
characterize the book, leave much to be desired in way of 
analysis. What the book eloquently achieves, through the words 
of the respondents, is a vivid portrayal of pre-confederation 
Newfoundland society through the eyes of "outsiders looking 
in." 
In a similar fashion, Robert Hong has endeavoured to 
recount the experiences of the Chinese in Newfoundland and 
discover why restrictive legislation was aimed at this group 
in 1906. Hong's dissertation is a well researched account, but 
his contention that the Chinese Immigration Act was primarily 
a result of a fear by the working class and their supporters 
that the Chinese would split the labour market and undermine 
wages is somewhat overstated. 4 A further discussion of it in 
3 Alison Kahn, Listen While I Tell You: A Story of the Jews of 
St. John's (St. John's: Institute of Social and Economic Research, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1987) . 
4 Robert G. Hong, 11 • To Take Action Without 
Newfoundland's Chinese Immigration Act of 1906," B.A. 
dissertation, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1989. 
Delay 1 : 
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the first chapter provides an alternative interpretation of 
the motives behind this act. 
Newfoundland's inability to negotiate reciprocal 
immigration regulations with Canada, and the frustrations 
Newfoundland experienced when fighting deportations from 
Canada are addressed by Peter Neary and Malcolm MacLeod. 5 Each 
article is somewhat limited by its source material, more so 
MacLeod's than Neary's, but they have one thing in common~ 
neither author viewed the source material of the other. Neary 
uses Canadian Immigration correspondence with Newfoundland 
offiGials, while MacLeod uses a small portion of the available 
Newfoundland correspondence along with a selection of 
deportation files. What is left unexplored by these studies is 
the important impact that such correspondence had on 
Newfoundland officials when formulating their own immigration 
policies. The whole issue of deportations is important for the 
present work only so far as it illustrates Newfoundland's 
subservient position to its larger neighbours. However, it 
should be noted that the volume of deportation files in the 
Provincial Archives of Newfoundland and Labrador are a 
valuable source which have yet to be adequately studied and 
deserve further research. 
Gerhard P. Bassler has written extensively on the enemy 
5 See Peter Neary, "Canadian Immigration Policy and the 
Newfoundlanders, 1912-1939," Acadiensis. Vol.11, No. 2 (Spring 
1982). pp. 69-83. and Malcolm MacLeod, "You Must Go Home Again: A 
Newfoundland - Canada quarrel over deportations, 1932-1933. 11 The 
Newfoundland Quarterly. Vol. 13, No. 4 (March, 1983). pp. 23-25. 
5 
alien experience during wartime, the development of 
Newfoundland's immigration legislation, and in particular, 
official reaction to the Jewish refugee crisis of the 1930s. 6 
Bassler's critical views of Newfoundland officials and the 
merchant elite are grounded in his study of the 1930s. 
Immigration restrictions were intensified at the same time 
that affluent immigrants were clamouring for a way out of 
Europe. He argues that the self-interest of Newfoundland's 
economic elite dictated the exclusion of affluent Jews who 
would have competed with established interests. This argument 
acknowledges that the growth of North American immigration 
restrictions impacted the decisions of Newfoundland officials. 
However, in his discussion of external pressures on 
immigration regulations, the coverage of developments in the 
1920s is incomplete. By using American consular and State 
Department records, and Canadian Immigration Department files, 
considerable light can be shed on just how closely 
Newfoundland's experience was being watched by its neighbours. 
More importantly, these records detail the responses of 
Newfoundland officials to U.s. and Canadian concerns over 
immigration policy. 
6 See G. P. Bassler, "The Enemy Alien Experience in 
Newfoundland 1914-1918, 11 Canadian Ethnic Studies, Vol. 20, No.3, 
(1988). pp. 42-62. "Newfoundland's 'Dangerous' Internees Who Never 
Were: The History of the Victoria Camp, 1940-43", Newfoundland 
Studies, Vol. 5, No. 1, (Spring, 1989). pp. 39-51. and Sanctuary 
Denied: Refugee From the Third Reich and Newfoundland Immigration 
Policy 1906-1949 (St. John's: Institute of Social and Economic 
Research, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1992). 
6 
Canadian, Australian, and American studies are useful in 
elucidating the dynamics behind the changes in postwar 
immigration policies. The expansion of immigration 
historiography in these countries has produced some excellent 
studies of the reasoning behind the steady movement towards 
entrance criteria based on rigid economic, ethnic, cultural 
and political selectivity. Authors such as Patricia Roy, 
Harold Troper, Gerald Dirks, Freda Hawkins, Robert A. Divine, 
and A.T. Yarwood provide considerable insight into the racial 
justification behind immigration restrictions. 7 The economic 
and ideological basis for restrictions has likewise been 
explored by Donald Avery, Barbara Roberts, and Kitty Calavita. 
These studies provide a contextual paradigm for a study of 
Newfoundland immigration policy. 8 
While specific examples of how given conditions 
7 Patricia Roy, A White Man's Province: British Columbia 
Politicians and Chinese Immiarants, 1858-1914 (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 1989), Harold Troper, Only 
Farmers Need Apply: Official; Canadian Government Encouragement of 
Immigration From the United States, 1896-1920 (Toronto: Griffen 
House, 1972), Gerald Dirks, canada's Refugee Policy: Indifference 
or Opportunism? (Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 1977), 
Freda Hawkins, Critical Years in Immigration: Canada and Australia 
Compared (Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 1989), Robert 
A. Divine, American Immigration Policy. 1924-1952 (New York: Da 
Capo Press, 1972), A.T. Yarwood, Asian Migration to Australia: The 
Background to Exclusion 1896-1923 2nd ed. (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1967). 
8 Donald Avery, Dangerous Foreigners: European Immigrant 
Workers and Labour Radicalism in Canada. 1896-1932 (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1979), Barbara Roberts, Whence They Came: 
Deportations From Canada 1900-1935 (Ottawa: University of Ottawa 
Press, 1988), Kitty Calavita, U.S. Immigration Law and the Control 
of Labour: 1820-1924 (Orlando: Academic Press, 1984). 
7 
precipitated policy changes are valuable by way of comparison 
to the Newfoundland case, authors such as Hawkins, Roberts, 
and Yarwood, have acknowledged and explor ed an equally 
important analytical premise: the international character of 
policy changes. In much the same way that Frank Thistlethwaite 
identified migration within an international context rather 
than as a relationship between migrants and the push and pull 
forces of individual countries, the study of policy changes 
necessitates a global perspective. 9 Because of their 
continuous desirability as destinations for immigrants, 
Newfoundland's North American neighbours and Australia lead 
the way in shaping international immigration policies. It is 
central to this study that Newfoundland officials formulated 
immigration legislation with these precedents in mind when 
they were confronted with the task of adapting to world wide 
postwar changes in immigration legislation. 
While the 1930s represent a dramatic increase in the 
numbers of immigrants wishing to land, the 1920s are a far 
more important period for understanding the evolution of the 
colony's legislative and administrative apparatus which dealt 
with immigration. The extent to which Newfoundland immigration 
policy was shaped by the colony's relations with its North 
American neighbours has not been fully explored by Bassler or 
9 Frank Thistlethwai te, "Migration From Europe overseas in The 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries", in Herbert Moller, ed., 
Population Movements in Modern European History (New York: 
Macmillan, 1964). 
8 
anyone else. This is primarily due to the limitations of 
Newfoundland source material as indicated above. However, this 
thesis will explain, by using records from Canadian and 
American archives, why the restrictive Newfoundland 




From Free Entry to a Dichotoaous I .. iqration Po1icy 
Until the first decade of the twentieth century 
Newfoundland was without immigration legislation. The only 
active statute on the books was the Disembarking of Paupers 
Act. This act provided for a one hundred dollar fine, or a 
maximum sentence of three months, for the Master of any vessel 
who landed any person who because of age, disease, or lack of 
means of support, could become a public charge. 10 Such an 
absence of immigration legislation facilitated the 
establishment of two refugee communities originating in the 
1890s. Maronite Syrians, and Russian-Polish Jews constituted 
the only non-traditional ethnic groups. At this early stage, 
each group engaged in petty trading and were generally seen as 
non-competitive by the local population. However, these groups 
were not free from xenophobia and nativist sentiment. One 
early example of intolerance came after a St. John's tenement 
fire in 1893. The Evening Telegram characterized a number of 
Syrians who were living near the blaze as a "heterogeneous 
indigent multi tude of Maroni tes. 11 After describing their 
living conditions as being of "squalor and wretchedness," the 
paper stated that: "It would be very much in the interest of 
1011 0f the Disembarking of Paupers", Consolidated Statutes of 
Newfoundland, 1892 (St. John's: J. w. Withers, 1896). It originally 
appeared in 1872 under the title "Of Mendicant and Infirm 
Immigrants." 
10 
the community if these unchangeable Jews were called home to 
the 1 ancient city 1 • " 11 A strong statement despite the fact 
that the Syrians were not Jews but Christians. Alison Kahn's 
informants noted that decades later the dark skin of the 
Syrians was the reason why people thought they were Jewish. 12 
In a country with next to no immigration, it is not surprising 
that such misconceptions surrounding foreigners could develop 
and persist. 13 Newfoundland's ethnic homogeneity and loyalty 
to the British Crown was proudly extolled by the colony's 
publicists and politicians. In 1920 H.M. Mosdel could proudly 
state that: 
Thus on the soil of Newfoundland, the tough 
enduring Saxon and the more lively Celt have met 
in proportions not far from equal. From this 
wholesome amalgamation of races have sprung the 
stalwart men and comely matrons who are today the 
admiration of those who visit the shores of 
Newfoundland. 14 
Newfoundland Governor Sir Ralph Williams noted the carryover 
of British traditions and dialects in the colony, and imperial 
loyalty of the population when discussing the possibility of 
Confederation with Canada. He went on to argue: 
11 
"Squalor and Wretchedness: What Yesterday's Fire in 
McCarthy's Block Revealed," Evening Telegram May 13, 1893. p.4. 
12 Kahn, Listen While I Tell You., p. 32. 
13 For a further discussion of Nativism in Newfoundland see 
Bassler, Sanctuary Denied., pp. 63-69. 
14 H.M. Mosdell, Newfoundland: A countrv of Infinite 
Possibility and Manifold Attractions to the capitalist, the Settler 
and the Tourist (St. John's: Executive Government of Newfoundland, 
1920) p.15. 
sentimentally it would be a grievous thing, as 
putting an end to the individuality of England's 
oldest and most loyal oversea possession, merging 
it with the conglomerate mass of humanity of all 
nations who constitute the population of Canada. 
A very large number of Canadians are no 
doubt intensely loyal, but the bond is getting 
yearly weaker, partly due to the hybrid of 
European immigration. 15 
11 
Mass immigration had not touched this corner of North America, 
leaving the population strongly distinct and oriented towards 
the source of its last inflow of settlers. 
A pivotal year in Newfoundland immigration policy was 
1906. The arrival of approximately 168 Chinese startled 
officials and provoked a swift and comprehensive reaction by 
government. The Chinese Immigration Act and the Aliens Act 
created an immediate hierarchy of policy based on race. These 
acts were the result of negative stereotyping of the Chinese 
and a realization that Newfoundland could become a destination 
for unwanted immigrants who did not fall under the control of 
the Disembarking of Paupers Act. The Chinese Immigration Act 
was a direct copy of a 1903 Canadian statute while the Aliens 
Act was a copy from a British law of 1905. In each case the 
acts retained their original names. What is truly remarkable 
is that in a matter of weeks, Newfoundland had adopted as its 
own, two pieces of highly contentious legislation which had 
been the product of years of debates and Royal Commissions in 
15 Ralph Williams, How I Became Governor (London: John Murray, 
1913) p. 424. 
12 
their countries of origin. 16 
The antecedents of such restrictive legislation can be 
found in the responses of white settler colonies to Chinese, 
and later, Japanese and Indian immigration. During the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, California, Peru, Panama, 
Ecuador, and New Zealand, Canada and every Australian colony 
"had asserted that domestic sovereignty included the right to 
control, restrict and ultimately prohibit the entry of Asian 
immigrants. " 17 These restrictions were originally enacted in 
response to the Chinese who were entering the labour sectors 
and participating in gold rushes. Progressively tougher 
restrictions in these places had a "ripple effect" on other 
areas of white settlement which feared that their own 
restrictions would then become the most lenient, thereby 
precipitating an Asian influx. 
It was the experiences of the other white settler 
colonies which influenced Newfoundland's decision to restrict 
Chinese immigration by the means of a three hundred dollar 
head tax in 1906. 18 Robert Hong 1 s argument that the act was 
motivated by labour considerations contradicts his contention 
16 For a discussion of these acts in Canada and Great Britain 
see Patricia Roy, A White Man's Province., and Vaughn Bevan, The 
Development of British Immigration Law (London: Croom Helm, 1986). 
17 David Johanson, "History of the White Australia Policy, 11 in 
Kenneth Rivett, ed.,Immigration: Control or Colour Bar?: The 
Background to 'White Australia' And A Prooosal For Change. 
(Melbourne: Immigration Reform Group, 1964). 
18 For the full text of the act see Appendix (A) . 
13 
that opposition to Chinese immigration transcended class 
lines. 19 He provides numerous examples of the negative racial 
stereotypes which were levelled at the Chinese, yet argues 
that a fear of_ a split in the labour market was the primary 
impetus for the law. However, if opposition to Chinese 
immigration was prominent across all sections of Newfoundland 
society, it would seem unlikely that a splitting of the labour 
market was their only concern. Unlike British Columbia, there 
are no examples of Newfoundland capitalists championing the 
cause of the Chinese, or using their labour to drive down 
wages. The labour market "fears" were borrowed 1 ike many other 
contemporary negative stereotypes in white settler colonies. 
The collective assumptions that the Chinese were "heathen", 
"diseased", "drug using", "immoral", or "cheap labour", and 
the reactions of other colonies, were the reasons for 
Newfoundland's act. Economic fear was a powerful motive for 
immigration legislation, but it was not significant in 
Newfoundland's case. 
It appears that the Aliens Act 
afterthought of the Chinese Immigration Act. 
was merely an 
Debates in the 
House of Assembly were restricted to the Chinese Act. In fact, 
the two bills were introduced at the same time and in the 
Journal of the House of Assembly are noted as "certain 
19 Hong, "To Take Action Without Delay", p. 7. 
14 
resolutions on the subject of Chinese immigration. 1120 The act 
laid out the general guidelines for admittance to the colony. 
Undesirable immigrants included those who were physically or 
mentally unfi-t, or those who were unable to support 
themselves. Gerhard Bassler has emphasized the portion of this 
act which guaranteed landing rights, regardless of financial 
status, to any immigrant fleeing religious or political 
persecution. 21 Contradicting this, later officials did not 
allow Jewish refugees asylum. Bassler is correct in 
criticising this policy, but it should be noted that the act 
was _not the product of local discussion and priorities 
concerning humanitarian exceptions in immigration policy. The 
Aliens Act, Newfoundland 1 s first comprehensive immigration 
act, was adopted amidst reactionary response to Chinese 
immigration. 
The two acts of 1906 give some indications about what 
types of immigrants were considered undesirable to 
Newfoundland, but attempts to introduce settlers to the colony 
in 1909-1910 provide a better understanding of which groups 
would have been considered desirable settlers. 
Newfoundland Prime Minister E .P. Morris discussed farm 
settlements with Salvation Army authorities in London in the 
spring of 1909. Later that year, The Daily News proudly 
20 Journal of the House of Assembly (St. John 1 s: Evening 
Telegram, 1906), p.41. 
21 Bassler, Sanctuary Denied., pp. 39, 55-56, 223-224. See 
Appendix (B) for the full text of the Aliens Act. 
15 
reported that Commissioner Coombs and Lieutenant Colonel Rees 
of the Salvation Army were touring the island to assess the 
potential of sponsoring farming settlernents. 22 The paper was 
anxious that -Newfoundland should embark on agricultural 
settlement using British immigrants. The editor noted that 
"there is plenty of room in the 'gardens' of Newfoundland for 
emigrants of the class that the Sal vat ion Army sends out. " 23 
Although the Salvation Army was invited to the island by Prime 
Minister Morris and personally escorted by him throughout the 
tour, Newfoundland was unable to attract a settlement. 
Six months later, while in England, Prime Minister 
Morris was approached by C. Reginald Enoch concerning a 
colonization proposal along business lines. He hoped to form 
a colonization company with a number of other businessmen to 
establish settlements in the interior using private capital 
attracted to land grants and resource rights given by the 
Newfoundland Government. 24 Prime Minister Morris was 
interested in the proposal, but noted that he had no authority 
to enter into an agreement until he had returned horne to 
discuss the matter with his governrnent. 25 Whether the 
Newfoundland Government was unwilling to offer the types of 
22 
"The S.A. Settlement," Daily News., November 16, 1909, p.4. 
23 
"S. A. Settlements", Daily News. November 13, 19 09, p. 1. 
24 I PANL, GN 8 1, file "Emigration Schemes", Enoch to Morris, 
June 25, 1910. 
25 Ibid., Morris to Enoch, June 25, 1910. 
16 
concessions requested, or Enoch found another place for his 
settlement, nothing ever came of the proposal. 
Perhaps that best opportunity that the "oldest colony" 
had in attracting settlers came from a group of Rhodes 
Scholars in 1909. The Society for the Furtherance of Child 
Emigration to the Colonies, which was established in October 
of that year, was the brain child of Kingsley Fairbridge, 
Rhodes Scholar from Rhodesia. One historian described him as 
a "supreme upholder of the neo-Rhodesian mythology of heroic 
Empire". 26 He believed it was imperative to settle the empty 
lands of the Empire with British settlers who would carry with 
them the culture of, and allegiance to, the "mother country." 
His boyhood experiences growing up on the African Veld shaped 
these ideas which were later merged with a concern for the 
plight of pauper children in London's East End. 27 
Fairbridge's address to the Colonial Club at Oxford 
illustrates this belief in the British Empire. In a passionate 
appeal for support he said: "Great Britain and Greater Britain 
are and must be one ... this will not be charity, it will be 
an imperial investment. 1128 Child emigration appealed to 
Fairbridge and his Oxford Colleagues as a logical extension of 
26 Michael Roe, " 1 We can die 
Australia and British migration, 
Emigrants and Empire., p.103. 
just as easily out here 1 : 
1916-1939", in Constantine, 
27 Gillian Wagner, Children of the Empire (London: Weidenfeld 
and Nicholson, 1982), pp.188-189. 
28 Kingsley Fairbridge, The Story of Kingsley Fairbridge 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1938), pp.173-174. 
17 
Cecil Rhodes' efforts in expanding the British Empire. 
Prime Minister E.P. Morris was as enthusiastic about the 
proposal as the members who founded the society. In his 
autobiography, Fairbridge recounts that before seeing Morris 
in London, he consulted with a friend as to how much land he 
should request for his scheme. He thought five thousand acres 
would suffice, but his shrewd companion countered by saying 
that one should always ask for ten times more than you 
actually need. Taking this advice, Fairbridge approached 
Morris and asked for fifty thousand acres with river or ocean 
frontage. Prime Minister Morris is reputed to have replied, 
"Very Good . . . you shall have it--the best of the land that 
is open for settlement. " 29 Morris received a written proposal 
the following month, November 1909. The proposal and a copy of 
Fairbridge's speech were sent to the local media. The Daily 
News voiced its approval devoting a half page to the scheme. 
The editor commented that the scheme had a "real imperial 
ring" to it, and proudly noted that Mitchell and Higgins, 
Rhodes scholars from Newfoundland, were among the founding 
members of the society. 30The idea of Newfoundland doing its 
share for the good of the Empire appealed to no end. The paper 
quoted Fairbridge as saying that "the people of Great Britain 
are beginning to realize how important it is that the Anglo-
Saxon population of all territories of the Empire should know 
29 b 'd I 1 ., p.l72. 
30 Daily News., November 25, 1909, p.4. 
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themselves to belong to one nation. 1131 Fairbridge stated the 
case best by saying that "the matter touches both our 
supremacy and our pockets---apart entirely from humanitarian 
considerations · which are also important. 1132 The 
humanitarianism of the scheme seems to appear as only an 
afterthought. such ideas were a logical extension of 
restrictive immigration policies enacted against Asians. In 
their view white supremacy in the colonies could only be 
protected by restricting non-white immigrants and encouraging 
an increase in population. 
The idea of setting up agricultural colonies was not 
entirely new and had been raised in 1908. The Newfoundland 
view of such schemes was probably expressed best by Michael P. 
Cashin who, when discussing a similar emigration scheme, said: 
"the children in these orphanages would make good farmers, the 
class of farmer who would remain amongst us" . 33 After an 
absence of decades, the prospect of young British pioneers 
growing up in the colony, being educated, and filling the 
interior, evoked nothing less than heartfelt approval by 
politicians and the media. 
The government was prepared to offer Fairbridge the 
fifty thousand acres of land, a bonus of twenty dollars on 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Evening Chronicle, February 8, 1908, p. 5. Cashin was an 
independent Member of the House of Assembly representing Ferry land. 
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cleared acreage, grants for two teachers' salaries, a school 
building, and any other reasonable request to facilitate the 
settlement. Prime Minister Morris was convinced that 
agricultural settlement could provide a comfortable living for 
children "in their thousands" over many years. 34 
Despite the fact that the Newfoundland offer was the 
only one to appear for nearly three years, the scheme fell 
apart, and Fairbridge was never again able to receive terms as 
generous as those offered by Newfoundland. The colony 
apparently suffered from a poor image in Britain. This, along 
with . some unfortunate circumstances, led to its being rejected 
on account of being too inhospitable. 
The climate of Newfoundland posed the greatest problem 
for the proposal. Governor Sir Ralph Williams wrote in 1913 
that the popular conception of Newfoundland in Britain was "of 
a very barren island inhabited by a few rough fishermen, where 
icebergs, polar bears, and walruses form the principal 
features. " 35 Responding to such misconceptions, Fairbridge 
wrote Morris in November 1909 and told him that: 
There is something of a prejudice in this country 
against Newfoundland. A very influential man, who 
is connected with many powerful associations over 
here, told me that the climate of your Island was 
deadly for children.~ 
34 PANL, GN 8/1, file 
Fairbridge, Dec.4,1909. 
"Emigration Schemes", Morris to 
35 Williams, How I Became a Governor., p.405. 
36 
Morris, 
PANL, GN 8\1, file 
November 15, 1909. 
"Emigration Schemes", Fairbridge to 
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The Newfoundland members of the society countered this 
statement, but Morris was requested to supply the society with 
letters from prominent doctors on the island to ascertain the 
climatic condit~ons and their impact on young children. Morris 
quickly composed a form letter which he asked doctors Keegan, 
Rendell, Fraser, Brehm, Anderson, and Shea, all graduates from 
British universities, to sign. The letters stated that: 
I have no hesitation in saying that the climate 
is admirably suited and adapted to the rearing of 
children, and that I have known many cases in 
which children, who came here from the United 
Kingdom, Canada, and the United States, with 
delicate constitutions, to have been quickly 
built up by the salubrious and invigorating 
climate of Newfoundland. 37 
Fairbridge replied in March 1910, that he was making good use 
of the letters in his push to get the farm established. 
However, he was facing a losing battle in convincing 
supporters to take up the Newfoundland offer. He had asked 
Lord Northcliffe to support his efforts in Newfoundland, but 
rather than securing a promising report he received a damming, 
if not a misleading representation of Newfoundland 
conditions. 38 He stated that Newfoundland has "six months of 
winter and a very intense summer . . . As for sending children 
there, you may not be aware that there is often a considerable 
37 Ibid., copy of form letter dated December 4, 1909. 
38 Alfred Charles Harmsworth, Viscount Northcliffe was a 
British Newspaper magnate and Chief Executive Officer of the Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Company which constructed Newfoundland's 
first pulp and paper mill in Grand Falls in October of 1909. 
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amount of starvation among the inhabitants in winter. 1139 It 
is somewhat ironic that five weeks previously Lord Northcliffe 
addressed a crowd in Botwood and extolled the opportunities 
that the island presented for Newfoundland's youth. In the 
same speech he urged young people to display a confidence in 
their country, and not to emigrate to Canada and the United 
States. His contradictory feelings for Newfoundland are also 
found in an earlier commentary "on the need for proper 
representation of the colony in England, so that misleading 
statements as to the climate might be corrected. " 40 
Fairbridge's zeal appears to have hindered his common 
sense in dealing with others in the child emigration field. He 
joined the "Children's Farmhouse Association" which was 
started by Elinor Close in 1902. Gillian Wagner suggests that 
Fairbridge was naive in not recognizing the inbuilt 
competitiveness of such charity groups. Fairbridge was 
informed of Close's planning activities, although she was 
unaware that he was attempting similar endeavours. The break 
between the two came when Close discovered that Fairbridge had 
canvassed her supporters for his Newfoundland scheme. Close 
quickly countered by ensuring that all her friends and 
supporters knew just how "unsuitable" Newfoundland was for 
39 Northcliffe to Fairbridge, December 2, 1909. Cited in 
Wagner, Children of the Empire., p.194. 
40 Daily News, October 26, 1909, p.6. 
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farm settlement. 41 Despite government and public support, and 
the efforts of the two Newfoundlanders who were founding 
members of the society, Australia became the home of the first 
Fairbridge farm ·. 42 
The Salvation Army, the Society for the Furtherance of 
Child Emigration to the Colonies, and to a lesser extent 
Reginald Enoch's colonization proposal, were attempts, or near 
attempts, to introduce desirable settlers to Newfoundland. 
Though each failed, government and media endorsement of such 
proposals illustrates how Newfoundland was available for 
settlement by the "right class" of people. The Chinese were 
not seen as permanent settlers. Along with other negative 
stereotypes, their reputation as sojourners made them 
undesirable. The colony wanted settlers, preferably British, 
who could develop the island, not those who would enter the 
labour market and move on to the mainland once an opportunity 
arose. Such attitudes were reinforced by the Frolic incident 
in 1906. In October of that year Hong notes that approximately 
forty Chinese were smuggled to Rhode Island from Newfoundland 
aboard the yacht Frolic. 43 The following year it was reported 
in the St. John's press that seventeen Chinese had been 
smuggled to Nova Scotia and were jailed for non-payment of the 
41 Wagner, Children of the Empire., pp.194-195. 
42 Fairbridge, The Story of Kingsley Fairbridge., pp.l79-180. 
43 Hong, "To Take Action Without Delay", p. 59. 
p 0 1 0 
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head tax.« These incidents provided the foundations for 
later concerns that Newfoundland could become a staging ground 
for immigrants wishing to evade Canadian and American 
immigration laws. 
Testimony given by Newfoundland officials to the 
Dominions Royal Commission of 1914 (DRC) 45 provides a good 
summary of official attitudes towards immigration, attitudes 
which continued to prevail in the 1920s. Deputy Minister of 
Customs Henry W. LeMessurier and Deputy Colonial Secretary 
Arthur Mews presented memoranda and answered questions for the 
commission. Both officials stated that the colony needed 
settlers and that there was very little officially being done 
to attract immigrants. These officials repeatedly stated that 
farmers from the British Isles, notably sheep farmers, could 
make a good living in the colony. The colony wanted 
independent immigrants. Mews stated it best when he said: "The 
people we want are those who will take up new work, who will 
break new ground, who will develop new resources that are not 
developed now. 1146 Agriculturalists from northern Europe were 
also desired because of their experiences in similar climatic 
conditions. But Mews noted that: 
no inducements are offered by Newfoundland to 
44 
"Appeal Chinese Case", Evening Chronicle, December 10, 1907, 
45 Great Britain, Dominions Roval Commission: Minutes of 
Evidence Taken in Newfoundland in 1914. London, 1915. 
46 Ibid., p.5. 
immigrants to locate in the colony, nor has it 
any special laws encourag1ng or facilitating 
immigration. We have, however, enactments against 
undesirable immigrants. 47 
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When commissioners enquired why no inducements were offered, 
Mews could only answer that there was little use given the 
attractions to immigrants elsewhere in North America. To prove 
his contention, he cited the departure of a group of Swedish 
forest workers for Canada and the United States who had been 
imported to work at Millertown. 48 So, not only id 
Newfoundland compete for immigrants, it had to compete to 
retain them once they arrived. It is likely that the steady 
emigration of Newfoundlanders to mainland North America 
enhanced the sense of futility expressed by local officials. 
At first sight, after reviewing the existing 
legislation, it seems that Newfoundland officials and 
politicians directed much of their efforts at excluding 
undesirables, rather than the recruitment of desirable types 
of settlers. Although officials stated that no inducements 
were offered to prospective immigrants by way of legislation, 
there was definitely a clear dichotomy in pol icy. Efforts 
during the Morris administration show that desirable 
immigrants could be offered a wide range of incentives. 
However, government reaction to the prospect of undesirable 
immigration was much more immediate, forceful, and took the 
47 Ib. d ==-=1=-=., p.4. 
48Ib 'd ==-=1=., p.3. 
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form of legislation aimed at deterring any such "influx." 
While the testimony of officials at the DRC appears to 
be defeatist and apathetic, the actions of the government 
during the previous five years show that such ideas evolved 
from continued disappointments. Before 1914, Newfoundland 
appeared to be a "poor cousin" compared to other North 
American destinations for desirable European immigrants. The 
1906 experience had shown that the island's proximity to the 
North American mainland could become a problem in attracting 
unwanted foreigners. It might therefore be argued that during 
this early period of immigration legislation that the level 
and type of the colony's immigration, as well as immigration 
policies, were largely dependent upon variables outside of its 
control. This reality became all the more apparent during the 
years following the First World War. 
Chapter Two 
The C1osinq of a Continent 
The object of this bill is to get rid of the 
burden often placed on this country of having to 
feed and otherwise support undesirables from 
foreign lands. 49 
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Newfoundland's prewar immigration experience established 
patterns which continued into the 1920s. Thousands of 
Newfoundlanders continued to migrate either permanently, or on 
a seasonal basis to Canada and the United States. Immigrants 
from the "mother country" were unobtainable, and with the 
exception of the Humber pulp and paper development, capital 
was slow to appreciate the "manifold attractions" that the 
colony had to offer. 50 All of the existing legislation, with 
the exception of the Disembarking of Paupers Act, was 
reactionary, having occurred at a moment of crisis, and 
focused on exclusion rather than recruitment. The radical 
changes in North American immigration policies after the war 
decisively ended mass immigration. Ethnic and political 
suitability became the key criteria for entry. Newfoundland 
was caught in the middle of these changes. As a country of 
potential immigration, at least in theory, and of emigration 
49 Proceedings of the House of Assembly (St. John's: 1924, 
p.269. 
50 As a part of the Government's hope in attracting tourists 
and capital, primarily from the . United States and Canada, a 
publicity book written by H. M. Mosdell was published just after 
the war. See H. M. Mosdell, Newfoundland: A Country of Infinite 
Possibility and Manifold Attractions. 
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in practice, the changes in policies of the colony's 
neighbours by necessity influenced the Newfoundland 
experience. This chapter will examine these changes, their 
impact on emigrating Newfoundlanders, on the colony's pattern 
of immigration, and the response to these changes by local 
officials. 
As with many countries, Newfoundland's war experiences 
did nothing to improve the image of foreigners amongst members 
of the native population. Between 1914 and 1918, enemy aliens, 
even those who had become naturalized British subjects were 
interned. Citizens of neutral countries that came under 
scrutiny were deported or eventually harassed into leaving the 
colony. Suspicion and paranoia concerning Newfoundland's use 
as a spy base and German knowledge of the coastline fuelled 
anti-alien sentiment. 51 The animosity and hatred which had 
been exploited on the home front was not easily forgotten. In 
July 1920, Newfoundland followed the lead of Great Britain, 
Canada, Australia and other members of the Empire in passing 
legislation to restrict immigration from former enemy 
countries. The act, officially entitled, "An Act Concerning 
Former Enemy Aliens," barred from entering for three years all 
citizens of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and 
Turkey. 52 But in general, up until 1924, Newfoundland was 
51 See Bassler, "The Enemy Alien Experience in Newfoundland 
1914-1918." 
52 Acts of the General Assembly of Newfoundland (St. John's: 
J.W. Withers, 1920), p.135. 
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more concerned with policy developments on the mainland and 
their potential impact on the movement of Newfoundland labour. 
It is within these five years after the war that immigration 
legislation fundamentally changed the terms by which 
immigrants could enter the continent. 
Postwar adjustments in Canada and the United States 
precluded large-scale immigration. The return of soldiers to 
civilian life seeking reintegration into the an uncertain 
economy, labour unrest, social Darwinism, nativism and the Red 
Scare all created a distinctly anti-immigrant atmosphere. This 
popular sentiment was translated into legislative barriers 
against further mass immigration, and more convenient 
mechanisms for arbitrary deportations of those already in the 
country. 
For both immigration and labour history in Canada 1919 
was a watershed year. 53 Bryan Palmer notes that there were 
over 320 strikes fought during that year, including the 
Winnipeg general strike. 54 Militant trade unionism and the 
growth of socialist movements, largely attributed to European 
immigrants, shook the country to its foundations. Immigration 
historian Irving Abella asserts that "never before had the 
53 For an analysis which combines both perspectives see Donald 
Avery, 'Dangerous Foreigners' : European Immigrant Workers and 
Labour Radicalism in Canada, 1896-1932 (Toronto: McClellend and 
Stewart, 1979). 
54 Brian D. Palmer, Working Class Experience: The Rise and 
Reconstitution of Canadian Labour, 1800-1980 (Toronto: Butterworth 
and Co., 1983), p.173. 
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labour movement been as militant and the foreigner so 
unpopular. " 55 
Nativism among the dominant ethnic groups resulted in 
demands for -cultural and linguistic conformity. Among 
Quebecois any further non-francophone immigration was viewed 
as a serious threat to their culture, religion, and political 
power. 56 Social and economic unrest fuelled nativist fears 
that the Anglo-Saxon (or French in the Quebec case) nature of 
the country was being undermined by newcomers from eastern and 
southern Europe. These "new" immigrants were looked upon by 
the popular press, nationalists, and eugenicists as inferior 
to the pioneer stock from northwestern Europe and the British 
Isles who had built the country. The war terminated the 
greatest movement of European settlers to mainland North 
America. These settlers were then exposed to the exaggerated 
fears and suspicions of Canada's home front. After 1917 these 
fears were then directed towards Bolshevism. Clifford Sifton's 
"stalwart men in sheepskin coats" who had opened up western 
Canada were no longer considered as acceptable settlers. 57 
55 J.L. Granatstein, Irving M. Abella, et al, Nation: Canada 
Since Confederation (Third edition, Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 
1990) 1 p.359. 
56 Michael D. Behiels, Quebec and the Question of Immigration: 
From Ethnocentrism to Ethnic Pluralism 1900-1985 (Ottawa: Canadian 
Historical Association, 1991), pp.S-6. 
57 As Minister of the Interior, Sifton was in charge of 
immigration from 1896-1905 and commenced large scale recruitment of 
northern and eastern European agriculturalists to settle the 
prairies. See Harold Troper, Only Farmers Need Apply: Official 
Canadian Government Encouragement of Immigration From the United 
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Furthermore, a change in popular attitude meant British 
Columbia, after decades of trying, finally succeeded in 
pressuring the federal government to legally exclude the 
Chinese from the country. 58 Freda Hawkins suggests that the 
country's social tension was the product of narrow and inward-
looking societies recovering from a horrific war. 59 To be 
sure, Hawkins is partly correct, but labour radicalism and an 
economic recession had as much an impact as the social 
adjustments of returning to a peace time society. 
The shift in Canadian policy entailed not only 
immigration restrictions, but as Barbara Roberts has 
illustrated, a concerted effort to deport those already in the 
country who did not meet the changing criteria of suitability. 
Legal and illegal methods were used by the Immigration 
Department to "shovel out" immigrants who were labour 
organizers and members of "radical" organizations, such as the 
Industrial Workers of the World. In the years immediately 
after the war, Roberts argues that "this active deportation 
work was carried out at a level of thoroughness that would not 
States. 1896-1911 (Toronto: Griffen House, 1972) and Mabel F. 
Timlin, "Canada's Immigration Policy, 1896-1910," The Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Political Science, Vol. 26. No.4 
(November, 1960). pp. 517-532. 
58 In June of 1923 the Chinese Immigration Act was expanded to 
exclude, with few exceptions, all Chinese, regardless of 
nationality, from entering Canada. This act was not rescinded until 
1947. Evolution of the Immigration Act., pp. 19-20. 
59 Freda Hawkins, Critical Years in Immigration: Canada and 
Australia Compared (Montreal: McGill-Queen' s University Press, 
1989) 1 p.28. 
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be exceeded until the police raids on communists in the early 
1930s. 1160 The Immigration Department may not have always 
acted in accordance with the statutes it was supposed to 
operate under., but the bureaucrats did act in accord with 
public sentiment. As Roberts notes: "If the 'general public' 
refers to everybody except trade union activists, leftists and 
reformers, and most recent immigrants, then the general public 
seemed to care little about what the government did to the 
excluded. " 61 
Canada's 1919 amendment to the Immigration Act of 1910 
was exactly what restrictionists wanted. The act included an 
expanded definition of "subversives" which was added to a more 
extensive list of medically and socially unacceptable classes 
of immigrants. Under section 38 (c) the Governor-in-council 
was empowered to make proclamations or orders which could 
establish prohibitions based on nationality or race, class or 
occupation, if immigrants were: 
deemed unsuitable, having regard to the 
climatic, industrial, social, educational, labour 
or other conditions or requirements of Canada or 
because such immigrants are deemed undesirable 
owing to their peculiar customs, habits, modes of 
life and methods of holding property, and because 
of their probable inability to become readily 
assimilated or to assume the duties and 
responsibilities of Canadian citizenship within 
60 Barbara Roberts, Whence They Came: Deportations From Canada 
1900-1935 (Ottawa: University of ottawa Press, 1988), p.72. 
61 b. d I .1. ., p.74. 
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a reasonable time after their entry. 62 
Such wide ranging discretionary powers provided flexible 
controls which could be implemented when necessary, or relaxed 
when labour was in short supply. Donald Avery argues that 
after the strikes of 1919 "increasingly, the Immigration Act 
reflected not the high ideals of a self-proclaimed homeland 
but the view that the 'foreigner• was an agent of social and 
economic turmoil. " 63 Canadian legislators, with the exception 
of Quebecers, vainly hoped that the country could be filled 
with British settlers, especially returned soldiers sponsored 
by the overseas Settlement Committee in London.~ By June 9, 
three days after the passing of the 1919 act, three Orders-in-
Council were passed specifically restricting immigrant groups. 
P.C. 1202 prohibited the entry of skilled and unskilled labour 
into British Columbia. P.C. 1203 prohibited former enemy 
aliens from entering the country. P.C. 1204 prohibited from 
entry Doukhobors, Hutterites and Mennonites. 65 P.C. 183 of 
1923 terminated the entrance of industrial workers by allowing 
only agriculturalists, domestics, and close relatives to 
62 
"Act of the Government of Canada to Amend 'The Immigration 
Act'," as cited in British and Foreign State Papers 1919, Vol.112 
(London: His Majesty's Stationary Office, 1922), pp.691-692. 
M Avery, Dangerous Foreigners., p.13. 
~ This committee was formed after the final report of the 
Dominions Royal Commission. 
65 Evolution of the Immigration Act., p.9. 
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immigrate. However, preferred immigrants exempted from this 
order were citizens of the white dominions and colonies and 
u.s. citizens. 66 Immigration policy priorities became a 
three-tiered system of preferred, non-preferred, and excluded 
groups. By 1923 Canada had effectively turned its back on many 
of the groups who had been responsible for the opening of the 
west and for much of the country's prewar growth. Instead, 
Immigration officials embarked on a program of rigid ethnic, 
cultural, class, and ideological selectivity. 
Anti-immigrant sentiment had been burgeoning in the 
United States since the first decade of the century. The 
Dillingham Commission (1910) gave voice to the eugenics 
movement by what Kitty Calavita calls "immigrant 
scapegoating. 11 As in canada, the "new" immigrants from eastern 
and southern Europe were classed as racially and 
intellectually inferior to the "old" immigrants from western 
and northern Europe. 67 Maldwyn Jones points to the growth of 
organized nativism in the early 1920s as a considerable force 
in setting the post-war immigration agenda. Jones suggests 
that anti-Semitism and "virulent" anti-Catholicism were 
responsible for the "astonishing" growth of the Ku Klux Klan, 
which reached its peak membership in 1923 of approximately two 
66 Gerald Dirks, canada's Refugee Pol icy: Indifference or 
Opportunism? (Montreal: MeGill-Queen's University Press, 1977), 
p.42, and Evolution of the Immigration Act, p.10. 
67 Kitty Calavita, U.S. Immigration Law., pp.113-114. The 
commission was established in 1906 and was chaired by Senator 
William P. Dillingham of Vermont. 
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and a half million Arnericans. 68 The necessity for ethnic and 
cultural homogeneity became the racial arguments for 
restrictions. The great American melting pot, in the eyes of 
many U.S. Congressmen, was a failure. Robert A. Divine argues 
that restrictionists "attempted to show that racial purity was 
essential for the preservation of both nationalism and 
democracy in the United States. 1169 Limitations based on 
national origins of immigrants appeared to be the only way to 
satisfy these arguments. 
In much the same way as its northern neighbour, the 
United States took definite action only when economic 
pressures were coupled with negative-stereotypes. Widespread 
deportations of trade unionists and socialists began in 1919, 
but did little to mollify American capitalists who feared 
worker politicization and the seemingly prominent role that 
immigrant labour was having on this process. Calavita argues 
that the perception in Congress after the war was that, "the 
most unforgivable sin of recent immigrants was their potential 
for dual loyalty and industrial disruption. 1170 Preliminary 
restrictions in 1917 included a literacy test, more stringent 
medical suitability, and the deportation and exclusion of 
"subversives." From 1919 to 1923 there were dozens of proposed 
68 Maldwyn Allen Jones, American Immigration 2nd ed. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1992), pp. 235-236. 
69 Robert A, Divine, American Immigration Policy. 1924-1952 
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1972), p.14. 
7° Calavita, u. s. Immigration Law., pp.116-117. 
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bills concerning the absolute suspension of immigration, 
deportations, and quota limits based on nationality. 71 In May 
1921 the U.S. Congress established a quota system based on 
admitting three percent of each nationality present in the 
United States as recorded in the census of 1910. 72 This 
measure was judged insufficient by restrictionists who wished 
to exclude southern and eastern Europeans who had been 
arriving in the country since before the turn of the century. 
The gates to the country and in the minds of 
legislators, the pandora's box full of radical immigrants, was 
finally shut in July of 1924. A new quota act was passed with 
overwhelming majorities in both the House of Representatives 
and the Senate. 73 The quota was limited to two percent of 
each foreign born nationality residing in the United States as 
recorded in the 1890 census.~ As the table in Appendix (E) 
shows, the changes to the 1921 act represented a severe blow 
to hopeful immigrants from all but a few select countries. 
Immigrants from Canada, Newfoundland, Mexico and Cuba, were 
exempt from the quotas. But as many Newfoundlanders soon found 
out, they had to pass a literacy test to receive a visa, and 
were liable to deportation regulations once they arrived in 
71 E. P. Hutchinson, Legislative History of American Immigration 
Policy 1789-1965 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1981) 1 PP• 172-187. 
72 Divine, American Immigration., p.S. 
73 Ibid., p.l7. 
~Ibid., pp.l79, 193-194. 
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the country. 
Newfoundland was keenly aware of the changing 
circumstances on the continent. The local media followed the 
debates over restrictions and reprinted numerous articles on 
the subject from American and Canadian newspapers. The 
position of Newfoundland emigrants in relation to Canadian and 
American policy changes remained one of the most compelling 
concerns among the colony's legislators after the war. 
Although the anti-alien sentiment which was behind much of 
North American legislation in no way included "Britain's 
oldest colony", labour unrest could rapidly negate any 
preferential distinctions. 
Newfoundland's integration into the North American 
labour market in the nineteenth century had been firmly 
established by its geographical proximity to its larger and 
more prosperous neighbours. However, to the constant anxiety 
of Newfoundland politicians and bureaucrats, the 
establishment, evolution, and expansion of immigration 
controls in both countries placed this tradition in doubt. 
Monetary and literacy tests could be levied at any time by 
Canadian and American authorities. Peter Neary has shown that 
the colony was used as a convenient labour pool to be utilized 
according to the demands of the Canadian labour market. When 
labour was needed in the Cape Breton coal fields, the fishery, 
the construction industry, or in domestic service, entry was 
almost guaranteed, as long as an immigrant had no physical or 
37 
mental deficiencies. In repeating a policy, that by official 
recollection had existed since before 1912, F.C. Blair of the 
Canadian Immigration Branch notified W.B. Nicholson, Canadian 
Trade Commissi·oner in St. John's, that: 
While technically Newfoundlanders do not hold any 
right to land in Canada which is not held by any 
other people born outside of Canada, in other 
words while all Newfoundlanders are subject to 
the provisions of the Immigration Act in the 
usual way, it has been our policy in the past and 
will continue to be, to treat native born 
citizens of Newfoundland very much as we treat 
our own people.~ 
However, during times of unemployment Newfoundlanders found 
that they could be treated, not as honourary Canadians, but, 
as the Glace Bay Gazette distastefully described it,"on the 
same basis as the scum and lowest dregs of the population of 
Europe. 1176 Newfoundland Prime Minister Richard A. Squires 
became alarmed at new regulations passed in November 1920, 
requiring labourers, among others, to possess two hundred and 
fifty dollars for entry. He promptly expressed his concern to 
w.w. Cory, Acting Deputy Minister of Immigration. 77 
Reflecting that there had been a "free exchange of labour" 
between Newfoundland and Sydney in the past, he stated that: 
I take it for granted that your immigration law 
which requires certain deposit on entering Canada 
75 Public Archives of Canada, RG-76, Records of Immigration 
Branch, hereafter RG-76, Vol. 595, file 851889, pt.1. Blair to 
Nicholson June 26, 1919. 
76 Ibid., "Putting a Head Tax on Newfoundlanders", clipping of 
article reprinted from the Glace Bay Gazette. 
77 Neary, "Canadian Immigration Policy," p. 74. 
is not intended in any way to restrict this 
normal labour condition and that Newfoundland 
miners journeying to and from Cape Breton are not 
subject to any money regulations.~ 
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Squires pursued the matter further, by bringing his complaint 
to canadian Prime Minister Arthur Meighen. It was promised 
that his complaint would receive "careful consideration. " 79 
After cautious deliberation by Canadian officials, J.A. 
Calder, Minister of Immigration, replied to Squires some five 
months later. Calder repeated the idea that Newfoundlanders 
had been treated "very much like Canadians" in the past. He 
then noted that the monetary test would be applied only in 
"extreme cases" and reasserted Canada • s right to exclude 
unwanted immigrants, including those from Newfoundland. 80 The 
following month, June 22 1921, it was reported in the Sydney 
Herald that in the first part of that week almost one hundred 
Newfoundlanders had been sent back to the "ancient colony. " 81 
By the end of the week, Justice Minister William R. Warren 
reported to Prime Minister Squires that the number refused 
entry neared two hundred. 82 Squires, likely disappointed by 
78 l RG-76, Vo . 595, file 851889, pt.1. Squires to Cory, 
December 22 , 1920. 
79 Neary, "Canadian Immigration Policy," p. 74. 
80 Ibid., J.A. Calder to R.A. Squires. May 7, 1921. 
81 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration (1921-1926)." 
Clipping from North Sydney Herald attached to letter, Robert Squary 
to R. Warren, June 23, 1921. 
82 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration ( 1921-1926) 11 
Warren to Squires. June 17, 1921 (sic). 
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his failure to secure equal terms of entry, did not pursue the 
issue with Canadian authorities. All that Justice Minister 
Warren could suggest was to notify the Reid Newfoundland 
Company not to send men over until the situation changed.~ 
In justifying his decision for restricting access at North 
Sydney, immigration inspector Mitchell pointed to unemployment 
and labour unrest in the steel industry as his major 
concern. 84 The same rationale was likely employed in the 
denial of entry at North Sydney of two "labour agitators" from 
Bell Island. The two men, identified only as Skanes and 
Humber, protested their treatment by Canadian authorities to 
Colonial Secretary Halfyard; however nothing was done on their 
behalf. 85 
The previous year, 1920, Newfoundland scab labour was 
also denied entry. Tom Moore, president of the Canadian Trades 
and Labour Congress raised the possibility to F.C. Blair, of 
strike breakers being imported by the Reid Newfoundland 
Company for dock work. Blair confirmed that the company had 
asked for such permission, but it was flatly refused. Blair 
assured Moore that the immigration officer in North Sydney was 
83 It is likely that Mews is referring to the Railway's role 
as a carrier of sojourners and prospective immigrants than as a 
broker for Newfoundland labour. 
84 RG-76, Vol. 595, file 851889, pt.l. Mitchell to Commissioner 
of Immigration, Eastern District. June 16, 1921. 
85 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "(Immigration (1921-1926)." 
W. W. Halfyard to P. J. Summers. 3 November, 1923, Summers to 
Halfyard. 5 November, 1923. 
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watching the matter closely and that Newfoundlanders would not 
be admitted "unless they compl y in the fullest possible way 
with the immigration regulations. 1186 Obviously a year after 
the infamous Winnipeg general strike, the government had no 
intention of risking actions which could repeat such outbreaks 
of civil disturbance. 
In 1922, the U.S. Department of Labour Immigration 
Service was also compelled to address concerns with 
Newfoundland labour. Complaints by trade unions in Boston 
precipitated an investigation of Newfoundland immigrants. Of 
special concern was whether or not they were violating the 
contract labour prohibition of the U.S. Immigration Act, which 
was in place to prevent companies from importing cheap labour. 
The report's characterizations of Newfoundland immigrants, in 
this case carpenters, compare closely to a similar 
investigation of Newfoundland fishermen in Lunenburg, Nova 
Scotia, carried out in the late 1930s.~ In both cases 
Newfoundland labour was preferred by businesses to the 
acrimony of local unions forced to compete in the labour 
market. The Boston carpenter's union had been involved in a 
dispute with the local builders association over wages since 
January 1920. Four contracting companies-- Stone and Webster, 
Coleman Brothers, W.F. Kerns, and Aberthaw Co., were accused 
86 RG-76, Vol. 595, file 851889, pt. 1. F.C. Blair to Tom 
Moore July 2, 1920. 
87 See RG-76, Vol. 595, file 851889, pt.1. 
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of encouraging Newfoundlanders to emigrate by offering 
immediate employment upon arrival. The union feared a split of 
the labour market, with Newfoundlanders being used to drive 
down wages. Inspector Ambrose reported that: 
Stone and Webster has already made threats to run 
open shop and the general opinion is that if 
enough of these carpenters come here, (some of 
them are not even carpenters within the meaning 
of the term) a move for a wage cut will be 
started. 
The Aberthaw Co. has at present a large 
contract in Portland, Me. and is in need of just 
such rough carpenters as are coming here from 
Newfoundland and it would appear that a very 
close examination should be made in an attempt to 
connect some of these applicants with the above 
named contractors.M 
This report resulted in large numbers of Newfoundlanders being 
refused entry at the American border. Deputy Colonial 
Secretary Arthur Mews protested this move and cited the 
expense incurred by those having to return home. u.s. 
Commissioner of Immigration John Crane supported the decision 
made by his inspectors to exclude the carpenters. Crane 
dismissed Mews' complaints stating that: 
It is respectfully suggested that it would be 
most beneficial to our own service at times if 
the Deputy Colonial Secretary manifested the same 
anxiety with regard to citizens of Newfoundland 
who are ordered deported from the United states, 
for, in numerous instances, the Government of 
Newfoundland has refused to permit its own 
M National Archives and Records Administration, Washington D. 
c., hereafter NARA. RG 84, Records of Foreign Service Posts of the 
Department of State, St. John's Consulate. Vol. 99, file 855. 
Thomas Ambrose to Inspector in Charge, Saint John, N.B., June 7, 
1922. 
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citizens to return thereto. 89 
With his protests falling on deaf ears at the U.S. State 
Department and Department of Labour Immigration Service, Mews 
could only warn intending migrants of the stricter enforcement 
of U.S. regulations. He issued a Public Notice on June 22, 
1922, quoting excerpts of u.s. immigration regulations and 
most importantly, the full text of the contract labour 
prohibition. 90 
Commissioner Crane's reference to deportations is 
indicative of American and Canadian attitudes towards 
Newfoundland. In light of preferential treatment given 
Newfoundlanders, either by statute or practice, complaints 
from the colony over "unfair" deportations were ignored. 
Newfoundland's dependence on the labour market placed it in a 
vulnerable negotiating position when it came to arguing more 
liberal entrance criteria. Moreover, the deportations issue 
clearly illustrates what little influence officials in st. 
John's could have in changing the restrictive immigration 
policies of its larger neighbours. 91 
The flurry of changes in canadian regulations caused 
concern for groups other than Newfoundland's migrant labour 
89 Ibid., John Crane to Commissioner General of Immigration, 
June 27, 1922. 
90 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration (1921-1926) ". 
91 For examples of correspondence regarding deportations of 
Newfoundlanders see PANL, GN 2/5, "Colonial Secretaries Special 
Files," files 447, 494, 439. 
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force. In December 1921, as a result of changes in visa 
regulations, Newfoundland was solicited to accept a few 
hundred immigrants who were refused entry into Canada. The 
shipping companies at Antwerp responsible for the immigrants 
requested that the British passport control officer in 
Brussels issue visas for Newfoundland.~ Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, Winston Churchill, sent the request to 
Governor Alexander Harris for the Government's consideration 
and noted that no action would be taken until there was a 
decision on the matter. 93 Harris relayed the request, along 
with his own views on the subject, to Prime Minister Squires. 
He replied that: 
[the] Ministers are in entire accord with 
your excellency's view that it is most 
undesirable for emigrants, and particularly alien 
emigrants, to be admitted to Newfoundland at this 
time, when it is becoming increasingly difficult 
for even our own people to find employment.~ 
The closure of North Sydney to Newfoundland labour only added 
to the unemployment situation. If times had been better 
Newfoundland officials might have been inclined to allow 
11 alien emigrants 11 to enter the colony. The Canadian Government 
appeared to care little about any benefit immigrants might 
offer Newfoundland. It is very likely that any positive 
response to the request by Newfoundland legislators would have 
92 PANL, GN 1/3/A, 1921, H.S. Westmacott to Passport Control 
Department, Foreign Office, October 4, 1921. 
93 Ibid., Churchill to Harris, November 1, 1921. 
94 Ibid., Squires to Harris, November 1, 1921. 
1921. 
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likely been reversed by Canada's protests. Churchill informed 
Canadian Governor General Lord Byng of the proposal when it 
was under consideration by the Newfoundland Government. The 
Canadian response to the proposal, which was forwarded to 
Newfoundland via Churchill, was quite clear on the matter. The 
Canadian Immigration Branch was of the opinion that this, or 
any other movement of European immigrants to Newfoundland, 
would represent the intention of such immigrants to make 
Canada their final destination. He went on to say that: 
If a movement of these people takes place to 
Newfoundland, it would compel the adoption of a 
more rigid inspection of passengers travelling 
between Newfoundland and Canada it is 
intimated that the Immigration Department will 
absolutely exclude all continental immigrants who 
land in Newfoundland and later seek entry to 
Canada. 95 
It appears that from this time onward, Newfoundland could be 
1 imi ted from accepting immigrants of its own choosing, if 
Canada viewed them as potential undesirables under Canadian 
regulations. In a draft of a letter sent directly to Byng, 
rather than via the Foreign Office, Governor Harris assured 
him that in no way would Newfoundland condone attempts by 
"agents to encourage emigrants to evade Canadian 
regulations. " 96 
Before l924, the year the U.S. immigration quota act was 
expanded, there appears to be very little material regarding 
95 Ibid., Byng to Churchill, November l7, l921. 
96 Ibid., draft of letter from Harris to Byng, December 27, 
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official American attitudes towards Newfoundland immigration 
policy. However, the bureaucratic obligations that enforcement 
of the 1924 act placed on consular officials generated a 
volume of documentation which was previously absent. As well, 
the lack of documentation for the early part of the decade 
suggests that concern over the immigration policies of a small 
British colony amidst a fishing ground was a low priority. 
Sharing the "largest undefended border" in the world with 
Canada meant that there were always higher priorities. 
While Canada and the United States competed for choice 
immigrants, and squabbled between each other, they also shared 
a common interest when it came to Newfoundland. The exclusion 
and deportation of Newfoundlanders who were criminal, 
illiterate, afflicted with tuberculosis, or venereal disease, 
or those who had merely become a public charge were a constant 
concern to both countries. Later events in 1925-26 would 
expand Canada-u.s. cooperation 
Newfoundland even further. 
in matters concerning 
One marked difference in the way Canada and the United 
States treated Newfoundland immigrants is that Canada usually 
waived the literacy test. This caused problems for Canadian 
officials in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia and other international 
points of crossing which dealt with Newfoundlanders who had 
been turned back by American immigration inspectors. In a 
letter to F.C. Blair, u.s. Immigration Commissioner J.H. Chalk 
stated that he had talked with Newfoundland Deputy Colonial 
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Secretary Arthur Mews who assured him that prospective 
immigrants would be forewarned of U.S. requirements. The 
Public Notice issued by Mews in June 1922 neglected to mention 
the 1 i teracy requirement and focused more on the contract 
labour clause. The notice responded to U.S. labour regulations 
precipitated by the Boston union complaints. Chaulk wrote to 
Blair and said that he was pleased that "with the further 
assistance of your own agent at North Sydney" the flow of 
ineligible immigrants would be "reduced to a minimum. 1197 
While such cooperation appears nominal, it is noteworthy that 
even before the severe tightening of American legislation 
there had been a precedent in jointly supervising emigration 
from Newfoundland. 
While "sullen resentment," as Peter Neary suggests, was 
one response of the Newfoundland Government to the changes in 
North American immigration policies, as well as complaints of 
unfair treatment from time to time, there was also a clear 
response in the shape of new legislation. 98 Three months 
after the United States passed the revised quota act in 1924, 
the Newfoundland legislature began debate to expand its power 
to exclude and deport undesirable immigrants. The amendment to 
the Disembarking of Paupers Act was aimed, as Minister of 
Justice W.J. Higgins stated, at getting "rid of the burden 
97 RG-76, Vol. 595, file 851889, pt.1. J.H. Chaulk to F.C. 
Blair. October 9, 1922. 
98 Neary, "Canadian Immigration Pol icy, " p. 81. 
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often imposed upon this colony of having to feed and otherwise 
support undesirables from foreign lands. " 99 This was 
understandable considering that there had always been a small 
traffic of deserting seamen or passengers left behind by 
vessels in Newfoundland ports. However, the underlying cause 
of the act was the tightening of controls on the continent. 
Higgins went on to mention that "of late it has been practiced 
by people on their way to the United States, and having been 
refused admission often find their way here, and become a 
charge on US. n100 While this "by-product" of u.s. 
restrictions was a direct effect of tougher controls, the 
debate in the House of Assembly also provided an opportunity 
for politicians to voice their anger over restrictions which 
hampered Newfoundland labour from entry on the continent. 
Expressing his outrage, as well as nativist sentiment, 
Colonial Secretary J.R. Bennett stated that: 
The treatment accorded our workmen when they seek 
entry to the United States ... is appalling, it 
is certainly a great contrast to the treatment 
given strangers coming here. These strangers 
often times not only receive better wages than 
our own, but they become domineering and 
insulting. 101 
In the midst of his criticism of u.s. policy, Bennett 
vindictively charged that it was "a shame that while we are 
99 Proceedings of the House of Assembly. (St. John's: Evening 
Telegram, 1924), p.269. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., pp 269-270. 
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being discriminated against we admit all and sundry without 
question, even when they are coming here to elbow our own out 
of positions. " 102 Perhaps William W. Halfyard, now opposition 
member for Trinity, described the situation best when he 
lamented that while Newfoundland received very few immigrants, 
"it would be a very desirable thing to have some 
protection. " 103 
The amendment was passed the following day. It empowered 
the Minister of Justice to expel anyone not born in the colony 
who had become a public charge for physical or mental reasons, 
or been convicted of a criminal offence. In addition to the 
formentioned categories, the Minister of Justice could expel 
anyone who in his opinion was "undesirable. 11104 In much the 
same way as Canada's 1919 act, these wide-ranging 
discretionary powers provided flexible controls which could be 
changed from situation to situation. 
The amended Disembarking of Paupers Act was directly a 
result of North American restrictions. There were two clear 
motivations for this legislation: to prevent Newfoundland from 
becoming a "dumping ground" for immigrants refused entry 
elsewhere, and to arm the customs Department with the ability 
to deport aliens, 
102 Ibid., p.270. 
1 03 Ibid . I p . 2 7 1 . 
whether in retaliation for similar 
104 Acts of the General Assembly of Newfoundland (St.John's: 
David R. Thistle, 1924), pp. 70-73. See Appendix (C). 
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procedures involving Newfoundlanders or to protect the local 
labour market. The attempt in 1922 to bring immigrants into 
the colony who had been refused entry into Canada illustrated 
how Canadian authorities could pressure the colony to accept 
the established North American standards for "undesirables." 
A dependency on the North American labour market, and a poor 
bargaining position caused by the small number of Canadians 
and Americans immigrating into the colony, assured compliance 
with more stringent standards. The American Quota Act of 1924 
was a signal to Newfoundland legislators that the colony was 
in jeopardy of receiving, and possibly supporting, immigrants 
unable to gain acceptance elsewhere. This was the colony's 
first response to the changing entrance criteria on the North 
American mainland, but not its last. 
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Chapter Three 
Imaiqrant sauqq1inq and the ••inf1ux11 of 1925 
The newly amended Disembarking of Paupers Act (1924), together 
with the Aliens Act (1906) and the Chinese Immigration Act 
(1906), appeared to offer Newfoundland a comprehensive body of 
legislation for controlling immigration. The arrival of a 
small group of European immigrants to the colony in 1925 
provided an opportunity to test just how well the legislation 
could operate. This "influx" also revealed how the American 
and Canadian governments viewed immigration to Newfoundland. 
The intention of Justice Minister Higgins' newly acquired 
discretionary powers of deportation was to ensure that the 
island's welfare roles were not unnecessarily burdened as a 
by-product of North American restrictions. However, this 
ignored the fact that new restrictions on the mainland 
intended to exclude immigrants on the basis of their ethnic, 
cultural, and political ideology, not on the basis of wealth. 
As early as January 1925, only five months after the 
amendment to the Disembarking of Paupers Act was passed, 
serious doubts were raised about the ability of Newfoundland's 
immigration legislation to prevent undesirable immigration. 
The Canadian Immigration Commissioner in North Sydney drew to 
the attention of Colonial Secretary J.R. Bennett "the fact 
that quite a number of undesirables were entering Canada 
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through Newfoundland. " 105 The commissioner had asked for 
Newfoundland's cooperation in this matter; however, little 
seems to have been done concerning this request. At that time 
Bennett did not share the Canadian official's concern that 
Europeans were entering Canada via Newfoundland, but was more 
worried that Canadian labour "of other nationalities" might be 
attracted to the pulp and paper development in Corner Brook. 
The Humber development had brought both coveted employment to 
the island along with skilled labour from outside the country 
which took up many of the more lucrative positions. This 
created a certain animosity with local labour that continued 
after the mill began operation. 1M Bennett's concern was 
1 ikely motivated by the fact that the vast majority of 
foreigners employed on the project were imported from Canada. 
Immigration from Europe, on the other hand, had continued to 
be minimal. The sponsored relatives of Newfoundland's small 
Jewish and Syrian communities were the only recognizable group 
of "non-traditional" newcomers. 
But within the next few months, for the first time in 
more than seventy years, Newfoundland became an attractive 
105 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration ( 1921-1926) ", 
Bennett to Higgins, January 21, 1925. 
106 Figures tabled in the House of Assembly showed 
Newfoundlanders receiving 65% of the monthly wages paid at the 
Newfoundland Power and Paper Company. However, the average of 
Newfoundlanders employed in all departments of the company totalled 
88.4%. Proceedings of the House of Assembly (St. John's: Evening 
Telegram, 1926), p.l19. 
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destination for Europeans. In February of 1925, prominent St. 
John's lawyer F. Gordon Bradley, representing an American 
client, Frederick R. Lawrence, approached Justice Minister 
Higgins about the possibility of admitting a number of 
Lithuanians to Newfoundland. 107 Bradley related that Lawrence 
represented the Immigration Association of Lithuania and 
wished to bring two hundred men into the colony. The men were 
said to be Christian, heal thy and have "no criminals or 
undesirables amongst them. 11108 Furthermore, the men were 
either "woodsmen, lumbermen, furriers or farmers" and have in 
their possession at least two hundred dollars, with some 
supposedly having over one thousand dollars. Bradley 
championed his client's plan and went on to say that: 
It seems to me that this is too excellent an 
opportunity for us to miss. The acquiring of 
expert mechanics as needed in Newfoundland at 
present and in view of the industrial expansion 
which is now and will probably be hereafter 
taking place it will be a calamity if we are not 
able to meet their demand. It is well known to 
you and me that there has been a shortage of 
skilled labour of the above mentioned kinds 
during the past year or so and this shortage is 
likely to increase rather than to lessen unless 
we find additional men somewhere. 1~ 
Higgins cited the Disembarking of Paupers Act in his reply. 
Noting his power as Minister of Justice under section 2(d) to 
107 Along with his private practice, F. Gordon Bradley was also 
a minister without portfolio in the W. S. Monroe administration 
representing the district of Port de Grave. 
108 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration (1921-1926) ", 
Bradley to Higgins, February 3, 1925. 
109 Ibid. 
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deport anyone he might consider undesirable, Higgins assured 
Bradley that this power would not be exercised "capriciously." 
It would only be used if there was something in a person's 
conduct that would cause complaints, such as being a "labour 
agitator" or "troublemaker. 11110 
While on the surface this proposal appeared to have 
merit, other requests for information were of a much more 
dubious nature. In March, the Furness Withy Shipping Company 
forwarded to W.J. Higgins a confidential letter which they had 
received enquiring about Newfoundland's immigration laws. It 
questioned the terms by which Greeks or Italians might "visit" 
Newfoundland for a period of two to three months. As well, it 
asked if it would be necessary for the foreigner "to use his 
own name or could he book passage under whichever name he 
wishes. 11111 The unidentified writer claimed that the 
information was needed for a client in the United States. The 
following month, June 1925, the Justice Department received 
yet another request concerning the immigration regulations of 
the colony. In a letter sent to the U.S. Consulate in St. 
John's, American lawyer John Abajian, stated that he 
represented a group of clients who wished to bring their 
relatives to Newfoundland. The reason for the enquiry was 
that: "under the present immigration law it is impossible to 
110 Ibid., w. J. Higgins to G. F. Bradley, February 5, 1925. Also 
see Appendix (C). 
111 Ibid., J. carey to W .J. Higgins, March 27, 1926. 
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bring them to the United States and it is just as impossible 
to bring them over to Canada . so they are desirous of 
bringing them to Newfoundland. 11112 The nationality of the 
proposed immigrants was conspicuously absent from the request. 
The American Consulate was suspicious of the proposal, but 
forwarded the request to the Colonial Secretary 1 s office, 
after the matter was reported to Washington for investigation. 
The response by the Newfoundland government was less than 
encouraging. After an explanation of the penalties, 
liabilities, and scope of Ministerial power under immigration 
legislation, Deputy Minister of Justice P.J. Summers 
cautiously advised that only after all the particulars of 
"each prospective immigrant" had been evaluated, the Justice 
Minister "may intimate that they will not be expelled when 
they arrive." 113 
Newfoundland officials cautiously greeted the sudden 
interest in the colony as a destination for immigrants. This 
change had not gone unnoticed however, and became a concern 
for North American immigration authorities. For whatever the 
reasons these groups of potential immigrants were interested 
in the colony, one thing was clear; in light of immigration 
restrictions elsewhere, Newfoundland was now the only 
112 Washington National Records Centre, hereafter NRC, RG-59 
file 150.06 "Gevirtz and Norkus", J. Abajian to G. Barringer, June 
12, 1925. 
113 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227 1 file "Immigration (1921-1926) " 1 
P.J. Summers to Arthur Mews, June 26 1 1925. 
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accessible landing point in North America. 
The first substantial indication of a potential 
immigration "crisis" occurred in August of 1925 when Frederick 
Lawrence arrived in St. John's accompanied by a group of nine 
Lithuanian men and a female Red Cross nurse from Latvia. The 
ever vigilant American Vice Consul George Barringer 
immediately reported their arrival to his counterpart in North 
Sydney, and requested him to pass the information on to 
Canadian immigration authorities. The United States Quota Act 
of 1924 had changed one important feature of u.s. external 
relations in the Western hemisphere; the responsibility for 
screening immigrants was placed in the hands of the consular 
officials. Moreover, they were expected to watch groups of 
immigrants who might be attempting illegal entry into the 
United States. Barringer acted quickly and raised the alarm 
that Newfoundland could be used as "an immigrant smuggling 
base" . He hoped to discover whether these immigrants would 
later land in Canada, possibly enroute to the United 
States. 114 His suspicions were aroused by the increasing 
number of visa requests at the St. John's consulate. He 
reported that a group of Italians and one Bulgarian had 
approached him for visas. All were refused, including the 
Bulgarian, although he was a skilled industrial worker, having 
114 National Archives and Records Administration, Washington D. 
c. , hereafter NARA, RG-59 General Records of the Department of 
State Visa Division, Correspondence regarding Immigration, 1910-
1939, box 28, G. Barringer to H. Dick, August 12, 1926. 
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worked at the Citroen auto works in Paris. Barringer blamed 
"the more active steps taken by Canadian Immigration 
authorities to prevent the landing of non-immigrant alien 
types in their country" as the reason for this increase in 
vis a applicants. 115 
Two separate investigations of Lawrence's immigrants 
were initiated within weeks of their arrival. Newfoundland 
Constabulary Inspector General C.H. Hutchings had the new 
arrivals questioned, but found out relatively few details. 116 
Lawrence was uncooperative with Head Constable J. Bryne, and 
referred him to his lawyer F. Gordon Bradley. Bradley claimed 
to know very 1 i ttle other than what he had told Justice 
Minister when lobbying for the scheme: that the group had 
arrived to find work in various occupations. 117 However, the 
second investigation initiated by the American Vice Consul 
uncovered considerably more details regarding Lawrence and his 
immigration activities. 
By monitoring telegrams sent between St. John's and the 
United States and interviewing a relative of one of the 
immigrants, Vice Consul Barringer provided Washington with a 
115 NRC, RG-59 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", Despatch no. 
249, July 4, 1925. 
116 It is not clear who ordered the investigation, but 
Hutchings was well acquainted with placing foreigners under 
surveillance from his experience in administering the St. John's 
internment camp during the First World War. 
117 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration ( 1921-1926)." 
J. Byrne to C.H. Hutchings, August 17, 1925. 
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sketch of the "immigrant smuggling scheme" which he was 
uncovering. He identified Lawrence not as a representative of 
the Immigration Association of Lithuania, as he told Bradley, 
but of the Boston Tourist Company. The American brother of 
Antans Sakalauskas, one of the Lithuanians, came to St. John's 
and provided details of the scheme. Lawrence had approached 
the prospective immigrants in Kovno, Lithuania through a 
shipping agent named Kostatnus Norkus. Sakalauskas reported 
that Lawrence had said that the Red Cross Nurse had paid him 
between one and two thousand dollars to gain entry into the 
United States. A signed receipt showed that Sakalauskas paid 
three hundred and twenty five dollars just for the trip to 
Newfoundland. 118 Sakalauskas and his American brother eagerly 
helped with the investigation, both enraged that the trip had 
ended in Newfoundland. Barringer was unaware that Head 
Constable Bryne had questioned Lawrence on August 17, but 
reported that on that day Lawrence "suddenly" departed for 
Halifax, "leaving the various Lithuanians here virtually 
stranded." 119 
Lawrence returned to Boston, supposedly "perfecting 
arrangements" to smuggle the Lithuanians into the United 
States or Canada. The immigrants were also warned by telegram 
against revealing any information about Lawrence or the Boston 
118 NRC, RG-59, 150.06 file "Gevirtz and Norkus", Despatch no. 
267, September 7, 1926. 
119 Ibid. 
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Tourist Company to local authorities. 120 Unlike the local 
authorities, the American Consulate was diligently collecting 
more information on the scheme, down to the details of 
Lawrence's overcharging the men for their accommodations at 
the St. John's Seamen's Institute. Apart from offering passage 
to the United States, it was reported to Barringer, that while 
in Europe Lawrence also claimed to be recruiting forest 
workers for Newfoundland, and that: 
his most flagrant mis-representation of 
himself is that of the owner of the vast power 
and paper mill project just completed on the West 
Coast by the Newfoundland Power and Paper 
Company, Limited In general he might be 
classified as one of the many individuals of 
uncertain nationality but posing as American 
citizens who are constantly being reported to the 
American consular offices abroad as imposters and 
swindlers. 121 
What was most alarming to Barringer was the rumour that 
Lawrence was working to bring larger groups of Bal ts to 
Newfoundland. He called for a prompt investigation of Lawrence 
and the Boston Tourist Company by State Department 
authorities. 
Barringer confronted the Colonial Secretary with his 
information on the scheme, however, Bennett knew very little 
of the immigrant arrivals. Bennett appeared quite concerned 
about the colony becoming "flooded with aliens." Barringer was 




had there been any legitimate deal with Lawrence to bring 
immigrants into the colony, it had been made with low level 
Immigration officials. Barringer believed that any decisions 
"on their part can be very easily upset by higher and more 
conscientious officials. 11122 As a senior minister in W. S. 
Monroe's administration, Bennett was indeed a considerable 
ally for the Vice Consul. Historian S.J.R Noel has described 
him as powerful "financially, socially, and politically" and 
a part of Monroe's "inner cabinet". 123 
Barringer's understanding of the Colonial Secretary's 
views was correct as Bennett immediately sent a letter to 
Justice Minister Higgins. He expressed some concern over the 
issue and went on to say: 
. the American Consul is of the opinion that 
the object is to smuggle these people into the 
United States . . if this traffic grows to any 
proportions, do you not agree with me that it may 
become a serious matter for ourselves, insofar as 
the idea is being circulated that these people 
are corning to work in our lumber woods. It occurs 
to me that we know nothing of the class of people 
corning here and it may give us untold trouble if 
it grows to any proportions. 1~ 
Representing a Conservative administration which was 
constantly being assailed by the opposition press as having 
122 Ibid. 
123 S.J.R. Noel, Politics in Newfoundland (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press), p. 179. Noel describes Monroe's Conservative 
administration as an "anomalous mixture" of St. John's Tories 1 
Catholics and supporters of former Prime Minister Richard A. 
Squires. 
124 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227 1 file "Immigration ( 1921-1926) "1 
Bennett to Higgins, September 7, 1925. 
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"held sway over the workingmen of Newfoundland," Bennett was 
quick to realize the political implications of such unwanted 
immigration. 125 Higgins acted accordingly and four days later 
notified Bradley, that it was the belief of American and 
Newfoundland authorities that the purpose of their arrival was 
to smuggle "these people into the United States by some secret 
method. 11126 Echoing Bennett's concern that they were looking 
for work in the city, he concluded that they were "evidently 
obtaining entry into this colony under false pretenses and may 
become a charge on the colony. " 127 
Justice Minister Higgins was prepared to use his power 
under the Disembarking of Paupers Act to have them deported. 
Bradley agreed and added that Lawrence had assured him that 
the immigrants could support themselves. Recently, however, he 
was compelled to wire Lawrence because several Lithuanians 
were found destitute. He had received no reply, and Lawrence 
did nothing to help them. 128 Assistant Collector of Customs 
Henry W. LeMessurier was informed of the Justice Minister's 
decision and assured Superintendent 0 'Neil of the Newfoundland 
Constabulary that "in future foreigners of this class will not 
be allowed to land until very careful examination has been 
125 The Daily Globe, March 13, 1926, p.9. 
126 PANL, GN 13/2/A, Box 227, file "Immigration ( 1921-1926)," 
Higgins to Bradley, September 11, 1925. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Ibid. , Bradley to Higgins, September 15, 192 5. 
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made regarding them. " 129 o 'Neil was instructed to look into 
the whereabouts of the immigrants and found seven of the nine 
employed in St. John's. Four were working at the Bell Island 
iron ore mine, one for a company called Lawrence Brothers, and 
the other two on the docks. It appears that most were deported 
as there are only references to two Lithuanians of that group 
still in the city the following year. 130 
The American Government continued to investigate 
immigrant smuggling through the State Department and with the 
aid of consular officials in Europe. The St. John's Vice 
Consul was asked once again by the State Department to broach 
the subject with Newfoundland officials to see where they 
stood on the matter. The Vice Consul was also instructed to 
provide a detailed report on the administration, and state of, 
Newfoundland's immigration laws. 
Barringer was critical of Newfoundland's administration 
of ·its immigration laws. He stated that: 
there is almost no supervision of immigration 
into the colony, largely due to the fact that 
this work is detailed to the Customs Department, 
already overworked and under-appropriated for & 
there is no financial provision for the carrying 
out of full immigration inspection by persons 
employed for that purpose. As a result there is 
but a casual examination of immigrants and 
passengers coming into the colony at the present 
129 Ibid., O'Neil to Summers, October 1, 1925. 
130 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", W.J. Carr to 
A.M. Warren, November 30, 1926. 
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time. 131 
However, he was pleased to report that in lieu of proper 
inspection of passengers, the Customs Department had "severely 
cautioned" the Furness-Wi thy Line not to bring any more 
"questionable aliens" into the colony. 
Barringer thought Newfoundland's immigration laws were 
flawed in numerous areas; or at least not compatible with 
North American standards. His problems with these acts stem 
from the fundamentally different assumptions within American 
and Newfoundland legislation. For the most part, Newfoundland 
officials continued to judge prospective immigrants, except 
the Chinese, largely by criteria based on individual merit; 
however, American authorities judged immigrants by group 
criteria. 132 Canadian and American legislation had both 
established formalized hierarchies of race and nationality 
that were roughly compatible. The desired effect, achieved 
though different mechanisms, was the same in both countries: 
the formation of a more homogeneous population. Canada 
decreased southern and eastern European immigration by 
establishing preferred and non-preferred countries of origin, 
while the United States accomplished the same thing by using 
nationality quotas. The ideological foundations of such 
measures were not foreign to Newfoundland officials, yet the 
131 NRC, RG-59, 150.06 file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch No. 
292, November 19, 1925. 
132 Robert A. Divine, American Immigration Policy., p.18. 
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colony had no direct experience in dealing with mass 
multicultural immigration. The spirit of both the Aliens Act 
and Disembarking of Paupers Act entailed judging acceptability 
on an individual basis. Both pieces of legislation established 
medical, moral, criminal, and economic standards intended to 
be used when judging individual applicants. This was 
demonstrated clearly by the consistency of the responses given 
by Justice Minister Higgins to the requests for information 
made by John Abajian and F.R. Lawrence. 
With surprising efficiency and detail, Barringer 
identified all of the major "loop holes" in Newfoundland's 
immigration legislation causing incompatibility with North 
American restrictions. The definitions of "immigrant" and 
"immigrant ships" under Article 8, subsections 1, 2, and 3 of 
the Aliens Act, offered numerous opportunities for immigrants 
to enter Newfoundland who would be summarily turned away 
elsewhere in North America. 133 An "immigrant" was defined as 
a steerage passenger only. The problem that Barringer pointed 
out was that "there is no present restriction on undesirable 
aliens who arrive as cabin passengers" . 134 As well, 
transmigrants, those going on to other destinations, were also 
exempted from the term "immigrant. " The act defined "immigrant 
ship" as any ship bringing landing steerage passengers to the 
1TI See Appendix (B). 
134 NRC, RG-59 , 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch No. 
292, November 19, 1925., pp. 2-3. See Appendix (B). 
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colony. Therefore, any vessel carrying all cabin passengers 
would be able to avoid inspection by an immigration inspector. 
The Vice Consul also pointed out that the refugee clause, 
article 1, section 3, paragraph (d) was problematic. 135 As 
Bassler has indicated, this clause allowed entrance if the 
immigrant was fleeing religious or political persecution, 
making Newfoundland immigration legislation unique outside 
Europe, and extremely 1 iberal by North American standards. 136 
And finally, Barringer was critical of the Disembarking of 
Paupers Act because "undesirables" could remain indefinitely 
in tne colony, as long as they had sufficient funds to 
1 i ve. 137 These types of safeguards that were designed to 
protect the colony from criminals, potential health risks, or 
having to support the destitute and infirm, could not possibly 
meet the requirements of other governments who based 
eligibility on ethnic and cultural grounds. 
For the time being at least, the absence of new arrivals 
and the deportations of the Lithuanians appear to have ended 
Newfoundland's concern for immigration. The latter were 
treated as an isolated incident that had been properly dealt 
with. J.R. Bennett appeared ambivalent about the subject when 
Barringer aga i n approached him concerning the matter. Bennett 
135 Ibid. 
1 ~ Bassler, Sanctuary Denied., p.39. 
137 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", Despatch 
292, November 19, 1925, pp.2-3. 
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had shrugged off Canadian concerns about undesirable 
immigrants using Newfoundland for gaining entry to Canada the 
previous January, and again it appears that the lack of 
substantial European immigration in living memory curtailed 
any further action. Barringer noted Bennett's change in 
attitude and reported that he: 
now states that whereas there has never 
been any immigration question affecting the 
colony in the past, which has entailed any 
serious inspection or consideration, unless 
matters should reach such a state that there 
would be an alarming number of aliens of 
questionable motives present in the country, 
there would be little likelihood of further 
action by the Government. However, when it should 
become evident that a number of aliens are in the 
colony ostensibly for the purpose of effecting 
illegal entry into the United States, his 
Government would certainly disapprove of this and 
would probably enact new laws to counteract such 
a state of affairs. 138 
If this attitude was only mildly encouraging, his analysis of 
the socio-economic and political implications of further 
"undesirable" immigration provided much more hope. 
Barringer considered the anti-alien sentiment of the 
out port population to be a useful tool in ensuring 
Newfoundland's compliance to American interests. He noted that · 
the political fate of any government rested in the support of 
its rural population and that therein existed "the greatest 
feeling against the employment of so called 'alien workmen', 
even including in thi s term workmen from Canada and Great 
138 b'd I 1 ., p.2. 
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Britain. " 139 Referring to the Lithuanians who had earlier 
found employment, and to any such future occurrence, Barringer 
ominously noted that the Government "would not care for it to 
be publicly known, when native unemployment exists and a 
growing political unrest prevails, that it countenanced the 
ingress of alien labour from abroad. 11140 
While Barringer continued to watch the local situation, 
other American officials in the United States and Europe were 
busily investigating what was now called "the Newfoundland 
immigrant smuggling scheme." H.E. Carlson, American Consul in 
Kovno, Lithuania, produced more information concerning 
Frederick R. Lawrence and Kostatnus Norkus, the shipping agent 
for the United States Lines. Norkus was suspected of finding 
the prospective immigrants who could pay to be brought to the 
United States or Canada. In light of evidence gathered in 
Newfoundland, Carlson pressured the United States Lines to 
cease their dealings with Norkus. However, he felt that 
despite his complaints, Norkus• "special ability" as a 
"business getter" for the company would work against efforts 
to have him removed. 141 
If the efforts of Vice Consul Barringer appeared 
vigilant, or even slightly excessive, they paled in comparison 
139 Ibid. I p. 3. 
140 Ibid., pp.3-4. 
141 NRC, RG-59, 150. 06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch No. 
675, October 19 , 1925. 
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to the fervour demonstrated by U.s. immigration and State 
Department officials assigned to the case. The focus of the 
investigation was the Boston Tourist Company, which F. R. 
Lawrence claimed to represent. State Department Special Agent 
Higgins was clearly disturbed by his findings in Boston. He 
stated that: 
This is in no sense imaginable a case which is to 
be satisfactorily disposed of by such [a] 
superficial enquiry . It is a situation of 
not only national importance, but of deep local 
concern to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and 
is well worthy of the intervention of a force of 
trained investigators prepared to attack the 
matter on a number of different sides, in a 
campaign of unrelenting extermination. 142 
Each following section of his report was presented with 
increasing alarm, painting a conspiracy of gigantic 
proportions. The Boston Tourist Company was linked as the 
successor of Baltic States Finance Corporation by its 
connection with Norkus in Lithuania. Agent Higgins reported 
that the corporation became "notorious" after the war for 
collecting aid money from American relatives of "destitute 
Russians, Poles, Lithuanians and Ukrainians, which failed to 
reach those for whom it was destined. 11143 Higgins thought it 
was no coincidence that Norkus was also implicated in the 
"fraudulent immigration cases" of two Lithuanian women at the 
beginning of the year. These clues led Higgins to believe that 




Norkus and "his international gang of vultures" had 
reorganized under a new name for the purpose of immigrant 
smuggling. 
The conspiracy widened when the Agent learned from a 
Massachusetts official of an organization of Lithuanian Jews 
across the United States who supported such efforts. The 
"bunch of Lithuanian Hebrew patriots," as Agent Higgins 
described them, were then linked to the interests of 
Lithuanian Christians "who are a solid mass of Roman Catholic 
communicants with scarcely any Protestant leaven 
whatever. 11144 For local state authorities the growing 
Lithuanian community represented the type of threat that the 
U.S. Immigration act had intended to eliminate: large 
congregations of foreigners who could resist assimilation into 
the dominant "anglo" population. Higgins believed he had 
uncovered a "more or less strongly defined Jew-catholic 
entente" supporting the efforts of the Boston Tourist Company 
and that the steady flow of Lithuanians into Western 
Massachusetts was linked to the Newfoundland scheme. 1~ 
The Boston Tourist Company was registered under the name 
of c. Kaufman and operated by a man named Freeman, who 
answered closely to the description of Frederick Lawrence. 
Agent Higgins described him as a "swarthy, stockily built Jew" 
and more importantly he was "an ex-Bolshevik lecturer, 
144 Ib 'd 2 =:....::1=..=• I p • • 
145 Ib. d 2 3 =:....:1.=-=- , pp. - . 
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socialist and distributer of radical propaganda. " 146 A local 
Boston official was so interested in the "invasion" of 
Newfoundland by Lithuanians that an undercover Federal Agent, 
a Lithuanian by birth, was sent to monitor the local 
Lithuanian community, especially their drinking 
establishments. 147 He interviewed an agent of the Boston 
Tourist Company who confirmed that the company was smuggling 
immigrants into the United States from Canada and Mexico. It 
was also reported that a Boston woman had recently paid the 
company six hundred dollars for smuggling her sister into the 
country. The canadian route appeared to involve immigrants 
landing directly in the Maritimes, or in St. John's. From 
there they were transported to the New Brunswick border. 
Higgins reported that the operator of a boarding house for 
immigrants would then charge them fifteen dollars each to be 
brought over the border. Even more serious was the allegation 
that the smugglers had a Polish operative in the Massachusetts 
state Bureau of Americanization and Immigration who was being 
paid to assist their efforts. The results of the investigation 
convinced Special Agent Higgins that the scheme was much 
larger than previously suspected and worthy of more funding so 
1 46 Ibid . I p . 3 . 
147 The local underground drinking establishments were a likely 
place to find out information on smuggling, prohibition had ensured 
a vibrant surge in such areas of expertise. 
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that Agents could remain in the field. 148 
The Lawrence "episode" ended in September of 1925 but 
more of the circumstances surrounding the case were uncovered 
well into the following year. The State Department continued 
to seek information about any involvement the Newfoundland 
Government might have had in the scheme, especially the 
supposedly "official" letters carried by Lawrence in Europe 
authorizing the recruitment of immigrants. 
Lawrence held three letters allegedly supporting his 
activities. The first two were believed to be signed by F. 
Gordon Bradley, "Crown's Attorney", and was paraphrased as: 
"Fifty passengers are travelling to St. John's in the company 
of Mr. F.R. Lawrence. Any courtesies extended to them or to 
Mr. Lawrence will be very much appreciated. 11149 A second 
letter was identical except it stated a different number of 
immigrants, and the third letter was supposedly from the 
"Corner Brook Paper Mills" stating that a thousand more 
workers were needed. 
Although everyone questioned, including Prime Minister 
W. s. Monroe, denied any knowledge of these "official" letters, 
Vice Consul Barringer continued his enquiries. He believed the 
letters were unofficial, but had originated from someone on 
the political or bureaucratic level. Deputy Minister of 
148 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", Higgins to 
R.S. Sharpe, october ~0, 1925. pp.4-5. 
149 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", H.E. Carlson 
to G.H. Baringer, March 25, 1926. 
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Customs H.W. LeMessurier, Minister of Finance and Customs Sir 
John Crosbie, Minister of Public Works c. E. Russell, and 
Minister Without Portfolio F. Gordon Bradley, were all 
investigated by the Consulate. LeMessurier was suspected of 
writing the letters and Barringer noted that: "This belief is 
shared by others here" adding that "it is interesting to note 
that this official is now one of the most active in his 
injunctions to the steamship companies to not bring Lithuanian 
immigrants into the country. 1115° For allowing Lawrence 
"frequent use of his car" during his stay in St. John's, C.E. 
Russell emerged as a possible partner with Lawrence and 
Bradley. As for F. Gordon Bradley himself, the appearance of 
his name after the title "Crown's Attorney" assured the 
Americans that the letters were written without Government 
sanction. The title "Crown's Attorney" was reserved for the 
Justice Minister only, who was W.J. Higgins. The only question 
remaining was whether or not Bradley wrote the letters. If he 
had, it would have been a breach of trust against the 
Government and represented serious professional misconduct, 
not to mention fraud. Barringer was unable to produce the 
original letters, but later reported with much satisfaction 
that Russell and Bradley had been "summarily dismissed" from 
their positions by Prime Minister Monroe. In a despatch to the 
u.s. Secretary of State he went on to note: 
150 Ibid., despatch No. 298, Barringer to Secretary of State, 
December 28, 1925. 
It is singular that two men known to have been 
associates of such a man as F.R. Lawrence . 
should both be implicated in a plot to overthrow 
present Monroe Government and whereas the reason 
for their present dismissal could not possibly 
have any connection with Mr. Lawrence or his 
activities, it nevertheless is probable the 
suspicions of the present Prime Minister and his 
associates, regarding Mr. Bradley, may have been 
aroused at the indisputable evidence . . that 
the name of the Honorable F. Gordon Bradley had 
been affixed to various official documents known 
to be in the hands of Mr. F.R. Lawrence 
abroad. 151 
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With Bradley and Russell safely sitting on the opposition side 
of the House of Assembly, LeMessurier making strenuous efforts 
to keep potential "undesirables" out, and no proof of 
authorship to be found, Barringer ceased his investigation of 
the mysterious circumstances behind Lawrence 1 s "official" 
letters. 
Minister of Finance and Customs Sir John Crosbie was 
never a likely suspect. His travels in Europe at this time and 
his position in government were the only basis for his 
inclusion. He is notably absent in official correspondence on 
immigrant smuggling, in spite of the fact that his department 
was responsible for administering the immigration acts. This 
is not to say that the person responsible for immigration 
totally ignored his duties. In a move which astounded 
Newfoundland Governor Sir William Allardyce and Dominions 
Office officials in London, Crosbie lobbied Lord Clarendon for 
immigrants in January 1926. Crosbie was in London attending 
151 Ibid., despatch 336, May 25, 1926. 
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the Empire Parliamentary Association meetings. During his stay 
there he discussed the matter with Lord Clarendon who held the 
positions of Under-Secretary for Dominion Affairs and Chairman 
of the overseas Settlement Committee. Crosbie informed Lord 
Clarendon that there were openings in Newfoundland for 
Scottish inshore fishermen. Governor Allardyce was informed of 
the suggestion and asked to offer his opinion. The Governor 
responded with a damning letter regarding the state of the 
fishery. In a remarkable description of local conditions he 
noted the mistrust in the industry and the "pernicious" 
talqual system as reasons for the industry's crisis following 
the war. 152 He cited the loss of markets to Norway and 
Iceland, lack of political will to improve quality and 
marketing of salt cod, a refusal to modernize fishing methods, 
and the numbers of fishermen leaving for more secure 
employment, as the chief reasons for his pessimism. Governor 
Allardyce could only speculate that Crosbie wanted to replace 
those who had left to gain better employment on American and 
Canadian vessels. 153 It is unfortunate that the newspapers 
were unable to learn of this curious correspondence and local 
opinion is absent on a proposal that left Imperial authorities 
scratching their heads. After receiving Allardyce's report, 
152 This purchasing system was based on quantity rather than 
quality. The merchants paid the fishermen the same price per 
quintal, regardless how well the salt fish was cured. 
153 Dominions Office correspondence, hereafter D.O. 35 B4698 
Aa-3-1, "Despatches Canada-Newfoundland", 1926. Allardyce to 
Clarendon, January 23, 1926. 
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Lord Clarendon politely replied that in spite of . Crosbie's 
invitation, it would be inappropriate to encourage fishermen 
to emigrate to Newfoundland at that time. 154 
To the . disappointment of American authorities, by 
October of 1925 Newfoundland officials had temporarily 
abandoned their concern over undesirable immigration. This 
hiatus was only temporary. Later government actions were based 
on the experiences of 1925 and resulted in more decisive 
action. A number of important things came out of these 
experiences: Newfoundland's position as 
attractions for immigrants was changing, 
a country of few 
but for the wrong 
reasons according to government; Canada, and more importantly 
the United states, were exceedingly concerned about 
Newfoundland being used as a base for immigrant smuggling, and 
were not afraid to share their concerns with Newfoundland 
officials; and Newfoundland immigration legislation was indeed 
"deficient" by North American standards as it classified 
immigrants by individual merit rather than group criteria. 
In his responses to the enquiries of John Abajain and 
F.R. Lawrence, Justice Mini ster Higgins consistently acted 
according to the spirit of the Disembarking of Paupers Act. 
With no established legal definition of "undesirable" groups, 
each case could only be judged individually. This anomaly in 
North American immigration l egislation stemmed from the lack 
of substantial immigration i n the previous seventy years. It 
154 Ibid., Clarendon to Allardyce, February 19, 1926. 
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would be only the threat of large-scale immigration and the 
protests of the colony's neighbours that would motivate 
officials to act. 
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Chapter Pour 
In Through The Back Door: the second Smuggling Attempt 
The Lawrence scheme generated concern from Newfoundland 
politicians and was greeted with outright enmity by the 
American Consulate. This 







verifiable proof that their vigilant efforts to keep their 
country free from undesirables could only work if access to 
the entire continent was strictly controlled. The American 
Vice Consul had Colonial Secretary J.R. Bennett's assurance 
that the Government would not condone any attempts to evade 
American immigration laws and would act if the situation arose 
again. The Newfoundland Immigration Act of 1926 was the 
fulfilment of this promise. This legislation was not passed 
lightly , but came in the wake of another smuggling "scheme" 
which finally showed officials that ad hoc restrictions and 
exclusions implemented by crisis management were unworkable. 
The immigrant smuggling "scheme" in question was 
uncovered in December of 1925, during the time F.R. Lawrence 
was expected to return to St. John's. An American citizen, Abe 
Gevirtz , alias Harris , became the subject of investigation. He 
arrived in September and stayed at the Crosbie Hotel in st. 
John's. After a brief stay he escorted to Canada Ida 
Zizieltszh who arrived with him from Europe. Using the name 
Harris, Gevirtz returned alone during the second week of 
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December again registering at the Crosbie Hotel. 155 Despite 
"precautions" to keep their investigation concealed, Gevirtz 
learned that he was being watched by the consulate and quickly 
left the morning after he had arrived. Vice Consul Barringer 
launched an immediate search. This search is noteworthy as it 
illustrates just how influential the American Consulate was in 
Newfoundland. At the consulate's request passengers leaving on 
the Red Cross lines ship Rosalind were examined. More 
startling was the fact that Barringer was able to have the 
express train and the connecting Port-aux-Basques ferry 
searched by the Reid Newfoundland Company as well. Barringer 
reported that Harris (Gevirtz) was either hiding with some 
"confederate" in St. John's or had "left the country by one of 
the various steamers proceeding from Corner Brook and other 
coastal places. " 156 
Gevirtz eluded detection and returned to St. John's in 
February of 1926. Canadian Immigration officials who were also 
watching Gervi tz 's movements notified the U.s. immigration 
office in Halifax of his arrival there enroute to 
Newfoundland. Accompanying him were five eastern Europeans 
two men and three women, named Zalman Klein, Gersas 
Perelsteinas, Regina Messenger, Chana Ogniewicz, and Chaja 
155 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch 
299, December 26, 1925. Barringer was unaware that Gevirtz had used 
his real name when he arrived on the Rosalind from Halifax. What 
the Vice Consul did know was that two Polish immigrants arrived on 
the same steamer and "disappeared upon arrival." 
156 Ibid. 
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Rosenblum. All listed the homes of various St. John's Jewish 
families as their final destinations. This time Barringer 
determined that Abe Gevirtz was indeed the Abe Harris that 
eluded his search in December of 1925. What most disturbed 
Barringer, apart from the fact that Gevirtz received 
"remuneration" from the immigrants for his services, was that: 
following the frustration of the plans of the 
immigrant smugglers to transport such persons 
direct to Newfoundland on the Furness-Withy 
liners, it is now the practice to take a ship at 
Antwerp and other places and proceed to Halifax 
for trans-shipment to this place. 157 
The Antwerp to Halifax route was operated by the White Star 
line and the Halifax to St. John's route was operated by the 
Red Star line. This route change avoided dealing with Furness 
Withy officials who had been warned not to carry such 
passengers following the Lawrence scheme. To make matters 
worse for the American Consul, "steamship sources" reported 
that immigrant smugglers were planning to use this route to 
bring across another two hundred immigrants in the "near 
future." This was confirmed when the same was reported to the 
Customs Department by the Steamship Department of Harvey and 
Company Limited in St. John's. 158 
Barringer immediately notified Colonial Secretary 
Bennett, who then had Gevirtz and the five immigrants placed 
under surveillance by the Newfoundland Constabulary and 
157 Ibid. 
158 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration (1921-1926) ", 
unsigned letter to H. W. LeMessurier, February 19, 1926. 
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Customs officers. 159 Bennett then informed Justice Minister 
Higgins of Gevirtz 1 s activities noting that "the Canadian 
authorities, and the United States immigration officers are 
watching this movement." 160 Bennett quickly instructed 
Higgins to see whether existing statutes could provide the 
necessary regulations to prevent such an influx. If not, he 
was to consult with the Customs Department in formulating new 
legislation. In describing Newfoundland 1 s position on the 
matter, Barringer found Bennett 1 s support "most gratifying and 
indicative of the fact that the Newfoundland government is 
thoroughly alert now to the serious consequences of any 
wholesale immigration into this colony and will undoubtedly 
take steps to check any such movement. 11161 The prospect of 
new legislation was welcome news to Barringer, who 
unsuccessfully lobbied the Government after the first arrivals 
with F.R. Lawrence in August 1925. 
Although the relative number of immigrant arrivals was 
small, the local media began to notice their presence. An 
Evening Telegram editorial entitled "Arrivals in the Country", 
printed shortly after Gevirtz and his immigrants arrived, 
illustrates how Newfoundland's continual economic uncertainty 
accorded very little empathy for working class immigrants by 
159 Ibid., Bennett to Barringer, February 22, 1926. 
1 ~ Ibid., Bennett to Higgins, February 22, 1926. 
161 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch 
316, February 25, 1926. 
the host society. 
Those who are in the habit of scanning the train 
and boat passenger lists cannot but have observed 
in recent months an unusually large influx of 
persons whose unfamiliar names offer little or no 
clues as to the country of origin of their 
owners. Enquiries show that a considerable number 
of these new arrivals are intending settlers, and 
it has also been learned that tentative 
arrangements had been made for the passage of 
about one hundred other such visitors in the 
spring. We are informed, however, that the 
authorities have not approved of the proposals, 
and with their action public sentiment will be in 
full accord but for the time being the 
Island's first object must be to provide for its 
own people. In that connection we suggest that 
the immigration laws of the country might be more 
rigidly enforced . 1 ~ 
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The editorial repeated views expressed by Arthur Mews during 
the Dominions Royal Commission hearings. It argued that the 
colony would "benefit by an influx of new settlers,n but only 
if they had enough capital to engage in areas of the economy 
that were underdeveloped. The paper was unaware that the 
majority of the immigrants wished to go to the United States 
and canada, and was more concerned they were attracted by the 
pulp and paper industry. 
However, it was well known to government that these "new 
arrivalsn had no intentions of staying and competing in the 
local labour market. Within two weeks of landing in St. 
John's, Gevirtz attempted to bring two immigrants across the 
island and into Nova Scotia. He was quite unaware that his 
movements were being closely monitored by hotel staff and 
162 
"Arrivals in the Countryn, The Evening Telegram, February 
18, 1926, p.6. 
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transportation authorities at the request of the American 
Consulate. Gevirtz left his hotel with Klein and Perelsteinas 
(later Pearlstein), informing the hotel staff that they were 
leaving by steamer. Instead, they purchased tickets on the 
express train for Port-aux-Basques immediately before its 
departure. This ruse failed to conceal their movements; the 
railway authorities identified Gevirtz and quickly notified 
Barringer of their departure. To ensure that they would be 
stopped, Barringer notified the consul in North Sydney who 
then notified the Canadian Immigration inspector. 163 
Barringer was rewarded for his efforts and they never made it 
to the mainland. The assistance of the Reid Company proved 
invaluable. The group arrived on the cross-island train, but 
were prevented from embarking on the ferry in Port-aux-
Basques. The purser of the steamer informed Gevirtz to return 
to st. John's for questioning at the Consulate. 
Barringer interviewed the "very much unnerved" Gevirtz 
after his arrival back in st. John's. Gevirtz admitted 
"escorting" two different groups of immigrants and produced a 
letter from the White Star Line 11 urging his travel by the 
Company's line in view of his having made arrangements to 
escort five immigrants to Newfoundland. " 164 However, he 
denied that his main role was to get them past U.S. and 
163 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch 
3 18, February 27, 1926. 
164 Ibid., d espatch 320 March 13, 1926. 
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Canadian immigration inspectors. After learning that he would 
not be detained by either the Newfoundland or American 
authorities for his activities, Gevirtz boasted of the money 
that could be made in bringing immigrants to the island. on 
the other hand, he would not reveal much about himself and 
"could not explain" why Klein and Pearlstein were also on the 
train to Port-aux-Basques. Furthermore, he stated that he only 
wished to return to New York, alone and without his group of 
immigrants. Barringer finished the interview by warning 
Gevirtz that the Newfoundland and American governments would 
not tolerate any further smuggling attempts. 
The Canadian and American immigration authorities in 
Halifax were informed of Abe Gevirtz 's departure from St. 
John's enroute to New York. Interestingly enough, before the 
S.S. Silvia departed from St. John's, two Lithuanian stowaways 
were discovered, shrouding Gevirtz with further suspicion. In 
a joint effort, Gevirtz was removed from the Silvia when it 
reached Halifax, brought to the immigration pier, and 
questioned until the ship was ready to depart. u.s. 
immigration inspectors were especially interested in Abe's 
brother Maurice. Under questioning, Abe admitted to 
accompanying Klein and Pearlstein to Port-aux-Basques and that 
he was working on Maurice's behalf. 1M The u.s. Consulate in 
Kovno, Lithuania, tracked Maurice's movements there in the 
165 Ibid. I 
Halifax to U.S. 
1926. 
Letter from the u.s. Immigration Inspector in 
Commissioner of Immigration, Montreal, March 18, 
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fall of 1925. Consul Carlson reported that Maurice Gevirtz had 
reputedly "disposed of fraudulent Canadian Immigration 
permits" while on business in Lithuania. 166 Barringer 
speculated that these v isas were the reason for the "ease" by 
which "certain immigrants" entered Canada via Newfoundland. As 
a result of questioning by both Canadian and American 
authorities, Gevirtz gave assurances that he was through "with 
this business." The U.S. immigration inspector was sceptical, 
but was sure that Gevirtz would not attempt any more smuggling 
via Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. 
Despite their success in intimidating Gevirtz, and the 
fact that Newfoundland was in the process of strengthening its 
legislation, the State Department continued to investigate the 
scheme. Vice Consul Barringer's despatches concerning the 
"immigrant smuggling agents in Newfoundland" were even making 







Hoover. 167 News of Gevirtz 's activities 
Department Special Agent Higgins again 
investigating the Boston Tourist Company and its connections 
to the Boston, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland "immigration 
bootlegging industry." 
Abe's brother Maurice was in Europe and had become a 
fugitive from the U.S. Justice Department in the spring of 
1926. Documents "captured" in Maurice Gevirtz's office 
1~ Ibid., despatch 318, February 27, 1926. 
167 Ibid., unsigned memo to J.E. Hoover, April 13, 1926. 
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indicate that like Lawrence, he also had ties to the Boston 
Tourist Company. Special Agent Higgins again presented a 
conspiracy of Jewish radicals and their "questionable" 
business practices abroad. Although Abe Gevirtz did not reveal 
any affiliation to the Boston Tourist Company, he was 
identified from his passport photo as being the man Freeman 
encountered in the company's office during the F.R. Lawrence 
investigation. This revelation inspired Higgins to state that 
the "whole case has now assumed the form of a vicious circle 
with K.N. Norkus of Kovno in the center ... I think the ring 
of bandit steamship ticket-agents involved stands thoroughly 
exposed. 11168 He felt certain if they resumed their 
Newfoundland operations the State Department would be ready to 
close in on them. Agent Higgins never did get to embark on a 
campaign of unrelenting extermination against the Gevirtz 
brothers and no other known group surfaced to continue 
smuggling immigrants. The actions of American, and to a lesser 
extent, Canadian authorities acted as a strong deterrent 
against using Newfoundland for future operations. 
There are no other records on the Gevirtz brothers with 
the exception of a State Department memo written in 1930. 
Maurice Gevirtz was kept from renewing his passport until he 
explained some of his past activities, especially those with 
1~ Ibid., Higgins to L.Mullen, April 26, 1926. 
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Kostatnus Norkus and Frederick R. Lawrence. 169 At that 
juncture the State Department was confident that the whole 
scheme was properly uncovered. It was no coincidence that 
Maurice Gevirtz and Lawrence obtained their passports on the 
same day and were "closely associated" in Lithuania. 
Furthermore, they shared a train to Berlin while Lawrence was 
escorting his party of immigrants in 1925. The State 
Department believed that there was 1 i ttle doubt that Abe 
Gevirtz was referred to Lawrence by his brother Maurice. Abe 
became involved in the operation in September 1925, one month 
after Lawrence's hurried exit from St. John's on the heels of 
the Newfoundland Constabulary investigation. Maurice Gevirtz 
continued to deny taking money from immigrants (possibly 
because Lawrence, Norkus, and his brother Abe handled such 
matters) and claimed to be "honestly following his profession 
as an attorney dealing largely in difficult immigration 
cases. 11170 
Harry Pearlstein's experiences reveal that the 
immigrants travelling with Gevirtz were also warned against 
future attempts at illegal entry. Pearlstein's case appears 
representative of those travelling with Lawrence and Gevirtz. 
169 However, Kostatnus Norkus, the Lithuanian implicated in 
both immigrant smuggling schemes, as well as in defrauding families 
of destitute eastern Europeans, seems to have continually irked 
American authorities. State Department files on his activities run 
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A Lithuanian Jew, he survived the war and served as forced 
labour for the German Army. During that time his only 
remaining parent died and his village was destroyed. 171 As 
motivation for his emigration from Europe, Pearlstein stated 
that he could "see the Hitler business starting • cause we were 
right on the border. 11172 As with other such immigrants 
entering Newfoundland, he had family willing to pay for his 
trip to the United States. His four brothers in Boston offered 
to pay the costs. Pearlstein went on to describe some of the 
events which landed him in Newfoundland: 
So, there was a fella I think by the name 
Gewirtz, a fella from New York, and he took a 
woman from St. John 1 s Newfoundland, by way of 
Sydney, Nova Scotia. He told the immigration 
officer she was going for a visit, and he 
believed it. But they found out that he was 
smuggling her. So he thought he got away with it. 
So then he got me, and another fella named 
Klein, and three more women . . and it didn't 
work. The immigration officer said, "Listen, you 
know what I'll do with you if you want to do that 
again? I'll send you back to Europe." So, we came 
back Cost me between a thousand-twelve 
hundred dollars. Lot of money in them days. 1~ 
For the time being, Pearlstein and the others were forced to 
remain in Newfoundland, at least until U.S. immigration 
changes could enable them to reach their relatives. 
The Lithuanians were all separated from their families 
and in one case, a woman from her husband. As early as 
171 Interview with Harry Pearlstein cited in Kahn, Listen While 
I Tell You. p.57. 
172 Ibid. 
1 ~ Ibid. 
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November 1926 the Consulate received numerous petitions from 
various u.s. lawyers to allow temporary visitor's visas for 
the stranded Lithuanians. 174 Two members of the first group 
were lucky enough to get visas just after Barringer's 
replacement took office. However, once the "correctness" of 
the newly appointed Vice Consul Warren's decision was 
questioned by the State Department, he backtracked and 
followed the policies of his predecessor. 1~ Because the 
Lithuanians originally intended to enter the United States as 
immigrants, and had admitted such intentions for the future, 
the State Department believed there was reason to doubt their 
motives for requesting a visitor's permit. All of the 
applications were denied. 
During March and April 1926 the Customs and Justice 
departments endeavoured to find or modify legislation which 
might suit Newfoundland conditions. At the same time, 
Barringer was continuing to press for more information 
concerning Lawrence's "official" letters. With the American 
Consul knocking on doors and the prospect of two hundred more 
immigrants on the way, H.W. LeMessurier and Justice Minister 
W.J. Higgins wasted little time in drafting legislation. The 
sense of urgency was also enhanced by the fact that Gevirtz 
was able to circumvent the previous efforts of the 
174 NRC , 
November 12, 
RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", despatch 62, 
1926. 
175 Ibid., W.J. Carr to A.M. Warren, November 30, 1926. 
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Newfoundland Government by simply changing the shipping route. 
The swift reaction of officials to the potential threat 
of two hundred immigrants arriving in the city of St. John's 
is not surprising, considering the dearth of facilities for 
handling such an eventuality. The understaffed Customs 
Department was responsible for the administration of the 
colony's import duty with immigration inspection largely a 
sideline. Moreover, because the colony had attracted so few 
immigrants since the mid-nineteenth century, there were no 
immigration sheds to allow for the proper inspection and 
examination of newcomers. Lawrence's small group were not a 
problem for the city's temporary lodging facilities, but any 
large arrival would have placed a terrific burden on the 
city's rooming houses, that is assuming arrivals could pay. An 
upscale alternative was not even available, as the colony's 
first large scale luxury hotel was still under construction in 
the spring of 1926. 176 
Steamship companies presented the government with a 
crucial problem. Under then existing statutes, they could not 
be held financially liable for deporting "undesirables" unless 
these were paupers. Furthermore, it was in their best interest 
to acquire as many passengers as possible. It had been an 
established practice by shipping companies to solicit 
potential immigrants since the waves of transatlantic migrants 
176 
Square, 
The 142-room Newfoundland Hotel situated 
St. John's, opened in June of 1926. 
in Cavendish 
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i n the eighteenth century. This practice became incompatible 
with the postwar immigration restrictions of receiving 
countries, but could only be stopped if companies were liable 
t o pay the return fare for immigrants refused entry. With 
assive reductions in the transatlantic immigration_traffic, 
it was attractive for shipping companies to fully exploit 
t heir Newfoundland destinations. 
Barringer was interested in the role of the shipping 
companies when he questioned Gevirtz. It was clear by the 
letter from the company office in Berlin, that the White Star 
Line knew Gevirtz was escorting immigrants and wanted him to 
use their line. This raises the question of how did the 
company know what Gevirtz was doing? Barringer suspected 
further involvement of the White Star Line but Gevirtz refused 
to reveal how he was introduced to the five would-be 
immigrants. Barringer reported that: "he hinted at the fact 
that he was introduced to these immigrants through steamship 
circles, but, for reasons of policy, the steamship companies 
did not care to be put on record as resorting to such methods 
to procure passengers. 11177 
Until such a time that legislation could be drafted 
which would expand Newfoundland's powers and clearly identify 
"undesirables'', Bennett could only repeat LeMessurier's 
actions after the first arrivals. However, this time all 
shipping companies were warned against accepting immigrants 
177 Ibid., despatch 320, March 13, 1926. 
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for Newfoundland. 1~ A representative of the White Star Line 
arrived in the city in mid-February and was informed of what 
was happening. Bennett reported that the shipping agent wired 
England and assured him the Lithuanians suspected of crossing 
from Europe would be refused passage. Bennett then reported to 
Barringer that he felt sure that these measures would prevent 
them from coming to the colony. 1~ 
It was now clear to officials that such measures could 
only be damage control, to be implemented after unwanted 
arrivals had landed in the colony. Moreover, there were very 
few guidelines by which government or steam ship officials 
could determine eligibility. It again came down to individual 
criteria as opposed to group criteria. In order to maintain 
the status quo without changing legislation, Newfoundland 
authorities would have had to continually inform the steam 
ship companies about the type of people who were unacceptable. 
This brief practice was started after the Lawrence scheme. The 
result would be an admin'istrati ve nightmare that the Customs 
Department was ill-equipped to handle. Officials would have 
soon learned that they were merely copying the acceptability 
criteria of Newfoundland's two neighbours. Countries which 
were "non-preferred 11 and whose nationals were excluded by 
Canada were one consideration. The other involved acquiring 
178 The companies were Furness Withy, White star, Red Star, and 
Cunard Steamship Lines. 
179 NRC, RG-59, 150.06, file "Gevirtz and Norkus", Bennett to 
Barringer, February 22, 1926. 
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the nationality quotas from the United States and determining 
which countries had the lowest immigrant quota, thereby 
comprising a potential threat. Not only would Newfoundland be 
mimicking North American standards, but doing it in an 
unthinkably complicated fashion. 
The two Lithuanian cases suggest that every t ime a 
"mistake" was made, the protests of the U.s. consul would not 
be far behind. Vice Consul Barringer was responsible for 
ensuring that only qualified immigrants and visitors would be 
offered visas to enter the United States from Newfoundland. 
Insofar as immigrant smuggling goes, he was also directly 
responsible for ensuring that Newfoundland enforced its own 
regulations. In the absence of legislation, the logical 
extension of his position was to lobby the government to make 
changes. In light of the seriousness which the U.S. 
Immigration Service and State Department displayed over 
unwanted immigration, it would appear that the colony had 
little choice but to change its laws. 
Chapter Pive 
Froa Crisis Kanaga.ent to Decisive Action: 
The 1926 Act 
Very largely as a result of the questions raised 
over such schemes, the Newfoundland Government, 
at its present session, has before it a Bill 
designed to effectively control immigration and 
to prevent the landing of undesirable aliens, 
from now on. 180 
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A draft of the new immigration bill was completed in 
little over two months. In a memo dated April 21 1926, H.W. 
LeMessurier's final suggestion to Deputy Minister of Justice 
P.J. Summers was to include a clause which would ensure the 
new act would not conflict with the Chinese Immigration Act. 
LeMessurier suggested that Summers look at the Canadian 
Immigration Act for possible guidance. 181 The previous month, 
March, Bennett had given notice in the House of Assembly that 
the immigration laws were being amended. He cited the threat 
of two hundred Lithuanians wishing to immigrate and American 
concerns that they would "trek to the United States by way of 
Canada," as reason for new legislation. Bennett also answered 
The Daily Globe's concern over foreigners taking j cbs at 
180 NARA, RG-59 file 843.56, box 8889. 
"General Report on Immigration Matters, St. 
Consular District". May 8, 1926. 
despatch No. 301. 
John's Newfoundland 
181 PANL, GN 13/2/A, box 227, file "Immigration 1921-1926", 
LeMessurier to Summers, April 21, 1926. His suggestion was quite 
appropriate considering Newfoundland had copied its 1906 Chinese 
Immigration Act from Canada. 
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Corner Brook by tabling a letter from the mill manager. 1~ J. 
Stadler flatly denied any knowledge of the Lithuanians and 
asserted that he had enough labour. He went on to say: 
As a matter of fact during the past six months we 
have had no difficulty whatever in filling our 
requirements for help, and furthermore the 
training of help required in our industry for 
special operations has been proceeding very 
satisfactorily. 
Please accept our assurance that under no 
circumstance will we enter into any negotiations 
with the party referred to ... whatever reports 
you might hear about any negotiations are 
misrepresentations, and we would appreciate if 
you would convey such information to us that we 
may put a stop to the same as it may have a 
serious effect on our operations. 1M 
The opposition, in tacit agreement with the government • s 
rationale for new legislation, was silent on the matter. 
The committee debates over the proposed bill illustrate 
clearly how legislators had to adapt Newfoundland's 
legislation to the changing entrance criteria in North 
America. The pressures for change were external. Legislators 
were well acquainted with the tightening of immigration and 
now realized the implications for the colony. Fears of a 
flooded labour market, pressure from Newfoundland's 
neighbours, and the colony • s own dependence on exporting 
surplus labour were given as justifications for the act. 
Once the act was introduced by Justice Minister Higgins, 
182 See "No Newfoundlanders Need Apply", The Daily Globe. , 
~ebruary 9, 1926, p.9. 
183 Sadler to Bennett, February 27, 1926. Cited in The Evening 
relegram., March 13, 1926, p.6. 
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Colonial Secretary Bennett immediately appraised its ability 
to stop immigrant smuggling. He again asserted that it was: 
. . . considered in the interests of Newfoundland 
and a diplomatical course with 
neighbour, the United States, to take 
to prevent the importation into this 
undesirables. I certainly think that 





one of the 
meet that 
Higgins replied that sections eleven and twelve would cover 
that concern. Section eleven empowered the Governor-in-Council 
to make regulations excluding immigrants unless they possessed 
"money to a prescribed minimum amount which amount may vary 
according to the race, occupation or destination of such 
immigrant and otherwise according to circumstances. 11185 This 
section gave the government a flexible method of excluding 
immigrants by using a monetary qualification. Therefore, the 
next time the American consulate suspected ineligible 
immigrants of entering the colony enroute into the u.s., the 
Customs Department could quickly pass regulations against 
them. 
However, experience had shown that those wishing to be 
smuggled were fairly affluent, either independently, or 
through family members who supported their voyage. Realizing 
this, Bennett questioned the usefulness of a monetary 
qualification. Newfoundland's final adoption of North American 
attitudes was confirmed by Bennett's statement: 
184 Proceedings of the House of Assembly, 1926. pp. 748-749. 
185 1926 Immigration Act, Appendix (D) emphasis added. 
. many that it might be desired to keep out 
are very wealthy. According to -representations on 
the other side, in the case of those Lithuanians, 
one Lithuanian woman was very wealthy, and many 
of them are wealthy people . " 186 
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This statement represents a dramatic change in policy and 
seems strange considering the habitual lament of politicians, 
bureaucrats, and publicists that the colony needed more 
capital. 1~ The issue of diluting Newfoundland's ethnic 
homogeneity with "foreigners" was not raised in the debates. 
The Lithuanians were not objectionable so much because of 
their race, but because they were undesirable elsewhere. 
A.B. Morine, speaking at the Llewelyn Club in January 
1926, suggested that tourism, which had been promoted 
vigorously by the government, could be a tool for further 
economic development. He went on to ask "how could we expect 
people to invest in our industries until they had seen the 
country. " 188 The definition of "immigrant" in section three 
of the act made no distinction between settlers and tourists. 
Therefore tourists with capital could now be considered 
"undesirable immigrants with capital." It is questionable 
whether or not Bennett and his colleagues were thinking of 
186 Proceedings of the House of Assembly. 1926, p.749. 
187 The lack of l ocal capital as a key hindrance to development 
1as raised by the Dominions Royal Commission and was noted Mosdell 
Ln 1922. 
188 The Evening Telegram., January 29, 1926, p.6. A.B. Morine 
1as a veteran Newfoundland politic ian. He was Minister Without 
)ortfolio and a Member of the Legislative Council in the Monroe 
tdministration. 
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Newfoundland's best interests. The United States did not need 
capital, which explains why monetary qualifications were never 
implemented as a method of exclusion in their 1924 Quota act. 
The idea that a select few of these so-called "undesirables" 
might be induced to stay and invest in the colony appears to 
have escaped the politicians • notice. In light of local 
conditions, it was unlikely that accepting a few weal thy 
immigrants in order to boost the economy would have posed too 
many diplomatic problems. Again the lack of immigration into 
the colony had hampered visions of compromise between the 
ideas of free entry and blanket exclusions. 
Justice Minister Higgins went on to say that the 
following section of the bill was broader still. In a 
shortened form of section 38 (c) of the Canadian Immigration 
act of 1919, it gave wide ranging discretionary powers to the 
Governor-in-Council to make proclamations. Under section 
twelve (b) of the Newfoundland act, the Governor-in-Council 
could: 
prohibit for a stated period, or 
permanently the landing in this colony, or the 
landing at any specified port of entry in this 
Colony, of immigrants belonging to any race 
deemed unsuited to the climate or requirements of 
this Colony, or of immigrants of any specified 
class, occupation or character. 1~ 
Even the notorious Chinese Immigration Act did not go that 
far. Ironically, it might even be argued that the three 
hundred dollar head tax could offer the Chinese a slight 
189 Immigration Act of 1926, see Appendix (D). 
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advantage as they were exempt from the discretionary powers 
which could raise monetary requirements to any level. 
Opposition leader A. E. Hickman seized upon the idea that 
Newfoundland was enacting legislation to "help out the United 
States," and questioned the Government's motives. He went on 
to say: 
They legislate against us. They put one dollar 
and twenty five cents a quintal duty on our 
stable (sic) going into the United States . 
I don't see why in any case we should concern 
ourselves about the immigration laws of the 
United States and giving assistance to themt (sic) . 190 
Bennett retorted that he had no interest in U.S. immigration 
laws but he did not think "we ought to allow ourselves to be 
a dumping ground for people trying to get into the United 
States and Canada. 11191 He cited the Chinese restrictions, 
arguing that the purpose of that act was not to "tax a few 
laundrymen but to prevent Newfoundland from being made a 
Chinese dumping ground . " 192 He tried to refute the 
opposition's concerns that they were being a proxy for the 
u.s. by adding that they were only protecting local labour. 
C.E. Russell, suggested they should negotiate 
immigration concessions from the United States for passing 
restrictions. He referred to the habitual troubles encountered 
by his constituents entering the u.s. and thought it only 
190 Proceedings of the House of Assembly. 1926. p.749. 
191 Ibid., p.750. 
192 Ibid. 
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right that restrictions against Newfoundlanders be lowered. 
With no hesitation, Justice Minister Higgins flatly stated 
Newfoundland's bargaining position: 
The 
The people of the United States are not worrying 
very much, unfortunately, whether our people go 
there or not. The hard part of the whole thing is 
this, that the anxiety of the people is so great 
to get into the United States that we have to 
grin and bear these restrictions. 1~ 
numbers of emigrating Newfoundlanders was indeed 
substantial. For the fiscal year ending in March 1925, 1218 
non-quota immigrant visas were granted Newfoundlanders for 
entry to the United States, while 1288 Newfoundlanders went to 
Canada. 194 Boston, Philadelphia, and New York accounted for 
the lion's share of Newfoundlanders in the United States. In 
the late 1920s the numbers of Newfoundlanders in Boston and 
its surrounding area alone was ambitiously estimated at sixty 
thousand. 195 
The large community of Newfoundlanders in the United 
States provided their relatives on the island with cash 
remittances which were noted by American Vice Consul Avra 
Warren as supporting "whole villages and outports, especially 
193 Ibid . , p . 7 51 . 
194 NARA, RG-59, file 843.56, 1910-1929, Box 8889. despatch 
301, May 8, 1926. 
195 NARA, RG-59, file 843.56/2, 1910-1929, box 8889. 
"Emigration From The Dominion of Newfoundland Into The United 
States," October 31, 1929. The estimate was made by an expatriate 
newspaper in Boston named the Newfoundland Weekly. It is a 
definitely inflated figure, but the actual numbers would be in the 
thousands. 
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in Conception Bay." He reported that when calculating the 
amount in money orders received in Newfoundland and adding it 
to amounts enclosed in registered letters or personally 
conveyed, "the value of such returns is conservatively 
estimated at $1,000,000 annually 11 196 R. A. MacKay 
acknowledges that the contributions of expatriates and the 
wealth carried back by those returning increased incomes, but 
he underestimates its impact when he says 11 the total of these 
i terns has not been great. 11197 When amounts sent back from 
Newfoundlanders in Canada are added to the aforementioned 
estimate, it might be argued that such remittances were indeed 
substantial. The direct monetary benefits to the colony of 
Newfoundlanders emigrating to mainland North America could 
only work to the advantage of American and Canadian officials 
in their demands for conformity on immigration legislation. 
Although Higgins felt Newfoundland's views would carry 
little weight, he spoke for both sides of the house when he 
said any request for concessions would be a 11 good thing. 11 
Bennett concluded the debate by relating American policy 
towards Newfoundland. Repeating the standard response from 
North American authorities, he commented on the advantages the 
colony already had over other countries. He did promise, 
196 Ibid., The amount of money orders alone, received in 
Newfoundland between 1925 and 1928 totalled between $600 000 and 
$743 000 annually. 
197 R.A. MacKay, "A Half Century of Economic Change" in R.A. 
MacKay, ed., Newfoundland Economic. Diolomatic and Strategic 
Studies (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1946). p. 67. 
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however, to see if anything could be done to make access 
easier for Newfoundlanders. On that note debate ended. Any 
further accusations by Mr. Hickman's Liberal opposition, that 
the government was acting on behalf of the United States, were 
quelled by Bennett's promise to negotiate an ease in 
restrictions imposed upon Newfoundianders. 
The Immigration Act of 1926 was another 11 cut and paste 11 
piece of legislation, but it was definitely formed with the 
intention of providing a comprehensive administrative 
framework for excluding and deporting undesirables. What the 
1926 act accomplished for officials was to seal all of the 
loopholes in previous legislation. The act provided the 
Governor-in-Council with the power to establish immigration 
offices, to appoint immigration staff, including a 
Commissioner of Immigration, guards, inspectors and medical 
officers. Officers appointed under the act had the same powers 
as constables to arrest, detain or deport immigrants. To 
streamline the selection process, these officers could board 
vessels where determination of eligibility could take place. 
All passengers of incoming vessels could come under the 
definition 11 imroigrant 11 , and refusal could take place before 
landing. No longer could the government be held liable to pay 
the return fare of deports and the act went as far as to make 
companies liable not only for return passage, but also for any 
costs incurred suppor~ing an undesirable immigrant awaiting 
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deportation. 198 
The definition of "undesirable" was expanded and 
included categories found in British, Australian and Canadian 
legislation. Under section 16, "prostitutes," "pimps," those 
convicted of "moral turpitude", and "beggars" were 
specifically categorized as undesirable. But more important, 
were the powers described by Justice Minister Higgins in the 
House of Assembly, to make regulations which could exclude 
virtually any type of immigrant. Race, occupation, amount of 
money an immigrant possessed, and significantly, the final 
destination of such "immigrants" could be reasons for 
exclusion by Order in Council. Beyond these categories was the 
"catch all" phrase in section 12 that landing could be 
prohibited of immigrants of any "class" or "character. " 199 
What emerges from an evaluation of this act is a clear 
impression that it was contrived to deal distinctly with North 
American concerns and to ensure that Newfoundland would not be 
faced with problems resulting from immigration changes 
elsewhere. 
The American Vice Consul was encouraged by the proposed 
bill. After receiving it from the Colonial Secretary's office 
he immediately sent it to Washington. Barringer pointed to 
"extraordinary powers" of the Governor-in-Council and Minister 
of Justice, pleased that the new act would correct the 
1~ See Appendix (D) 
199 Ibid. 
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"manifold defects" of the Aliens Act of 1906. Obviously 
gratified by his successful efforts in st. John's, Vice Consul 
Barringer said: 
In summarizing it should be stated that this 
legislation can be attributed very largely to the 
notoriety and evidence of a serious menace 
affecting the colony, arising from the F.R. 
Lawrence and Abe Harris immigrant schemes which 
have been brought to the attention of the local 
Government. 200 
While the colony was indeed responding to North American 
policy changes, the 1926 Newfoundland Immigration Act also 
represented the end of a long progression in empire 
immigration legislation which started in the 1850s. The self-
governing British colonies each asserted the right to control 
immigration. What followed was an abundance of legislation 
which, in 1940 inspired C.F. Fraser to state: 
Within the Commonwealth a British subject is no 
more at liberty to roam from Dominion to Dominion 
than is an alien, in the strict sense of the 
word, at liberty to enter any part of the 
Commonwealth. Nowhere indeed does the term 
"British subject" mean so little as it does 
within the British Commonwealth itself. 201 
The white settler colonies enacted legislation which made few 
distinctions between types of alien citizenship. The British 
Government's interest was in preserving the unity of a multi-
racial empire. With this goal in mind, Whitehall continually 
opposed overtly discriminatory legislation. The colonies, on 
200 NARA, RG-59, 843.55, 1910-1929, box 8889. despatch No. 292, 
~pril 30, 1926. 
201 Fraser, Control of Aliens. , p. 2 8. 
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the other hand, formulated their own domestic agendas which 
entailed progressively tougher criteria of racial, economic, 
and later political, acceptability. 
Restrictive legislation first appeared in the Australian 
colony of Victoria in 1855, in response to violence between 
Chinese and white miners during the previous year. The act 
entitled "An Act to Make Provision For Certain Immigrants" had 
the ominous distinction of establishing a ten pound 
"capitation fee" for every Chinese immigrant landing in the 
colony and limited the number of Chinese immigrants to a ratio 
of arriving ships • overall cargo tonnage. 202 In succession, 
Queensland and the other Australian colonies enacted similar 
and then progressively tougher restrictions. These efforts 
were then redoubled subsequent to the American exclusion of 
the Chinese in 1882. 203 The Canadian federal government 
looked towards the Australian examples for legislation to 
satisfy British Columbia's desire to exclude Chinese. A fifty 
dollar "capitation fee" was introduced in 1885, which 
increased in 1900 to one hundred dollars, until by 1903 it had 
reached five hundred dollars. 204 The Newfoundland Chinese 
Immigration Act of 1906, which placed a three hundred dollar 
202 John Quick and Robert Randolph Garran, -=T=h=e=--=A=n=n=o:::..t=a:....;:t:;....;;e=d= 
Constitution of the Australian Commonwealth (Sydney: Angus and 
Robertson, 1901), pp.624-625. 
203 Johanson, Control or Colour Bar, pp. 5-6~ and Myra Willard, 
History of the White Australia to 1920 2nd ed. (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1967 ), pp.S0-51. 
204 Evolution of the Immigration Act., p.19. 
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head tax on Chinese, was the final manifestation of the 1855 
Victoria act. The "Immigration Restriction Act" was one of 
the first pieces of legislation passed after the federation of 
the Australian Colonies in 1901. The basis for exclusion was 
a dictation test which could be given in any European 
language. Which language the test would be administered in was 
up to the immigration inspector. 205 The British government 
had previously insisted that any further Australian 
restrictions be implemented via this form of legislation. 206 
The Secretary of State for the Colonies Joseph Chamberlain 
conveyed British opposition to overtly discriminatory 
policies, arguing that the idea would conflict with the Empire 
tradition of not making distinctions of "race" or "colour." A 
tradition this may have been, but the British government, in 
no uncertain terms, was more concerned with the protests of 
its Indian subjects and its relations with Japan than any 
sense of higher morality. The only racist phrase in the 
Australian law was the specification that the dictation was to 
be in a European language. This was changed in 1905 to "any 
205 See "Immigration Restriction Act, No.17 of 1901 11 as 
~eprinted in A.T. Yarwood, Asian Migration to Australia., pp.157-
L61. 
206 
"Coloured race restriction" bills were passed by Australian 
:::olonies in 1896, but were reserved and did not receive royal 
:tssent. John Quick and Robert Randolph Garran, The Annotated 
~onstitution of the Australian Commonwealth(Sydney: Angus and 
~obertson, 1901), p.626. 
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prescribed lanquaqe" 207 as a result of Japanese pressure on 
the British Government during the Anglo-Japanese alliance 
negotiations. Other considerations were that Japan had 
asserted its military strength by inflicting a humiliating 
defeat on Russia, and Australia was looking for trading 
partners. Besides changing the Immigration Restriction Act, 
there was also a formalization of the conditions under which 
Japanese students, merchants and visitors could gain 
entry. 208 The much maligned "White Australia" policy 
contained no overtly racist language but its intention was 
clear: Australia was white and British, and intended to remain 
that way. However, after the First World War Australia joined 
Canada in abandoning even the facade of non-discriminatory 
legislation. 
Newfoundland was not the first member of the Empire to 
borrow Canada's 1919 restrictions. The Canadian definition of 
subversives was closely emulated by Australia in section 2 of 
the 1920 amendment to their immigration act. 209 In 1925, 
Australia again looked to Canada's lead in immigration 
207 A. H. Charteris, "Australian Immigration Policy", 
Phillips and G.L. Wood, The Peopling of Australia 





208 Neville Meaney, "The Search For Security in the Pacific, 
1901-14 11 , A History of Australian Defence and Foreign Policy 1901-
23: Volume 1 (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1976), pp.130-132. 
209Act of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia to 
Amend "The Immigration Act, 1901-1912." British and Foreign State 
Papers 1920, Vol.113 (London: His Majesty's Stationary Office, 
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legislation. These measures were a result of the closure of 
the United States to eastern and southern Europeans after 
1924. To stem the growing tide of redirected immigrants, 
Australia adopted a shortened form of section 38 from Canada's 
1919 act. Section 3 of the 1925 Australian amendment stated 
that the Governor General may prohibit by proclamation the 
immigration of: 
. aliens of any specified nationality, race, 
class, or occupation, in any case where he seems 
it desirable to do so-on account of the economic, 
industrial, or other conditions existing in the 
Commonwealth; because the persons are in his 
opinion unsuitable for admission into the 
Commonwealth; or because they are deemed unlikely 
to become readily assimilated or to assume the 
duties and responsibilities of Australian 
citizenship within a reasonable time after their 
entry. 210 
In Newfoundland's search for expanded immigration 
controls officials followed the established patterns of 
Dominion legislation. In 1926 Newfoundland officials responded 
to the same international pressures as Australia did the 
previous year, namely the closure of the United States to 
southern and eastern Europeans. While the Aliens Act 
represented one of the last vestiges of nineteenth century 
British liberalism in Newfoundland's body of immigration 
legislation, the Immigration Act of 1926 epitomized the 
practical abandonment of such principles. While the "oldest 
colony" remained nostalgically close to the mother country in 
many ways, it followed Canada and Australia's lead in 
21° Cited in Charteris, The Peopling of Australia., pp.87-89. 
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controlling immigration. As Bassler's research has shown, by 
the 1930s it was clear to European Jews that while the Aliens 
Act was still in force, the supposed humanitarianism of the 




The 1926 Immigration Act represented the closure of the 
last open door to North America after the First World War. 
While the Newfoundland immigration experience was quite 
different than its counterparts in North America and the 
British Empire, the colony could not avoid responding to the 
changing entrance criteria on an international level. The 
closure of Canada in 1919, the u.s. in 1924, and Australia in 
1925 limited the destinations of immigrants wishing to leave 
southern and eastern Europe. The available evidence suggests 
that the island did not appear as a second choice for 
immigrants, rather, its geographic proximity to Canada and the 
United States held out the opportunity to circumvent the rigid 
restrictions on the mainland. 
Before the First World War Newfoundland officials had 
very little experience in dealing with immigration. 
Newfoundland's copying of the Aliens Act and the Chinese 
Immigration Act clearly indicate that Newfoundland officials 
were totally unprepared to formulate entrance criteria based 
on local circumstances. Positive initiatives to attract 
desirable immigrants failed and the DRC hearings show how the 
inability to attract and keep desirable settlers instilled 
officials with a certain sense of futility. British immigrants 
who would be able to diversify the economy and permanently 
settle found new homes in the United States and in more 
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prosperous areas of the empire. On the other hand, the arrival 
of the Chinese in 1906 first alarmed legislators that the 
colony might become an attractive destination for 
"undesirable" immigrants, either in lieu of opportunities 
elsewhere, or for the purpose of being smuggled to mainland 
North America. 
After the war, while the colony's neighbours were 
vigorously debating immigration policy and legislating tougher 
restrictions, the colony continued to attract few newcomers. 
The Newfoundland government worried more about how these 
changes would affect emigrating Newfoundlanders, than about 
legislating their own restrictions. Canada and the United 
States both affirmed that entrance to their countries would be 
granted to only a select few. Exclusions based on political, 
ethnic, cultural, and economic grounds replaced criteria that 
based entrance on individual merit. Although legislators in 
the House of Assembly were unaware of it, as in 1906, this 
shift in policy left Britain's "oldest colony" with the most 
liberal regulations in North America. The 1924 amendment to 
the Disembarking of Paupers Act was a realization that it 
would be "a good thing to have some protection" like its 
larger neighbours. 
The exclusion and deportations of Newfoundlanders from 
the U.s. and Canada clearly reveal the inability of local 
politicians to influence the terms by which local labour could 
enter mainland North America. Newfoundland labour was welcomed 
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when needed in Nova Scotia and Boston but this traditional 
migration could be placed in jeopardy at a moment's notice. 
Although Newfoundland could do little to retaliate, even if 
legislators wished to do so, the anger over this situation was 
expressed in the debates over the Disembarking of Paupers Act 
and the Immigration Act of 1926. With their own citizens 
facing restrictions elsewhere it was only thought proper that 
Newfoundland be empowered to effect similar treatment to 
foreigners. Legislators were frustrated with the immigration 
policies of Newfoundland's neighbours and were motivated to 
action by a desire to deport those who were rejected or 
excluded by mainland North America and became a burden on the 
colony. 
Newfoundland's 1924 act came into force before the real 
impact of the U.S. changes could be apprehended by legislators 
or bureaucrats. Responses to requests for information by John 
Abajian and Frederick R. Lawrence were certainly cautious, but 
were still premised on judging immigrants on individual merit. 
Moreover, local officials had not considered the possibility 
that they might be immigrating in hopes of gaining entry to 
the North American mainland. 
Certainly one of the most important administrative 
changes of the 1924 u.s. Quota Act was to place immigration 
screening responsibilities on consular officials outside of 
the United States. It was Vice Consul Barringer's obligation 
to ensure that visas were issued properly and that no means 
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were used to circumvent the stringent quotas. It was his 
investigations which revealed the true extent of the smuggling 
schemes. With the support of the State Department, the U.S. 
Department of · Labour Immigration Service, and the Canadian 
Immigration Branch, this information was used to pressure 
Colonial Secretary Bennett to lobby for tougher legislation. 
In the face of two organized smuggling attempts, 
Newfoundland politicians realized that the only way to avoid 
such future situations was to enact new legislation. This 
legislation had to build a substantial administrative 
framework and provide for blanket exclusions by regulations 
that were compatible with North American standards. Both 
Australia and Newfoundland responded to the American changes 
by adopting the Canadian model of restrictions which offered 
flexible and virtually unlimited authority to discriminate 
based on practically any criteria imaginable. The U.S. quota 
system was too elaborate for the Australians and certainly for 
Newfoundland, so the tradition of borrowing legislation within 
the empire continued. 
Newfoundland's dependence on the North American labour 
market, combined with the local animosity towards "foreigners" 
taking local jobs, ensured that the colony would follow the 
precedents of immigrant-receiving countries. As in Canada and 
the United States, the local media and politicians thought 
that taking care of their own needs should come first. The 
idea of allowing immigrants into an uncertain labour market 
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was opposed by both sides of the House of Assembly and the 
thought of becoming a staging area for immigrant smuggling, to 
the acrimony of the two countries that the colony was most 
dependent upon, was even more unappealing. Canada, and more 
assertively the United States, made it clear to Newfoundland 
officials that nothing less than conformity to North American 
standards would be acceptable. For these reasons, despite an 
absence of substantial immigration in the previous seventy 
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wise, nnd mny by those rules n1uong1~ otl1er tldugs pro1·ido 
lor ~he security 1.0 :~~ gii'CII by tho m.ssler ollho slsip in ~he 
cnsc of inn11igmnt3 conditionnlly discmh;ukcd. ltulcs made 
undct· tl1is sectiou shnll provide fslr notice bci11g gil'cn to 
musLors of iuunigmnt ships a111l inunigrants inlormiug thtm 
of tlscir right u{ nppcul; und 11lso, where lcnvo to lund is 
Thlll!lul•lou 
onler. 
' withheld iu the cnso of n11y iuunigrnut by tlsc ollicer, for 
uoticc hdng given lo th~ immigrant nusltho n111ster oltho 
. inuuigrnll~ ship or tho gruuurll 1111 wlsii!ls ll'lli'C Ius! lsCdll 
witlshclsl. 
3. (!) 'l'lte Uovernor in Conucil muy, if he tluuk1 lit, 
nmko ~~~ order (ill this Act rclr.ncd tons nn cxpulsiou orsb) 
requiriug nn nlion lo leave this Colnuy witlsins1 Li1no lixcd 
hy tho order,nnd lsorenftcr to I'CUIIIill out or til is Volony. 
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(n) If it IS ccrlifictllo.hilll ~y nny l'oor Connniidoncr, 
Mngistralc, 01' ,Jus~ice of:the l'l':ICC, withinlweh·c 
m?nths'ufler'tho nlicn hns lust eulcrcd this'Colony, 
t • • 4 
~llillthc alien- . 
(1) Hns, within three months from Lhu lime of grnnl· 
ing sncl1 certificntc, been in rcc~ipl of nuy poor 
rdicf, or been found wnndcrin~ without ostcnsi· 
blc menus of subsiswnce, or been living uuder 
insnui~H)' coudi~ious duo to ovcrcrowdiug i or 
(2) Has entered tliis Colouy nftcr tho 1XIssing of this 
Act, nuJ lial been sentenced in u foreign coun· 
try between which nnd the l/niletl Kiugdom 
there is nn cxtmdition lrenl)', for n crime nvt 
brin~ 1111 oOcncc of n poliLicul clmmctcr which is 
111 rcspcct(llmt country 1111 ex~ratlition crime 
witltin the mcauing of tl1o. Act of lite Imperinl 
Pnrli11ntcut, Milled" Exlr11dition:AcL, 1870." 
(2) Ir 1111y nlicn in whose Cttso: 1111 expulsion: order. has 
bceu mndc is aluny time found within this Colony 
in coutmvcnlion of the order, he sltnll Le ~nil~y of 
nn offence nuder this Act 
4. (I) When 11n expulsion order is mndo in llie cnsc of IVI1tu upuilinn 
nny nlien, the Uover;tOr iu Couucilnmy, if he thinks lit pny ~;~~ ;;1::1;1~;~" 
the whole or 1111y ptll t of tho ex pews of or iucitlcu~tl to rro111 Colo1'(,111 IIJ~II'I ft "0111)' 
lite dcp:u turo front this Colony, and mnintcnnnce nntil the or or 11111111 or lhl 
. . . ebiplarbttbbe 
· dcpurLnre of the nh~n nnd Ius depcndeuts (1! nny). un11. 
(2) If 1111 oxpul1ion order is mndo in tlte CttSO of nuy ulieu 
not bciug 1111 ulien tvlto lnst entered this Colony 
before tho commenccmeuL of this Act, or nn iuuni· 
grunl (in whoso cnso lcni'O lo laud has bceu gil'en 
uutlcr tlti~ AcL) un 11 ccttilicntu Hivcn willtiu six 
monllt~ niter Ito ltns lnst cntmd this Colull)', the 
mnstcr of the ship in which he ltns been brought 
lo this Colony, uod nlso the master of any altip 
belonging to tho &Illite owuer, ehnll bcli.thlc to pay 
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Utoll'u :111y ~~~~~~~ p;tid hy lite C:m·cr11or in Guuucil 
utult•r litis 1Pt'llltllllt ctllllt~ction with l111 al icu,and 
~hall, if rrquucd hy tl111 f:ol'crnur in Gonnl'il, rc· 
t't•i t'C ilu~ a lieu and his tlt•pe11Jcul1 (tf any) oulltl.ttll 
hi~ ship, and allllrtllltctu, !tee of clmrgr., a p.tssagt. 
to the port of etlll,,ll kat ion ;Uttl propt!r act~omtnoda· 
tiun 11ntltnainte11ancc tlutin~ tho p.tss;tge. 
(:!) If the mnstcr uf '' ship fail9 ttl comply IYtLit the pro 
visions of tlus section 11S lo giviug upass,,gc to 1111 
alien or his tl~pentlcnt~. he lliit ll he ~utiLy uf 1111 
uiTcucc n111lcr this Act. 
6 W The master of auy shiJl l.~tuliug or cmlt.trkill~ pas· 
Rt~llgl'fs nt uuy J~trt iu Litis Gtllnuy billlll fur11i1lt to Rllcl, 
JH'I •,1111, u11d in Hill' it 1111111111'1 .11 Jill ~ ~liui:itt·l' uf Futulll'llllllll 
t;H~liuu~ dirccl.!l, a tclulll, Htviu~ ittclt p.uJiculats wiLit tc~· 
pccllo n11y such Jloii!Cu~m 11hn nrc aliens us 111a)' he tc· 
'l''itr.tl lor Lite Li11u: bci11g lty urtlcr of lltt! Miuister of i"lltallct 
ulld f:llllillll!, 1111d lillY Hlldt Jlolb.ICIIgCr HiudJ fmui;Jt lhlltllll! 
tcr of the ihip witlt 1111y illfOI'IIItltiou I'Cijitilctl ity hi111 lot 
the purpose of the n~tnrn. 
(2) If the mnslcr of u ship (,tib lo 111nkc lhl' retu rn rc· 
qnirctl by this Sl'l'tiilll, Or IUnliClll f,tlsu return, ht 
shall be guilty of a11 oiTcucc nmlcr this :let., and i 
a11y nlit'll refuses lo gi1·e i~tfnnna tion rctJitiml by 
the mnslct of the Rlti JI for lite I"'' pose of the relun. 
u11tler this secliou, or ~in·~ 11ny l11lsc iufunnatiot. 
for tho purpose, he !hall be liultle 011 SII IUJnarJ 
COIII'iCtiUII to illiJU iSOillueul ftll' II ICIIIl IIOL exceed· 
iug tlucolltlllllh.lwith l111rd I11Lor. 
(:1) The Uomuor iu Go11nci llltay, Ly ortlct', exempt frou. 
!Ito p1111'isitlltS of litis scct.io11 auy iJil'Cial ci11!S oi 
llltltlot'll::••ti Ill 1'11)11~1'1'1, Ill 1111)' IIJ'I'I'IU[ hitip;t llo 
pot~, lutL 1111)' iuclt Oi'tb '"•'Y l1u IYttlnlniiYIItll 
lillY time nt hi~ tlt~CiCLiou. 
o. (l) 'J'hc Govc111or in Council sJ,,,JJ oppoint, nt sucl 





boi11" mrrlicnl inspectors, 11111  IIIII)' 11vpoini or employ such liu1~ctinglhe 
o . ll·l~mlmtnlol 
other o!licers or person! ns may be rc~rured for tl1c p11rposein11~c1orml 
f I . ' I I' A I .. f nlficm. o 1. 1c returns w be SII'CII IIIH cr t 11s d, or 111.1e1 11 1sc or 
currying this Act inio clfecl. 
(2) 'l'he Governor in Council nmy n1Tangc with the Uin· 
ister· of FiiH\IlC6 nnu CuslOiliS 01' nny other nov· 
t•rnmcnt department or nny other public ollicc for 
tho nppointment or elnploynrcut of ollicers of Cus· 
l~ms or other public oOlcers ns oftlcers nuder this 
Act. 
(3) The Governor in Council shnll 111nke kuowu, i11 such 
mnnner ns ho thinks best suited lor tl1e purpose, 
tho jlOrts ut which ollicers nrc fur the time being 
nppointcllumlcr l.hii Act. 
7. (1) Any person guilty of an offence under tllis Actl'tuallit~ 
shnll, if the offence is committed by him na the mnster o( 
111hip, ho li1rhlo, on SHIIInlnry conl'iction, to n fino not ex· 
ceeuing five hundred dOI!III'!, 11nd, if thO oO'euCO is COIIIIIIil!cd 
by him ns nn inunigrnnt or nlien, to in:prisoumcnt for n term 
not excetdiug three months with hnrd labour. 
(2) When n fino under this Act is imposed by n Court, 
,r uilge or Ungis~mtc,nnd the mnstcr· Ol' owner of 
nny ship is ordered to pay the snme nud tho same 
is not pniu ut the time nnd in the 1nunner p1c· 
scribed, the Court, Jud~e, or M1rgialrnto mnking 
tho order IIIII)', in ntluilion to uny other powers 
they IIIIIY hni'C fOI' the purpose or compelling pny· 
lliCIII, direct the IIIIIOUIIt reuudning lllljlllid tO bo 
levied by distress nntl snle of the ship, her Iuckie, 
fumituro und npp11rcl. 
(3) Any imnd~n1nt who is conditioually disembarked, nnil 
n11y nliun i'uwh11~11 ca~c 1111 cxpnl~ion urtlcr i1111ntl1', 
wliilu 11\V:IlLlil~ I he tlcpnll\11'0 of hisehip, uud whilst 
bt•in~ conveyed lo lh~ ahip,nud whilai on bonn! 
the ship unlil the ship fi11nlly lenm tl1is Uo!OIIJ', 
uud n11y nlic;1 in whoso CillO~ certificuto ha~ Lecu 
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ex pulsion onlc1· uudt•r tl1is Act, nnlil thc ~! iniHicr 
or Finance und CusiOIIIS has decided lljiOII his caRr, 
Hhall he li1rLic to be kc111 iu custody in such 
1nnuncr as the ~l inistcr of Finance nnd Custo111S 
di it'd~,nml wl1ilst inl hat Cll\lr~ly sh:dl he dct'lill'd 
to Lc iu lrgnl custody. 
(~) H nuy innnigrant, llliiStcr or n bhip, 01' other person, 
lor the purpose ol this Act, 1nnkei nny fn lse slate· 
111c111, or false n•prcscnlnli1H1 tu u Cnllt·clhr, ~l ctli· 
calluHpcctor, or tile ~l iuislt·r 0! Finance nntl l:ll!· 
to111s, he shall be liul,!c on Sllllllllllr)' conviction to 
illijlliSOIIIIICn~ (IJr II tCrlll Iilii Wt•('(lill~ llll·cc 
1110nths with hard !,,Lor 
(5) II nny qncsLion nriscs on 1111)' promdi ugs nuder tllis 
Act, nr with rcf~rcnco to llll)'tliing u•wc or pro· 
posetlto Lc done uuJcr this Act, whether nny per· 
8011 lS fill nliCII 01' IIOt, thO OIIUS Of proviug thut 
that JICrsou i1110t llllnlieu Hhnll lie 011 thnt person 
(G) In cnn·yin~ out the prol'i8ion~ of tlii~ Ac~, due rcgurJ 
sl11111 Lo hnd to nny trenty, coni'CIIIioll, urmn~c · 
ment, or cngngelllcnt wi1h n11y lo1ei~n country. 
8 (I) The expres1inu " iuu11igrau!" iu til is Act 1nenns 1111 
nlicn Mlrclli''C ! I•IS~t!li~Cr wll(l i~ t., l1c l1lllde,l iu th i1 (;.,lou\', 
n " • 
but dues 1111~ iuchulc-
(a) Auy jlnsscu~cr whnshows to tht! en!islnctiun ol 1111)' 
Vullcctor· Ol' tile )!ini!tCr of Finance nml Cns· 
lOIIIS thnt he dc1i r~8 to lund iu thiij Volony ouly 
fur the jilll'jiUSC uf jltiK!l'tdiu;: Wil i1 i11 11 ICIISOna· 
~lo tiure lo 80111C Jestinatiou ouL or th is Colony; 
01' 
(b) Auy pnsscugers holtl ing prPpnid lluo11~1i licke!j tu 
Sllllle SUch dcstinnliOII, i( till! nlllltt:l' or OIVIICI' uf 
I he ship l1y which th~y nro lrrun~ht lu thi~ 
Culuuy, or l1y whit·h iln·y nr~ to l!l' tub uwuy 
rrlllll this Vi!IOII)', gii'C~ Sl!l'llll~)' li! till! suli~fat· 
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thAt, except fur the purposes of tmnsit Ol' under lulerprelltiou. 
1Jih1•r circnntsltiiiCCS upproved by the Miuistcr of 
Fiun11CC und Custonts, they will not re111niu in 
tl1i~ Colony, or, ltaving !teen rejected in unothcr 
t·r.unlty, rc·t•ut1·r this Culony nnd thnt they will 
IJI' ptupctly muiulninl•tl nntl contrullrd during 
thrir lrnusit .. 
(2~ The expression "i111tuigl'lluL ship" in this Act menus 
n ~hip 11itich ~l'ings lu lhiH Colouy 111trrc !hun 
twenty ulicu Hli'NUgr: pas~cugm, who uro to hu 
lnndcd in this Colony, whether ut the same or dif· 
fHent portH, Ol' such nnuthcr of those pnsscngcrs 
n! tnny he for the tinw Leing lixeu by ordrr of the 
Gomnor in Vunucil, t!ilher Bcuemlly or ns regnrds 
nny spccinl sl1ips or port~. 
(:l) The cxprcssiou "vasscug••r" in this Act inclllllcs nny 
person c:mied ou the ship other thnn tho muster 
nllll persons ~111ploycd in the working, or service, 
of the sltip, nml the expression "stee111ge pnsscn· 
gt~r" in this Act includes nil pnsscngct·s except 
such perBOtJS ns muy bo declurcd by the ~linister 
uf }'inn nee uud C11slotuH to bo cnLin pnsse11~m Ly 
onl~r 11111dc cithr r gcucmlly orR! r~gunls uuy spc· 
cinlsltips ur pn1 ta. 
(4) lluuy ljlte~liou ulim lllllll•r thiH Act u111111 uppcul to 
Lite ~liu istCI' or FinniiCillllld Vustolll~ whether uuy 
Hltil' i1 uu iuu11igmnt ahip within the menuin~ ol 
this Act, or whclhet' nny person is 1111 immigntnt, 
11 l~lijB~ngcr, or n stcorugu passcn~er, within the 
uHJnuiug of thii tlct, or whether any oll'~ncc ii 1111 
,,IJ'cuco of n politiCitl chnl'llctcr, or whether u crime 
is an exlrndition cl'i111a, thut question slu1ll be rc· 
lrncd to tho (Juvcrnor in (:Oundl, in ucconlunce 
with rul"~ tuatlc under this Act,u111llht1 Minister 
of Fiuunco uud CniLuiui ihullu~;t in nccr•nluntc 
with hi~ dt·ci~ion. 
(:'r) The (:uvcmur iu (;,,llllciltuny wiLiulruw or 1'111)' nuy 
orJn 11111do l1y hi1n under thii iCcliutt 
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Cap, 3. Aliw.~ Arl G Ed. rtt. 
9. Tltis 1\ct 111:1)' Ire eill'd ~~~ till' ,\lit·u~· .\t· t, I ~ IOG, aud 
ahnli CIIIIIC iulfl flperu liuu 1111 i1 da.l' Ill ill' iippuiuled f111' ti1.1L 
Jill l'pose lry l'rut: latn:ttiull l•f the l:u\'I'J tlr•r lu th1· dhtL 1!..11 
the SiiiiiC ltiiS bl'l'll "l'i'i lll'l'd aud l'ulilirl ill'lll•,r I lis Jla.JI'~I,I' 
in Couucil. 
CAP. IV. 
An Act lo IIIJii'Jid Clwt'l!·,· /'.; r{ lh•: t:~~ u.~•./i'l'l lt'd .~ulu/J'l, 
(S!'cow/ ,~·,·ii.l}, wldlnl "Qi J·,.,·r··utiu:t f.'t~/i!l lllt'iil iu 
/Ire ,\·trier! 1{ 1(1/!f fl,n·i:/ •1 Slo/1',11 /lrl lirt' f.:•f'vt'lutivuiif 
ii i'/Jii l' tid .lli!!liliullir{ ll'r,l·," 
ll'.lh>illlllill )I.\ I, 1~1'1. 
S111111S I. -Xul.,lil uli••ll fur,, .... ~ .. r l'uu. Sl•l., •'"I'· ;a 
~1:1 llu.l '!, .. Jio t•llllln •1'11 1"11, 
BE iL l'lladl'rli•y ti ll' ( :u1'1• 111:•r, tin·. l.1·~i>lal ~rc Cr11111 ·il 
und Jlou~c vf A~il'lnl•ly, 111 I.Pgl~l. tt.ll'l: ~cs, IIH I cvu· 
mrd, us follows:-
!. ~~·~· tiun lwur•f Cl111l 't"1 7::, ,,f till' t:unsllli,LI II·rl Slti iH L~s 
(St:cvutl Scrirs),u~ ~nl•slilniJ·d J,y tl1c .\tL :~ Ed. \'I I., L'np. ~ . 
is ltcrel·y u:pealcd, II lid lite r •.• llllll iug snhslilnltlllllmfur: 
(~ ) Tile l:ui'CI'IIUI' in L'unuciltn.l)'. J,y l'rocluumlion in tl1c 
1/r•yul Ou:J!/J', pii•ltilril the expotlati1111 of ;\nns, 
l:ll ll·iiltll'lit·r, aud ~l11uiti11ns uf \\'at' ~li lit.u r and 
I ' 
Kal'al Store~. iucllllli11~ lcnls, 1111if1111n anrl ctpl ip· 
tnrul., explusil'l's 111111 ing redit•ui~ uml iu the uta II II· 
f11Clt11'0 ol cxplusirc~. ~II IIi utnl gllntnr•llllliugs uf 
nil tlcsclipliuu~, 11ill1 tlu·ir l'lllllllliiiCIIL pallS, IIC· 
cuulrCilll'lll!, lta llu• •IIS, l. it1·~ and ai1slri p•, fnM·s nnd 
dctouutors, inltcuchiug luiJI.;, utail•rinls nscd in strip 
couslmction, i11chttliug 1 ii'I·L ir1111, a u~lc irun, t•Htud 
bnrs, rivets, tihcct pluto irun, fu1 gi 11gs uud 111'11111111' 
plates, mnriuc engines, a11•l tilt' parls 1hrrr11f, in· 
10 Cnp, 2. Chil~ Imm0ralion Art. G Jt:d. VII. 1900. 
Cltiutsc ]lllmiymtioll Ad. Cop. ~. 
CAP. II. 
An Act r~li1~ lite Immigration of Chinese Pti'SOILI. 
1.-l'monsor U1ineso ori~n to I"Y 
alnt or t:m; Eumplions. 
2.-Nnmoor or Chlnue lmmlgranla 
lo be carried by ~ne m.el. 
l-M11Ier or ¥CI.111 not to land hn· 
mlgranlnwiU1011I permit. 
t -l'ermlt mnyl~ granl~lalltr bill 
or llenllh grlllleJ, ' 
6.-N~ permlll4 be gr~nt~lln Ill· 
1>«1 oreerlahi penon~ 
1.-Sib·Coll~~:lor shall rurobh I C!r• 
· llfttalelo 111ch lmm~ranl 
7.;-lkll•luor ~trU8caltt 
1.-Mnltr to be llablo ror lax IIIII 
shallllcllm a lilt or JW!Iftllrl 
&n1lcraw, 
1.-l'mltylor oKonco sgnlnsl Act 
bJ,IIIIIIutorm&OI, 
II'AM!n t~rullil', 1~11.1 
StcTIOM 
10.-llnpcding ltr'IOn! or t11h1!.!! 
orlglololrmil. 
!l.-1\e!IIIICUng ltrliiRI ol, Chlnelil 
or,lgln lculnK colony ~nil In· 
ltmllngtorelnrn. 
12.-Pen1llill rormslon or nll(nlptlol 
IIIIIOn or I'IOI'l;lons or Ad. 
13-Pensllin lor lakiug part 11 
ChlnCIIConrll. 
11.-PfliiiiJ lor molesth'R ollktr. 
15.-Utneral ptnllly. 
11.-Procctlnra, 
17.-IM!~IIIo~ or ,lam 111111~11!1 · 
111'1, 




, • .,!f\ 
Eo~t.Unrclme, ]) II it enacted by the Governor, the Legiel11livc Council 
) nud House of Assc111bly, in LegisiRtive Session cou· 
re11ed, us full9.~s :-
Pmou ol Clllno• 1. F. my person of Chinese otigin, imspcctive of nile· 
:r~o; I~Y' ~~~ giunce, ehnll on enleriug this Colony pay nt ~he port or plncc 
of entry, n tnx of thrco hundred dollurs (1300.00), empt 
the following IM)I'SOIIS, who shnll be exempt hom such pny· 
mcut, thnt is to sny: 
Bwn1.uonl (a) 'l'ho members of tho Diplomntic Corps, or other Oov· 
cmment t·epresentntives, their suites nud their ser· 
vnnts, nnd Consuls nnd Consulnr Agents; 
(b) Clergymen, the wives nnd children of clergymen, tom·· 
iets, men of science nnd students, who shnllsnb· 
stnntinto their stntus to the satisfnction of the Sub· 
Qollectol' of Quetome, subject to tire np~rovnl o( 
the Minister of l>'iuauce und Customs, Ol' who nrc Ewnl'lion•. 
hcnrcr~ of certi litnlcs or ilicuW.y, specifying their. 
net:IIJ'IIlinn 111\11 l.l1rir fliljcct in coliling inln thi~ 
(~ltmy, m· uthc1· Rilnilnt·. liucruncuts i~llll'lll1y the 
Uovcnuueut or· hy n rcco~ui!ed onicial or repre· 
icntntirc of U1e Uovcnuueut whose eul~ects tlrey 
nrc; 
(c) lu thr. rail' (J( 11 pwuu of Cl,incs~ otigiu who is the 
pc1~011iil nltcudunt or smanl of 11 lldtish suhjccl 
visiting lhi~ Colony, the IAIX payable under the 
lirst suh·IICCtiuu of this section mny be refunded 
to the pct~un paying the $\llle,upon his fnnrishing 
sutisfnclury cvilicnco thut such Clt inesc nttcnd,wl 
or servant i1 lettving the port of entry with his 
t'Uiploycl' or rnuslcr 011 his return to Uhi11.1, if 
withi11 twelve months of the d.1tc of his nnivul in 
this Oolo11y, 1111~ upon retnr uing to the Snb·Collec· 
tor of Hnth pm t the ccrlificnlo rdcnetl to i11 the 
sixUr sectiou hereof. 
(2) Every s11ch ccrtiflcnto or other ducu11reut !hall bo in 
tl1n Jo:n~lisli or Frr.11ch litugun~r. , illlt l l:h~ll bn ex· 
tunilll:lltuHI rrnlo1~c1l by 11 l:t iti1h UnrsnltH' ~l111rgu 
d'AllniiCS, or otl1el' ucclctlilcd reprcsen~ttirc of I! is 
Mujesty, nt tlte plncu wh~tc it is gnurtcd, or ut the 
1101t or plncc of dcpn~turc. 
(3) Pcrsuus of Uhi11eHc oriHill clniuring on their urrivnllo 
bo stndculs; hut who nrc 1urn~lo to p1odncc the rc· 
l(lli!ilc crrLilicale tiS hmiuldoro provided for,slmll 
IJC ell titled to n 1dnud of tlw tux oxnctcd fwnr 
them uu tho prodnctiuu within ei~l,tccu mouths 
from the ~ule of their llllil'ld in thi! t~louy of 
ccrtilirnlcs fromlcncln:r~ iu :111y School or College 
iu this U1Jiouy showiug that lhey uro nnd have 
bccu for ut lcnst ouc yenr 001111 fid~ studcuta in 
nllenrl.tnct: nt such School or Oolle~c. 
(•l) Any wnumu nf Chinese o1igiu who is tho wifo uf u 





IIAnla to be 
urri~l byono 
IIIII I. 
Ctlp. 2. Cl~iucso lmmigmlion Act. G EJ. Vil. 
purpose of this Act, be deemed to be of the snme 
untionnlity ns her husbaud; nud tho cltildrcu of 
the enid wifo nnd husl111ud shnll Lo dccnJcd to uo 
of tho snmo untiounlity ns tho ftJthcr. 
2. No vessel cnrrying Chinese iuunigrnnls to nuy port in 
this Colouy shall rnrry moro thnn one such inunigmut lor 
every fifty tons of ita tounng~; nud tho owner of any such 
vessclwl10 Clll'l ics nny numlicJ' in exc~ss of tl1e uun1Ler 
allowed by this suction shtllllncur n pennlty of two hundred 
dollnrs for each Chinese inunigrnut so c11rried in emss of 
such numbers. 
Masltr ol mul 3. No muster of nny msel Cllrt')'ing Chineso immigmnts 
not to land lmml· shnlllnnd nny pet·son of Uhincse origin or permit nny to Jllnla wltbont ' 
permt~ lund from such vessel, until n permit to do so, s~1ting thnt 
the provisions of this Aot huve been complied with, luis 
been granted to th~ master of such \'esse! by the Sub· Col· 
lector; nnd every mnstet· of n vessol who violnles the provi· 
sious of this section shnll incur n penalty of five hundred 
do lim. 
(2) 'l'ho landing of u person of Chinese origin from n vcs· 
sol wherever referred to in this Act shnllnot ho 
held to apply to tho lnll(ling of such person on tho 
whnrf nud the plncing of him in n prope1· building 
where he mny remain until the provisions of tl,is 
Act hnvo teen complied with nnd tho Sub·Collec· 
tor hue given his authol'ity for his depnt·ture there· 
from, ot· to the tcmpomry lnndiug of uuy Uhinese 
suilor for the purpose of ns.1istlng in tho luding ot· 
unlnding of tho vessel to which ho belougs or fur 
the purpose of his trnnelor to nnothcr VCisel, n1id 
such person or suilor, whilo in such building OJ' 
while so omployed ot• wnitinK such trunsfer, ahttll 
for tho purpose of this Act be held to uo ou uonrd 
the vessel by which he arrived. This prol'isiJn, 
however, shnllnot nllow tho plneing of suoh per· 
sou in such building until nil quaruntiuo require· 
tueuts hm been COWjllicd with. 
lDOG. Cki'lltSC immiyl'11lio11 Act. Uap. ~. I ~ 
4. No Sub·Collcctor nt nny ptJrt shnll grant it prn11it J•,,nuiltlllf ~~. 
. . g>anle~larter J,,u 
ullowing ChincRtl innnigrunll to lund, until tho (,lnnmntln.c ur ilcallh yruuh·•l. 
or Jlculth llllit:t!l' huM gmnt.l•tl 11 ltillul lll'nli.lt nt11llmM t•t•rlt· 
lie~! , niter due exttlllinution, tlmt 1111 leprosy or iufcctiou~, 
contagious, lonthsome or dnngcrous disease exists on U'Jitrd 
snch vcssul; nnd 110 permit to land shu II he granted to uny 
Chineso inuui~mnt who is snlfcriug from leprosy or fJUm 
uuy infectious, contngions, louthsome OJ' dangerous disease. 
6. No Sub·Uollcelor of Customs o1· other oOicr.r chur~cd No 1~rmit to 1.>c 
. . . I I' ~hUIII'Ii lllleli~'l 
with 'the duty of nssisting in CHI'I')'IIlg the jliiii'ISIOII~ o lllS or tcr1Aiu 1<Mus. 
Act into cll'ect shall gmnt 11 permit ulluwing to lnud from 
nuy vcsscl, either ns nn inunigrnu ~ or tts nu exempt, OJ' as iu 
tmnsit, uny pe1son of Uhincso od~in who is-
(a) A 1mupc1· or likely to uceonJC n public charge; 
(b) An idiot or in8nne; 
(c) Sullcring froJnnuy lotJ tltsoJnc, inlcdious ot· coulagiuu~ 
disease ; 
(tl) A pru.ltitutc or liviug 011 tho JIIOStitution or ot:Jr.rl 
(2) All such persons nro prohiliitetl lrruu 1~nteril.t~ thi~ 
Colony; und if U1cy cnlt!r they shnll be lmblc to 
imprisoumr:nt lor~ tr.nnnot exceeding six months, 
untl sllllll iuu1ldition be litJlilo lu deporltttiou, autl 
the muster, cnmluclor or other person whu kuow· 
ingly lnnds or Lrings ot· ussists or pci'I.Hits to !u~1d 
in this Coio11y, nny such pc1suu of Clnncsc ong111, 
shnllulso lm ii11 Lic ton pcmtlty 110t cxeecdiug two 
hundred dolltJrs, or to i111prison111Cilt lorn term not 
exceeding six months. 
6 '!'I , Snh·Uolkctm· shnll tll'livcr tu each ChiHcso illllni· Sui..Collcclor 
. tc '· I . 1lt1il rurulsh 1 
11rnnt who lms been permitted to luud or enter, 1111[ llliC·wu!k't' to eadt 
o 'd I . · b 1 l 0 ltunugranl. SJlCCt of wholll tho b\X hns been pnl . II~ JeJCIII C O~l' ~r .. 
vided, n ccrtifiento cou~tining n dCIICI'IptlOII of such mdJv~-
duul. ~Ito datu ol his lliTivul, tho llltiiJO uf tho purl of Ins 
II d'Jug tllld nn ncknl)wlcdglllcll~ tlmt tho dn~y lnt.i been 1\ I , l • •.t 




Cnp. ~. Cilintsc lmm0ratioJ~ Ad. G lid. Yll. 
thllt the pc~son presenting it hns complied with tho require· 
ln:nl.ft o~ tills Act ; but such certifiCillo Iilii)' ho contested uy 
I II! ~iiiJI'RI:Y IH' hy IIII,V ollil:rl' !:lmrg~IIIViLh lin: IIIII.)' or . 
cnr~·y.ln~ U11s Act into elll~cl, if thcru is rensou u1 doubt the 
l'uhdl.ty or uuthen~ieity therc,,f, or of 1111y stul.cmont therein 
Cllll~llncd; nntl anch cuulcstntiou shnll bo heard nud dctN· 
lllincd in SIIIIIIIIRry lnnnnet· hy nuy Stipcudiuty Mnuietmto 
where such ccrtilicnlc i1 prudu~ed. 0 
7. 'fho Assiswnt Collector of Customs, nntlsncl, Snli-Col· 
lcc~ms n! nrc by hin1 nntl10rit.ed so to do, slmll ench ·k~ep 11 
rCKI~Icr of nil persons to whom CDrtilicutes of eutry hnve 
been gmnted. 
!laster to oo 1ili.Jc 8. Evory 111118let• of auy veSIIel IJringing Chinese i111111 j. 
ror 1111111 ah.lll rrrnnte In ' I . I' (1 .. ~ellruall1l or o. w R~IJ por~ or p IICO I IIIllS wlony shnll be pctSO!illlly 
~~ngm an<l huble. to ills. Ahjesty for tho p~ytueut of. tho ~~~ imposed 
by 1i11s Act 111 respect of nuy such inunigmnt curried by 
such l'~asol, 1111d shnll deliver, together with tho totnl nmoun~ 
~f such tnx, to tho Sub-Collector, immedialely on his nnivl\1 
II~ port nnd before any of Ids Uhinese crow 01. pnsscngors 
lliRCJnluu·k, II colllplutc Ill HI nccurutu liYt ul his crew lllllllnch 
pns.!cngors, ~ho1~ing th1•ir llll'lles j11 fnll, tho country nml 
pine~ ~ll.hetr hu·th, nnrl lite orcu~ltion uud IMI plnco of 
donnctle of cuclt of such in11nigt·aut pusseugm. 
l'mlly ror uiTme O. E1•e1J mu~tcr o! nny vessel who illuda 01. allows I.e b 
lg&in.l  Ael by I I d 11' 0 
multrorn'llll. lllllO Ou or from uny vcssoluny C:hincso inunigrnnt before 
tl~o Ulx pnynblo under this Act lms been duly pnid, or who 
Wilfully tuukcs uny laiMo sl11lement respecting tho number of 
persons on bonrd hiH msel or · rohiolr, shu II, in utldition to 
the u1uount o! l11e ~~x payublo under tho lorcgoiug prol•i· 
sionR ul thi! Act, be li:~blo to 11 pennlty not exceeding 0110 
tl,ousand doll~~rN nml not lo!s thnu five hundred dollurslot· 
every 111ch offunce, 1111d in tlef,tult ol pnymcut to imprison· 
rucut lor 11 tet·tu not mcediug twolvo months; und such 
vmcl !hull bo forleitclllollis Alujcsty, nml sludl bo seir.ed 
by 1111 nllicor clmrged wilh tho duty of ctmyino this Act into 
. ellco~, uml denlt with uccordiu~ly. 0 
1900. Oltin«e f111111i91'alion Act. C11p. 2. 15 
10 l''rSOIIS or Chiurso origin luny pass throuHh this CO·II~p~ellng. l~'' 
I 
. I • f I t I' c I SOD! O(Chmc.~e 
ony 111 ~rnnslt rom ono port or p nnu out 01 IllS ll ony to orlglnlnlrnu111. 
unnl.hrr porl.ol' jilir~n 11 11~ ul i.ldR !:olnuy wilhnui.IHY'III!IIL uf 
tho UIX lnovitlcil fur ''Y sed.iuu l 11f ~hix Ad; providl'd J.lml 
such pnssngo is mndo int1ccordauco with null nuder !ucl1 rc· 
gulntious us nre nuulo lor the pnrptiSU hy tho Govctuot· in 
Council; ~nilllll)' r11ilwny Ill' ollu•r lruuspnr1~1tion Gn111pauy 
which nudrrtukcs Lo tm\ISjl'li'L such persous l111 ou~h this 
Colony, nud !nils lu co111ply with such regnlnlious, shall be 
subject to 11 pctmlty uot CXC!'LIIiug 1:ve hundred dollur,. 
11. Every vcrsou of Chinrso origin who wishes to le:m lksJ~~ung ,~,. 
I. n.l 'tl tl I I I' . f . I "'",or Chin~.~ t 118 1.iU ouy, WI I 10 ( CC ilret llllOnLIOII 0 I'Ctttrll lll~ L ICrClO, odgln lmlug 
slmll give writtcu uoticu nl such iutr.utiou to tlu1 Suh-Col· ::~,:;:;t~ ~:inru. 
lector nt the port or place whenco ho pntposcs lu sail o1· 
deru1r~, iu which uotico shall lio stnted tho lor~ign port or 
plnce which such person wishes to visit, unrl the route hu 
iutcuds ~1ki ug hoth going nnd returning, nud such uotice 
shu II ho nCCOiiljlllllir.d hy II lee nf OIIC ilollut·; runlli1C Sntl· 
Collector slmll thereupon cnte1· iu n register to he kept for 
tho pnrpo.ltl, tho n1llliC, tesidcncP, occupation nu1l description 
ul the ~dd potRIIII, 111111 H11d1 ol.lwr infonunl.iou n·gnnliug 
him uq is dcemmlucccssury uud1!1' iuch tl'gulntiuuR nx 11111 
11111dc lot· tho purpose. 
(2) Tho persou so rogistcrctl shnll he eutitlrd on hi! rc· 
turn, if wiLhiu tll'u ycntH of such rrgiijLtnLiou, nud 
on proof of hi~ idcutil.y to tl1o satisl:tction of tl1e 
Sub-Collector (aa to which the dccisio11 oltl1c M· 
Collector shnll bo li nn I) lo !reo entry ns 1m oxctupt 
ot· to rcccivo front the Snh-Cullecl.cr tho 1\lltOIIIIL of 
tho tnx, if nuy, p1tid by I lim on his rc\nrn ; bnt if 
ho does not return to thii Colony within two years 
(rom tho dntc of such rt~isl.rnlion, ho ~lu1ll, il rc· 
tnrning nftm· tim I dati', bo subject to tho ~~x pay· 
nblo under tho proviiions of section I of tl lis Act 
in tho samo mnnnct· ns in tho cnso of n first nrrivnl. 
12. Every person of Uhincsc origin who willully cvudes 




10 6 Eu, VII. 
l'cn~ltles rnr spcct1 the payment of ~ho tnx, by personntin" nny other in· 
II'MionorAI· . . . " teru 1,it~l•n~•lnn dtvttluul, or who wdlully mnkes nso of ttny lorgcd or frnu· 




every person who willully nids Ol' nhot.<l nuy anch person ol 
Chiucso origin iuuny evnsion or uttcmpt nt evnsion of nuy 
of tho provisions of this Act, is guil~y ol nn indicutble 
oiTcuce, nmllinble to hnvrisoumcnt for n term not exceeding 
twelve 1nonths, o1·to :1 fino not exceeding live lunulred dol· 
Iars, or to both. 
13. Every person who tnkea pa1·t in tlte orgaui?.rttion of 
nny sort of Court or tribunnl com~osed of Uhine.1n pcreons, 
lor the heul'ing nud dctcrmiuntiou of nny oiTeuce commi~Lcd 
. by n Chinese pereon, or in cnrrying on any such orgnni?JI· 
lion, Ot' who ~tkes pnrt in auy of its ·procccdings, Ol'lvho 
gh•es evidence before ony such Court or tribuuul, ot· assis~ 
iu cmrying into eOect nny decision, decree or order bf ahy 
euch Court or tribunal, is guilty of nn indicutiJio ollbnco and 
linble to imprisonment for nny term uot exceeding twelve 
months, or ton flue not excc~diug five lmn~re~ dollnrs, or 
to both; but nothing in this section shnll be construed !11 
provent Chinese pcr1on! I rout anbtniLtiug nny liilfet·cnce~ Ol' 
dispulos to nrbitmtiou; provided such anbmissiou is not cut I· 
trury to the ltm~ in Ioree in this Colony. 
P111111~ for 14. Every person who molesls or hinrlers Any onlcer or 
molllt "8 olllr~r. pettou a11poiutod to c.trry the provisious of Utis Act into 
effect is guilly of on ludictnblo ofteuce uud liable to impti· 
soumeut lor n term not exceeding twelve months, or to 1~ 
fine not exceeding livo hnndml dollttt1. 
Oenertl ~nahy. 15. Every jlcrson who violates nny provisions of this Act 
for which no speciul pnnishmon~ is herein provided, is guilty 
of un indiclublc offence, nud linblo to n ~ne not exceeding 
fil'c hnndred dollnra, or to imptiaonment lot· n tct'n) not ex· 
ceeding twell'c montlts. 
l'roc~lnr~ 10. Allsnil1 ot· nctiou1 for tho recoi'OI'Y ol ~txcs or pan· 
nlties nnd~r this Act, ntul nil prosccntions lot· coutrnventions 
ql this ~ct which nrc not heroit\ duclttred. to he indictnhjq 
Chiucsc /nnni9ralion Acl, 
offences, slmll be tried before ouo or more Justices ol tho 
Peuco, or bolo:e 11 Stipcmlinry Mugistmto. 
17. All lltw, pccuuinry pouulties, 111td rovcuncs I rom Oi!po1illon of 
othot· sonrccs nnrlcr this AeL shall bo ~1iJ into nnd fortn :!~~~~~:~ 
p•trt o!lhe Newfonndlnud Government Jt:xcltcqucr Account. 
17 
18. '!'he Uovernor in Uouneilmny mnko such rcgulntions Gomnor In Coun· 
ns nl·c ucccssnry to prohibit tlte entry Into Utis Colony of~:~ri;:::~e 
nuy grl!ntct· itumbcr of persons from nny foreign country 
thltn Lito lnws of such couutty permit to emigrute to this 
bolony. 
I 
19. lu this Act, unleslllte context otherwise rrquires-
~a) Tho cxprcssiou "master" lll!!:tiiS nny per~ou in cotu· 
tnuud ol or in cluug~ of nny vessel. 
(b) '!'Ito exprcs!iou " Cldu~se innuigrnut" means uny per· 
son of Clriuc.1~ oti~iu (iucluding uuy pet sou whose 
luther wns ol Cltiur.1c otigih) entering thi1 Colouy 
und not eulitlcrlto tho privi!Pge of oxemptiou pro· 
vidcd lor lry Bi•ctiou !11f this Ael. 
(c) Tire expression "lonnnHU" lliCttns the grogs tounugo 
uccordiug to the tnensut·cment fixed by the Mer· 




20. Tit is Act shall come into opemtiou upon n dny to be su,ioudlug 
sppointed lor tlmt putpose by Proclumntion of His 1\xcel·sccl 01' 
lcucy lito Governor, to the eiTcct thnt tho 8/ltne ltuR been 
dpproved nnd coufinnod hy !lis Mnjesty in Con nei l. 
iO Cap. X. Disembarking of Paupers, Acl, 15 (;eo. 1'. 
Constnbular,l' Force lor the benefit of its Widows and 
Orpltuns Hclitf Fund. 
/'n~·J.111:1 ti•n 60. 'l'ltis Act sllllllt'OIIIe iuto furt'C awl clfcct un n dny 
1;1p. X. Disembarking of Paupers Act l:i lien. 1'. 
nnu·udr·d hr :uldiu~ tlu·rl'iu tlw fulloll'ill~ :1s S1'1'li1111 ~. 
:laud I. 
2. 'l'lit! ~liuisl1·r ol .lusli11' tll:t,l' 111akt· 1111 t·xplll.,iuu Ali"!'"'"! 
11 
to he proclaime~l by the Gomnor·in.Council, through the 
Neuy'ormdla11d ilaletle. and upon that day all the rights, 
propt>rt,r ami elfects of the Colony in the possession or under 
the autllorit)· of the Controller shall pass to tl1e lloard 
appointed hereunder. 
I · I . 1. (' I .i1t.~tu~ 111a•· on rr rrsprctu1~ aur jli'Tstlll uut n1r11 111 t us 1111111', rt!· , 1. ·1: 0 · · 111:1~r ·,xpu ·'~' 
quiring suclijll'rst•ululr•arr! tlu: ('uluu)' wirltiu a tillll' fixr·•!On/•1 
lltpral 61. Chapter ~~~ of the Consolidated Statutes Tliird 
.\llti'IO/ill! 
Clau~e 
Series, entitled "Of the Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors," 
nnd lhnptcr 22 .• ~ George V., entitled "An Act to amend thr 
Acts relatiu~ to thr Prohibition of the Importation, Manu· 
fnctnre n111l Sale of Intoxicating Liquors'' nre hereby re-
pt·ult~l, as 1111 the ,Jay proclaimeJ · hy the Gorernor·in· 
Council for the coming of this Act into force. 
CAP. X. 
An Ad 1o amend Chapter 73 of the Consolidated Statutes 
(Thir4 Series) EnliUed "Of the Disembarking of Paupers.'' 
5f:CI'IO~-
/.·-:I•nl'~~<iin~ Clouse. 
~.- ·Miuillcr ol .lu.~li~ tnay tnAkt 
f:xpu~~n On/er. 
PasseJ .~ugust 12, 1924. 
SECTION-
t-Moster ol Ship fi!Spon.lilo~. 
4.-QffetlC!S and Pt1141ties. 
B E it enar.tetl b)' t.hc Govrrnor .. the Le.gisl~tive Co~n· ci: nml Jlouse of .:l..~~embly, 111 LegJslatJve Se~SIOII 
conmed, nR follows:-
1. l'lmpl1•r i:l Cousolidatl'll Stnt11t~ (Third St•rirs) 
Entitlt~l "01 tltc J>isemunrking of Paupers" i~ hereby 
It)' Sllt:lt IIT!lr·r, aud llwrr·aflt-r rt·umiunut ollhis I 'uluuy. 
(a) II l11· c:Uinnt sl1011' tlwt ltr. hns iu !tis pns:it·ssion, 
11r is in n jKtsitiun tro nh,aiu, tltr: IIH'IIIIS ul dt~'l'll tl,v 
SIIJII~•rriu~ l1illlst'll :uull,is dqwrul1·11ts, il auy, 
ur wlto lt:tl lu•t•u iu ntt:ipl of an,l' pnnr rrlirf. 
nr lms IH·cn fnnnd ll'nluit:riug without uslcusihlc 
1111 '11/IS uf snl1sistenct', or l111s 1)('1'11 liviu~ nndcr 
iu:~:111il:ny t'IIIHiilious d1m tJI uvt·rt·rowdiu~; or 
(h) If ill' is a lnualic, 1111 idiot nr a dt:Kencratc, or 
ll'ito 1111'i11~ to :111,1' disc:tli' or iulimlily, uH:II !Iti 
ur plt.rsil':d, .1pjwars lilir·l.r tn IK'f!llllll' 11 d•ar~l' 
upou iht: ('11lou,r, or ntltwvi~ a dctrinlt'ut to 
tlu· puhlit:; ur 
H \1'1111 l1as lwt•/1 1'1111\'il'it'd 11f :111.1 11lft•lfl'l' a~ai!l;l 
1111,1' u( lite /all'S 11f ~l'IVfiJIIIIIII1111ti; or 
(d) \VIu• in I Ill' upiuiu1111f tltt! ~lini.11t-r ul .lnstil'c is 
11/1 lltll/t·sirnltit•jK!TSIIII; Ill' 
(c) \VItu, 11ftt:r IH·in~ t'Xjll'litll is funud withiu the 
l'ololl)' iu 1.1J11trm11tinu uf au expulsion urrlcr. 
3. (I) 1\'lu•uau•·xpulsilllllll'lil·r is m:ult: h,l' the ~liuistt•r ~~~~•tcr ·~I ~ltii· 
I J . . 1 1 1 11 f 1 l'J. ··.~~~·~~~·'~': o nsl111' 111 t 11'1'/ISj' 11 au.r pr·r11111 lit' n nstt•r 11 t 11: ,, up 
1 11p1111 lritit·lt .~u1·h IK'I'sllu has lwt·u ltruught iulu llu: l'ulonr 
11111l11lsll 1111' ~laskr ul 1111,1' ~ltip IN•iflllging lu lilt' s:unc 
lhl'lll'r sl1all lw liahlt• 111 pa,1· tilt• ~liuisu·r 111 l•'iu11nr·t· n~ :1 
dchl d111: !11 I ill' I 'rllll'll 1111,1' Slllll 11r sums paid ur au,v c.~· 
jii'IISI'S illl'llrrt'd lt,l' 1111,1' dt'jl:ll'/1111'11111( li11• (;111'1'1111111'111 ill 
l'lllllt•·l'li1111 nillt 1111' tuaiukuan,.,·llf s111·lt jii'IS1111aud shall, 







Cap. XI. Payment by 81&mp1 Acl 15 Geo. V. 
and his or her dependents, il any, on board his ship and 
afford them free of charge a passage to the port of emhnrk· 
ntinn lllllljtrovidr. a1:rommO<Intion nnd mnintnnanrr. durin~ 
the pii.'ISII~c. 
(2) II the Master of the ship fails to comply with 
the provisions of this section as to givin~ a 
p11SS8ge to !uch person deported or expelled 
from the Colony he shall be guilty of an olfence 
under Ot~ Chapter. 
4. Any person who ~hall contravene any of the prO' 
visions ol this Chapter shall be guilty of an offence, nnd shall 
be liable on sununuy conviction before a Stipendiary 
Magistrate to n fine not exceeding .SOO.OO or to imprison· 
ment for a term not exceeding Otree month~ with hard 
labour, or to both fine and imprisonment. 
CAP. XI. 
An Act to amend Chapter 24 of the Consolidated Sl&lutes 
(Th~d Series) entilled "Of Parment of Cert&in Fees and 
Charges Br Sl&mps." 
Passed July 25th., JV24. 
SEt:fiON I.-Amendment or See. 20 or Chap. 24 or CoM. Stnt. 
(3rd Serill). 
BE it en&cted br the Gomnor, the Legislative Council &nd the House of Auembb, in Legbl&dve Seslion 
connned, as follows:-
Amen1lmcnt or [. Section 20 of Chapter 24 of the Consolidated Statutes 
~f~r~:~~~~~;. (Third Series) is ltereby amended hy gtriking out thm· 
(Jnl Scri~). lrom tlw IYII!Ii~ "five dollnr~" 111111 substituting thcrdnr 
the words "twenty·live dollars." 
Short litlt. 
Cnp. 29 Immigr~tion Acl 17 Gco. v. 
lr!l'l!. M. ll'iuslnll', Matron, Jlcm lloxpiltli-- a!ll.OO 
'l'homu~ lln~t·n, M11il Courier nnt\lrcrrymnu, St. 
Mn1')''Riln.r- Jllli.GG 
1'. Mlln~ll,·l•l, l•'••l'l')'lnau, l'liwrulin._,,_, __ .......... :JIUI.IIII 
ll'illi11111 Nurlli, 1'. M. llll)'·lh•·l't•rd~-- JOII.llll 
$10,G95.38 
,, ... ~=== 
CAP. XXIX. 
An Acl Respecting fmmigration 
BEG'I'ION-
1.-Short t,ille. 
2.-Act and Cap. 77 COUI. 
St. to be read together. 
3.-!aterpretllioa 
4.-Eilablhhmcnt or lm· 
, migraliou Oftlce1. 
5.-ApJKiinlmcnt ul Cu1n· 
miulunm and othor 
Onlren. 
6.-Ap~ointment of Sub· 
ordluate Ollleen, 
7.-Duty of Oft!leers. 
8.-Powm of 08km. 
9.-Polw to u&lninu Mnn· 
l!ellud Bill of Health. 
lO,....,Ooaditionl mpeetlng 
Iandin~ ol ilnmlgrnull. 
11.-Re,ulllloat bT Oom 
aor·lu·Couaeil. 
(PaMr.u June 9, Jn2fi) 
SBCTJON-
12.-Power to prohibit lnd· 
lag of lmmlarntt , it 
·ecrlaln eam. 
13. -l'ull·or to mtke order 
lor Deportation, 
14.-i,lnhllit)' of owner aod 
mn!!l•r of till~ In rcrhi11 
III!CI. 
1~.-Pmllie• . 
iO.-Certain eluJ!I of per. 
10n1 lo be ~nnaidorrd 
uni111irabie hnmigrAuls. 
Ji.- AI'I':ir.lli•lll u( tl1i, :\r.t 
ia me of eonftld \lith 
Cap. 77. 
18.-Rrlptrting tppl!eatlon 
of Act to mtalA J•U· 
10n1. 
BE 11 enacted by the Governor, the Le~slallve Council 
&nd Honse or A.ls~mbly, In Le~slative Session COO· 
vened, 11 follows:-
I 
1. This Act ntK)' be cited a! "The lrnrnigration Act, 
1926." 
!niinlgration Act CU)I. ~!J 
~. 'l'liis At:! nnd Clinpler 77 of lli1• Cunsuli1l:ilt'd M u1;,1 Cap. 
l'lll ('ll~,) i'l ·'"flfAI' II, 17Cuu~.St.lu 
,, II II rs • 1'1 11l'tlr.i I'll II eu 1r11s IIIII lllllli"l'll·l I I n ''' rt•at u. 
ti1111" Nludl IK' rt•nd n111l t•ouxl rn1•d lu~t·llu•r ux ont• Al'i , ~··llu·r . 
IV ln'l'l'l'l'r llu• trunl~ "lliiH ,\lol" 111'1'111' in 1111' fullull'in~ 
Ml'diuu~, Slll'h IYIII'Iis sJudJ, ll'ill'rii\VI'r IJII' I!UIIIi•!l. Sll Ill· 
lows, lte deeruetllo include Bllll rtfer to the Huiu Vhapkr 
'17 or ilu• Consnlidaled Statulu (3rd Series) as we:: HI 
:Ius Act. 
J. In wts Act th~ words-
"Minister'' ·,shoJI meun the Minist~r of Finuuce 
and Customs. 
"lnunigrn~t" shnll, in odd ilion to the meaning 
ussi~nrtllo it l1y Srclion A of suid l:l111plt•r 71, 
nlso inchrdt: any pn~~rngt'l' or other pcr~un 011 
boartl nny msrl arriving in !his Volony. 
MrrprcltliuB 
4. 'l'ht• lilll'l'l'lillr·ill·l:lllllll'ilntn)' I'SI11hlixh lllllllll:lill· l•:.,tuld,lun•"•l 
tnin iuunigrnlionuOIPrs nt HllciiJIIIIW wilhin nud uutsidt•ol iuuui~rllliuu 
, ('I , , Ofllcu. 
of till! u nny liS lromlunr.ln lnnr. mrns prupr.r. 
f1, 'J'h1• ilul'l'rllllr·ill t'1111111:iJ IIIII)' ll)ljlllilll li111111nis A)')'"iulllll'i!l ul 
siuntl~ or :nunigruliuu nntl Sllt'h other Ufticcr~ as UI'C~OIUUiiuiuacr• 
· 11ul other 
deemed umssnrr for t:nrrying out the provisions of thisouiccrs. 
Ar.t. \Jnlil such Cnmmissinnm ur uthrr Officm are ap· 
poinli'1llht• Cullcl·lnrs uf Cuslun1s nl nny port in tlii~ 
Colnu,l' ~lutiiJII'rform the duties of and be deented to ~~ 
lmmigruliun Offiem. 
ii. Xulijl'l'llo 1111)' rr.gulnlion~ iutilnllu•hnlf, lhc Min· Appuiulmcnl 
isiP.r IIIII)' nppoiut or P.mploy, rilhrr permnncntly or tem· of , MurJ,,Inlc Oftlctn. 
· pororil,t•, nny Subor,liunle 011\l:m, uol olhmvise prol'itl~u 
for, rNpdrt•tl in flll'lhrralll'r nf lhr prol'i~inu~ ~uti uhj1·cl~ 
or I hi~ Act,lnt:hllliU~ medical onlcr.r!, inspcclnr!, guat·ds, 
mnlron! nnd unrnr.H nt immigrant office~ or stations, &1111 
may confer upon thrm, and charge them with such power 
nut! dulic~ u he cunsitlmnccessnry ur eXJlCIIient. 
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(:1) nmy llllllllgl'allt IIX IO ll'hllij~ ri~httO land the 
Bxnmiuin~ Onlcer hns nny dou~t, shall be de· 
tniuctl for furlhr mminntiun by the Officer 
or h,l' llu: M iniHit•r 111111 Htli'h mmlnntinn 
Hilllll I•• fnr!hll'ilh l'lllliilii•li•d HI'JIIII'IIh• 111111 
Kparl from the public, and upon the couclu· 
aion thereof !uch intmigru~t shall be either 
lnt.11t•J or shnll It~ r~j~et~tl aut! kr.pt i~ 1:us· 
totlny lll'tllling his dcportnlion. 
II. Hegulntiuns mnuc by the UIIVCrnOr·iii·Couucil a~gulallm ~1 
uuJer thi~ Ad uuty provide nR n t:oudiliun to pcrmi~iou ~mru11°1' 111· wllil . 
to lntul iulhis Vuluuy tlmt lmmigr11utij shall!tOII.ma iu 
tlwir 1111·n right "'~"'')' to n prrmi!Jcd miuimum amount 
which nutunnt mny vnry nccording lo tlw t/ICI:, occupation 
or tlrstinntiunnf such itutni~t·ant nnd ollu•rwisc according 
In Uu: l·imunslniii'I'S ; 1111d may nlsu pt·nvid1• thulnlllll't· 
IIIIlS t:omin~ In litis l'uiHn)' din·clly or indirectly lrom 
cnulllt'ies which i~111c pa~1purls nr p~nnl crrtilicules to 
Jll'tsiiiiS l1•aviu~ stll'll l'llllllll'i1:s sludl prnlilu:u stu:h JIIL'I.~· 
purls ur Jll!lllllt:t:rlilil·nlt•s llll 'lh'tllllilllul' 1111' luuui~t·aliun 
Ulllcer brforc hci11g nlluwe1llulnml in this Vulony. . 
12. 'l'lw (lovrnlllr·in.Cuunl'il may, hy l'rnr.lnmnlinnl'unw '" p1u· 
or lll'oit•r ll'hl'lil'\'1'1' I• I' 11i'I!IIIS il III'CI'iiXIIt)', lit I!XIII'Iiit•ul,- hHoil l:o)o•lno~ 
Ul IIUIIII~tlllh 
( ) 1.1. I I I' . I' (' I f . . . lu wlaio mu n prn 111l 11r. nnt mg tn l11s ,o ony o 1mu11· · 
~r:tnls brnugltt In lhis Colony by any tnu~· 
ltnrlaliuut:nlnp:lll,l' wlticlt l'l'fnsi'S ur nt:~lci!IH to 
COIIIJII)' wilh ih~ PI'OYisionR or this Act; 
(b) pr11ltibit for u slnl~d p~l'iod, or p~rmnnenlly . 
lltr. ln11diu~ in litis Coluny, ut· lhr lnnding 111. 
1111)' Sjll'cilil'il pnrt or I'll I ry ill litis Volony, of 
iu1111igrn11IS b~lon~ing lo nny rnec ucemPd Un· 
snil~tllo lit~ clitnnlr or rr.ljnit~lll~nl~ Of this 
(:ullll1)', lit lif immi~r:utls nr 1111)' 4ceillcil 
cluss, occ111talion or chnrncter. 
1~. An lirlll'r fur 1l~purlnlinu 1110)' hr. mndP by the Po11er to make 





ll'uller to fl· n1uiue Maai. 




lug of hami· 
rrula. 
7. Bvcry Onlm nppointcd untlt•r this Act shall p~r 
form all dulic$ prescribed for him by this Act, or by an) 
Onlcr·in·Council, Proclnmnlion or Regulnlion mad• 
tlterenntlt•r, 111111 ~hnll nlso Jll'tfonu snr.h 1luli~R n! nrc r~ 
IJnimluf hiu1 hy 1111' Mini:1h•r, l'iilll'r 1lirt'l\lly lit lhrun~ lt 
UIIJ' other Onlcer; n11d no action tnl1cn by nny such Onlccr 
under or for any purpose of this Ael shall be deemed 11\ 
be invalid or unnnlhorizr.d merely because it wns no• 
lnkrn b)' the Offieet· spceinlly npltoinle~l or delnil~d fo: 
the purpose. 
8. Nvel',l' Officer nppoi11ted under litis Acl shnll hn1··· 
the aulhorily and p01vr.r Jf a Consln~lc to cnlbrce any or 
the provision~ of this Art relnting to the arrest, detcntiu11 
or deportation of immigrnnts. 
!1. (1) l~·forr nn,l' lnuui~rnnls nr nlhrr pr~·son! nr• 
pmnilleillo lenvc n vrs.1rl in tid! (~lnn.r lit• 
lmmi~rnl ion Offir.rr in ~hn r~~. or nn,1· Onlr~: 
1!im1NI so to 1lo, mny ~111111 ltnnnl nntl inSJt1'1' ' 
Mlll:h \'rssrlnntl mminr nnd Ink~ nxl r:t1'l ' 
from lh~ mnnir~sl of pn~1en~er!, nnd from till' 
bill of hrnllh. 
(2) The Mnslr.r shnll permit nny cxnminalil•n o: 
passr.n~rrs required undr.r this Ant to br. m~d 
on honrd his vessel whenever so directed b)' ih· 
Immigration Officer. 
10. ( 1) Rver)' immigrnnt Reeking to lnnd in lh i1 
Colony Rhnll first nppenr before An Immi~rn· 
lion 0ffir.~r, nnd Ahnll be forthwith exomincd 
u required under this Ae~, either on shiphonrr 
or at some other place designated for lhn· 
purpose. 
(2) Rvr.ry immigrant 1eeking to lnnd in thi. 
r..olony !hall answer truly all qne.1tions pull• 
him hy Rny Officer n·hen exnmined under ll11· 
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immigrant rejected or landing without leave or landing 
contrury to any of the provisions of this Act and a copy 
of said Ordrr shall be delivered to sneh immigrant and o 
Cupy Nt•md npnn llu• Mn~IH or Owrll'r u( thr. Ahip or lhtl 
locul Agt•nt of such ~hip or Owner, and snch immigraut 
shall thereupon be deported by such Omr or Shtp. 
J,ia!Jility ol 14. When any immigront is rejected or ordered to be 
owner IIIIIIIIAI· , ter ut •hip lu tleportctl from thr~ Colony tire Owner and Master or thr 
cerralo cu11. r.hip in which he has been brought to this Colony, ant! 
aiHo the MaHler of any ship belonging to the said Owner, 
shnll Le linLie to pny to the Minister as a debt due to th~ 
Crown any sums paid in connection with such person ant! 
hiM maiutenance in this Colony and shall, whenever ~o I 
directed by the Minister, deport such persons from thi~ 
Oolnny to the country whenr.e he came in such ship, nn1l 
nt the cost of the Owner or Master, aud in case of neglect 
or refusal so to do such Owner or Master shall be guillt 
of on offmrcc ngninst this Act and shall Lc liahle on sum-
mnry convidiuu tn n fine nf not mnrc lhnn live hundr·rtt 
dollm and not lm than twenty dollor~ for each such 
oiTeuce; nrul uo srll'h veR~~l ~hull hm clmnncr. f.rom 
nuy purl iu Newfuumllnnd until xueh fine nnd audt doht 
arc paid. 
Peoalti!l. !fl. Any pmo11 guilty of any offence ngninst this 
At:! shull, if no other penalty is premibril, be linblc 011 
sunnnury t:onvit:liou hPforc n Stiperulinry Mngislrnle in 
the em ol1 n11 offrnr.P. by n Moster nf n ship to n fine no( 
~meding llt•e hun,lred dollars, and no clearance fro111 
ouy port in this Colony Rhall be permitted such ~hlp until 
1ueh flue iM pnid: nnd in the em of an offence oy an 
innuigraut to imprisonment for a term not e1ceeding 
three mouths with hord labour. I 
! 
Certaio etmu 16. The following cln~ses of persons shall be cousiil· 
ol pmous to b1 .1 •1 • 1•1 , , d S , I , touidmd un. mu unuesrrnu e rmmrgrauts un er ectron of snrrt 
dulroble lm· Chapter 77 in addition to those therein mentioned, that 
Dllrranla. . t rs o aay-
l!I~G Immigmtion Act Cap. ~9 
(a) tll'rsons whn l1nvc Leen coul'icted of aur 
crinu:, iut·ulvin~ mor·ul turpitude; 
(til proslilul•·s nu.l wnmt·n nrut ~iris cnrniuK to 
N•·ll'[nundlnrul fnr 1111,1' iltttlllll'al puqn •~•· 111nl 
pimps nr tiersuus living 011 the avails or 
prostitution; 
(c) pt•r·~nu~ whu prot:urr or ntlernpl to bring lulu 
Newfnurulland pros I itult·M or wmue11 or girl! 
lor tht purpose of prostitution or other im· 
mornlpurpose; 
(d) prnfes.\innul Lc~~urs or VRRrants, or pmorh 
liltely ln hccorue a puLiic charge. 
t7. lu I'IISt: nf nn,r t·nnllit•l iii'IWI'I'n lillY ol1 the prn· Appliralion ul 
vision~ llr ill is i•n:ll'lllll'lll and nr I ill' s:lid t:hapli:r 71, lht• tlrd' " '',1. i u J· :~.Io' 0 runi JJ•i tltlh 
prnl'isiuns uf lhi~ r.naelmcnt sltull nppl)'. c~p . ii, 
IR. 'I' his i\1'1 sh:dl IIIII apply In 1111)' jll'rSIIII srekiu~ u,.,po•o·liJJK np· 
admi:c1inu inl11lltt' !'11lutll' uud1•1' llu: pr111'isinus ur Chap. l1'
1
"'a1ti uu ",r. ' tl'! U l'l'r DIU 
li•r 7!1 l'unsnlidali•il Slalul t•s (:11'11 Scr·ies) 1:ntitll'tl "()[ l·muu1, 
ti1P luuui~r·Hiinunf Chilli'S'' i"'I'SIIns," 1111r In an)' Urilisil 
suhj•••·l l•uru iu this C11luuy IIIII' In any jll'I'Suu l]itlll ldh·•l 







COUNTRY Under lmm1gration Act of 1921 
OR 1923 1924 
REGION 
Quota Number Quota Number 
admitted admitted 
Estonia 1348 241 1348 1224 
France 5729 5034 5729 5729 
Germany 67607 49258 67607 67607 
Great Britain, 77342 77342 77342 77342 
Ireland• 
Greece 3294 3294 3063 3063 
Hungary 5638 5638 5747 5747 
Italy 42057 42057 42057 42057 
Latvia 1540 1513 1540 1540 
Lithuania 2460 2460 2629 2629 
Poland 31146 29730 30977 30977 
Rumania 7419 7419 7419 7419 
Russia 24405 24405 24405 24405 
Turkey 2388 2388 2654 2654 
• Prior to 1925 fi ures 1nclude all Ireland: 1n 192 , Northern Ireland on/ . g y
Under Immigration Act of 
1924 
1925 
Quota Number 
admitted 
124 113 
3954 3481 
51227 45760 
34007 30461 
100 95 
473 357 
3845 2662 
142 127 
344 332 
5982 4873 
603 595 
2248 2141 
100 96 
c: 
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